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CHAPTER 1 
The Problem 
••• Perhaps no power in adult life molds a man so 
strongly as his vocation. The whole mentality of 
the agricultur is t is entirely different from that 
of the stock raiser; the artisan differs from the 
clerk, and the fisherman from the miner. Nature 
seems to stamp the soul with the special conditions 1 under which he (man) wrests his livelihood from her. 
One of the most perplexing questions which has 
en~a~ed the attention of student~ of human nature since 
the beginnin~s of recorded thought has been the problem 
of why men choose their particular occupations and what 
conditions foster success or failure. In answer to the 
latter question, a Franklin2 might ascribe diligence and 
honesty; others, more cynical in their outlook on the 
affairs of men.~ might speak of chance factors, luck, 
and the cultivation of the right set of acquaintances. 
Certainly Franklin's position cannot account for the 
numerous instances of men who failed in one or several 
lines of work before succeeding in winning success. Both 
Lincoln and Truman moved on from commercial disaster to 
1 Eduard Spran~er, Types of Men: The Psychology and 
Ethic s of Personality (Verla~-halle: Max~insyer, l928r:-
p. 143.-- -
.2-··Benjamin Franklin, The Autobiography of Benjamin 
Franklin (Mount Vernon, New York: Peter Pauper Press, 
1950) t p. 121. 
the heights of political triumph. More recently, many 
psychologists, vocational advisors, and educators have 
been concerned with tests which differentiate between 
2 
the various professions and trades, both on the professional 
and on the student level. 
1. The Problem 
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this 
study was (1) to investigate Rorschach factors which 
might differentiate between groups of different subject 
majors in college; (2) to investigate whether any such 
Rorschach factors which did differentiate between the 
student groups also differentiated between groups of 
professional workers in the same fields. 
Importance of the study. Present knowledge con-
cerning vocational choice is not sufficiently thorough. 
Bell3 points out that while we have millions of American 
youth presenting a virtually infinite variety of vocational 
'profiles' or patterns, there are at least eighteen 
thousand recognizably different occupations in our business 
and industry. Yet, while our industrial civilization 
3 Howard M. Bell, Matching Youth and Jobs: A Study 
of Occupational Adjustment (Washington, 'i'5:-"c::-Am.erican 
Council on Education, 1940), p. 3. 
j 
3 
requires that only a third o~ our worke r s wear white collars, 
~ive out o~ six youths in his study expressed the desire to 
enjoy this distinction. He points out that in one state, 
five times as many youths wanted eventually to work in one 
or another of the professions as were employed in the 
professional field. 4 A similar ratio. of six to one is 
given by Edgerton5 , who further points out that a large 
majority of the youths intended to enter white collar jobs, 
although seven out of ten of them appeared to be destined 
to wear overalls. Bragdon and her associates6 found that 
not only the demands of our in.dustrial civilization were 
discounted by these aspirations, but also that large 
numbers of youth held the ambition to become outstanding 
physicians or lawyers but l a cked the ability to complete 
even their professional training. Guthrie7 reports that, 
in 1948, only slightly over six thousand applicants out 
of a reported ninety-two thousand applications were 
4 Ibid • , p. 6 • 
5 Alanson H. Edgerton, Readjustment or Revolution? 
(New York: Whittlesey House, McGraw-Hill, 1946), p. 15. 
6 Helen D. Bragdon, et. al., Educational Counseling 
of College Students (American Council on Education Studies, 
Vol. 3, Series 6, Student Personnel Work, No. 1. Washington, 
D. c.: American Council on Education, April, 1939), p. 10. 
7 Williams. Guthrie, Applications to the Profession-
al Schools and Colleges (Columbus, Ohio: OhiO:State 
Dniverslty, 1949), p. 7. 
accepted into medical schools, under thirteen thousand out 
of over twenty-three thousand applications to law schools, 
and less than nine hundred out of over three thousand 
applications to dental schools. 
The results of this confusion are unsatisfactory. 
4 
Be118 estimates that one out of four youths leave school 
because it has failed to satisfy his interests and needs. 
Cowley9 points out that thousands of students follow 
curricula in professional colleges which turn out to be 
tragic mistakes; others drop out, labeled failures, although 
had they been guided into wiser choices, they would have 
succeeded; others, while graduating, do not pursue the 
vocations for which they have b~en trained; still others 
enter the field for which they trained, only to be unha ppy 
or unsuccessful misfits for the rest of their lives. 
Tunis10 states that in a study of graduates of a liberal 
arts college twenty-five years after graduation of their 
class, fifty percent of the graduates asserted that they 
were disappointed with their vocational choices, and 
8 Howard M. Bell, Youth~ Their ~jory (Washington, 
D. C.: American Council on Education, 193 , p. 66. 
9 w. H. Cowley, R. Hoppock, and E . G. Williamson, 
Occupational Orientation of College Students (American 
Council on Education Studies, Vol. 3, Series 6, Student 
Personnel Work, No. 2. Washington, D. c.: American 
Council on Education, April, 1939), p. 6. 
10 John R. Tunis, Was College Worth While? (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1936) , p. 16. 
twenty-five percent admitted that they had chosen careers 
for which they were wholly unsuited. Beside the failure 
and unhappiness attendant upon such conditions, vocational 
dissatisfaction contributes to adult delinquency, as 
Lauch11 has pointed out. 
Selection, then, whether it be of an occupation by 
the individual, or of an applicant by an employing agency, 
is a central problem. As Mercer states: "Good selection 
by whatever means is a necessary condition of successful 
training... . n 12 Blum1 3 considers that in the possibilit y 
of prediction of success from known or measured existing 
qualities such as skill, intelligence, personality, and 
other traits lies the heart of the problem of selection. 
14 Reynolds takes much the same approach in his cataloging 
of intelligence, temperament, interests, and aptitudes, 
as well as other aspects of personality structure as being 
important influences on work behavior. As early as 1930, 
11 Marie T. Lauch, "A Search for Evidence that 
Guidance in School Prevents Delinqency in Adults," 
Sch. Rev., 56:31-32, Jan., 1948. 
5 
12 Edith 0. :Mercer, "Training the Industrial Psychol-
ogist," Occup. Psychol., ~·, 22:63, April, 1948. 
13 Lawrence P. Blum, "A Comparative Study of Students 
Preparinp.; for Five Selected Professions Including Teaching," 
J. Exper. Educ., 16:34, Sept., 1947. 
14 Lloyd G. Reynolds and Joseph Schister, Job 
Horizons: A Study of Job Satisfaction and Labor Mobility 
(New York: ~arper and~others, 1949),-p: 4. 
the National Vocational Guidance Association passed a 
resolution commending the American Council on Education 
for its activities to find accurate and useful ways to 
measure and record the achievement and personality of 
individuals in order to permit better guidance.l5 
Four major areas, intelligence, special aptitudes, 
interests, and personality, have been investigated in 
reference to their relationship with occupational choice 
or success. The first three of these have been the subject 
of considerable research and experimentation. Their value 
in the _occupational guidance process is generally accepted. 
The _position is not so clear, however, in regard to the 
fourth. 
6 
Personality and vocation. While in modern psychology 
this method of investigation into occupational characteris-
tics of personality is but still in its infancy, it was, 
perhaps, not totally unknown in earlier days. Gideon 
employed a selection or screening program for soldiers by 
the evidence of the impetuosity with which they drank water 
from a stream.16 The Jlean and hungry look' of Cassius 
15 National Vocational Guidance Association, 
"Resolution," Feb. 21, 1930, Soh. and Soc~, 33:441-442, 
March, 1931. 
16 Samuel, Judges 7:5-7 The New Chain Reference 
Bible, Third Improved Edition (Indianapolis, Indiana: 
B. B. Kirkbride Bible Co., 1934), p. 256. 
7 
was reported not as a physiological observation only, but as 
a characterization of temperament--the conspirator or 
1 t . 17 revo u 1onary. 
Today, however, the method has not met with an 
unanamity of approval. Flexner states tl:E case succinctly: 
There is no telling by psychological or other tests 
what career or calling or activity an individual is 
most fit for and what he will find in life •••• We 
may all be thankful that these mechanical devices 
do not and cannot succeed.l8 
This same denial of the importance of personality aspects 
in the vocational guidance process is echoed by Dashielll9, 
Ka back2°, and Shutterly21 • 
Despite the criticisms of the use of personality 
aspects as an approach to guidance, numerous workers believe 
such an approach to be of value. British industrial psychol-
ogists have recently taken a theoretical approach to the 
17 William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, 1 ii, 199-
202, The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (New York: 
Walter J. Black, Inc., 1932), p. 863. 
18 Abraham Flexner, "The Prepared Mind," Sch. and 
Soc., 45:865, June, 1937. · -- -
19 J. F. Dashiell, "Personality Traits and the 
Different Professions," J. !:el?l· Psychol., 14:197, June, 
1930. 
20 Goldie R. Ka.back, "The Vocational Guidance 
Process and the Rorschach Method," Occupations, 24:203, 
Jan., 1946. 
21 Virginia Shutterly, "Is the Aptitude Test a 
Panacea?," Occupations, 22:2o0, Jan., 1944. 
8 
problem of why and how men work. Citing Dostoeffsky's 
claim that no man ever acts from a single motive, Mace22 
urges that the problem of the complexity of human motivation 
in work be studied, since a failure to appreciate and to 
understand this is the outstanding weakness of every system 
of industrial incentives as yet proposed or practiced. 
Balchin23, Korner24 , and Reynolds and Schister25 have all 
written of the emotional meaning of work and the necessity 
of emotional satisfaction in that work. Angyal26, Bixler27, 
Cowley, Hoppock, and Williamson28 , and Feather29 have all 
22 C. A. Mace, nsatisfactions in Work," Occup. 
Psychol., 121!£., 22:5, Jan., 1948. 
23 Nigel Balchin, "Satisfactions in Work," Occup. 
Psychol., Lond., 21:125-134, July, 1947. 
24 Anneliese Korner, "Origin of Impractical or 
Unrealistic Vocational Goals," J. Consult. Psychol., 
10:331, Nov., 1946. 
25 Reynolds and Schlater,~· cit., pp. 6-34. 
26 Andras An~yal, Foundations for a Science of 
Personality (.New York: Commonwealth Fund-; l94l), cTted 
by Anne Roe, "Personality and Vocation," Trans. New York 
~· Sci., 9:264, May, 1947. --
27 Ray H. Bixler and Virginia H. Bixler, "Test 
Interpretation in Vocational Counseling," ~· Psychol. 
Measmt., 6:145-155, No. 1, Spring, 1946. 
28 Cowley, Hoppock, and Williamson, .£P• cit., 
pp. 1-74. 
29 Don B. Feather, "The Relation of Personality 
Maladjustments of 503 University of Michigan Students to 
Their Occupational Interests," J". Soc. Psychol., 32:71-72, 
August, 1950. 
9 
cited the importance of personality and/or emotional factors 
in vocational choice, a position also held by .l!'ord30, 
Kates31 Kilby32 Lawshe33 Mercer34 Ostrom35 Roe36 
' ' ' ' . ' 
Shutterly37 , Torrance38, and Trabue39. Barnabas40, 
30 Adelbert F'ord, A Scientific Approach to Labor 
Problems (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1931), pp. 202-203. 
31 Solis L. Kates, "Rorschach Responses, Strong Blank 
Scales, and Job Satisfaction among Policemen," J. ~· 
Psychol., 34:249, Aug., 1950. 
32 R. W. Kilby, "Some Vocational Counseling Methods," 
1948, unpublished, cited in Robert B. Ammons, Margaret N. 
Butler, and Sam A. Herzig, "A Projective Test for Vocational 
Research and Guidance at the College Level," J. ~· 
Psychol., 34:198, June, 1950. 
33 c. H. Lawshe, Jr., Principles of Personnel 
Testing (NewYork: McGraw-Hill, 1948), p. 76. 
34 Mercer, ££• cit., p. 65. 
35 Stanley H. Ostrom, "The OL Key of the Strong 
Vocational ~nterest Blank for Men and Scholastic Success 
at College :Freshman Level," J. !:e.l?.!• Psychol., 33:51, 
::B'eb., 1949. 
36 Anne ~oe, "A Rorschach Study of a Group of 
Scientists and 'l' echnicians ," J. Consult. Psychol., 10: 
317, Nov., 1946. 
37 Shutterly, Loc. £11. 
38 Ellis .P. Torrance, 11 More about Using Part lV, 
D.o. T.,io Occupations, 24:208-209, Jan., 1946. 
39M. R. Trabue, "The Role of the Psychologist in 
Vocational Gu idance," l• Clin. Fsychol., 1:182-185, July, 
1945. 
40 Bentley Barnabas, "Validity of Personality and 
Interest Tests in Selection and Placement Situations," 
Trans. Kansas Acad. Sci ., 51:3 35, Sept., 1948. 
-
10 
Blake and Harriman41 , and Blum42 have spoken of the need to 
measure emotionalfactors in any selection program. Both 
Brewer43 and Hunt44 have considered the importance of the 
role of personality problems in the discharge of employees. 
If, then, pe!sonality factors may be considered a 
valid aspect of vocational choice, a conclusion reached 
by many investigators, to what extent is a complicated and 
time-consuming individual test like the Rorschach desirable? 
Would not less cumbersome group pencil-and-paper tests like 
the Bernreuter, the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 
Inventory, or the Henderson Work Preference Inventory be 
more appropriate? Numerous voices have been raised to point 
out weaknesses of the latter type of test. The American 
Council on Education, Committee of Review of the Testing 
Movement, while endorsing the need for further research in 
this direction, speaks of the lack of demonstrable results 
in the measurement of personality as compared with the 
results which have been obtained from the testing of 
4l Wainwright D. Blake and Arthur E. Harriman, 
"The Selection and Training of Executives," J. Soc. 
Psychol., 29:29-35, Feb., 1949. 
42 Blum, ..Q:Q • .£1:!2.. , p. 34. 
43 John M. Brewer, "Religion and Vocational Success," 
Relig. Educ., 25:39, Jan., 1930. 
44 Anom., "Why They Couldn't Hold Their Jobs " 
' ~· ~., 14:227, Dec., 1935. 
ll 
achievement45. Roe46 states bluntly that adequate personal-
ity studies cannot be made from personality inventories. 
Allport47, Allport and Vernon48 , and Wells49 have called 
attention to the ineffectiveness of the quantitative 
type of personality test used so widely in this country 
in throwing light on the unit personality, and have indica-
ted the need for the inclusion of the qualitative approach 
to personality study, an approach more fully understood and 
accepted in traditional European research. Hutt 50 names 
two major limitations of paper-and-pencil tests and inven-
tories : (a) they co~mit the 'stimulus fallacy' of Thurstone, 
45 Committee on Review of the Testing Movement, The 
American Council on Education, The Testing Movement 
(American Council on Education Studies, Vol. 1, Series 1, 
Reports of Committees and Conferences, No. 1. Vashington, 
D. c.: American Council on Education, Feb., 1937), 
pp. 30-Jl . 
46 Roe, ~· cit. 
47 Gordon W. Allport, "The Study of the Undivided 
Personality," J. Abn. ~· Psychol., 19:132, July, 1924. 
48 Gordon W• Allport and Fhilip E. Vernon, "The 
Field of Personality," Psychol. Bull., 27:707, Dec., 1930. 
49 F. L. Wells, "The Systematic Description of the 
Personality," in Re~ort Q! ~ Conference of Individual 
Differences in theharacter and Rate of Psychological 
Development TWashingto.Q.,~ t>. , c.: : :Na:"ti6nai Res.eaxoh- Coun9il, 
1930)' pp. "55-56 • . 
50 Max L. Hutt, "Projective Techniques in Guidance ,t' 
in Wilna T. Donahue, Clyde H. Coombs, and Robert M. w. 
Travers, eds., The Measurement of Student Adjustment and 
Achievement (An~rbor, Michigan: University of Michigan 
Press, 1949), p. 60. 
12 
assuming that a test item, i.e., the situation or stimulus, 
has the same meaning to all subjects, whereas it is now 
known that the subject creates his own stimulus and tben 
res ponds to it in an idiosyncratic way. Willoughby and 
Morse5 1 have carried this criticism further, stating that 
questionnaire items related to affectively charged situa-
tions tend to give rise to misunderstandings, quibbling, 
and rationalizing. Hutt's second limitation is (b) that 
such tests are an atomistic omnibus type, showing so~ thing 
about the peripheral, phenotypical aspects of persons, but 
little about the actual person taking the test. 
A suggestion that such inventories predict 'adjust-
ment' badly, not so much as a function of their being 
quest ionnaires than as a function of their being uncom-
prehensive and systematic, has been made by Munroe: 
Some types of failure in adaptive mechanisms are 
overemphasized, others neglected. Statistical item 
analysis does not handle this problem at all unless 
the experimental 'bad' group presents a single syn-
drome. These questionnaires have avowedly started 
with a list of synptoms and traits, not with an over-
all concept of personality resources nor even clinical 
neurotic entities. Items have been retained wheh 
they occurred frequently in a heterogeneous 'bad' 
group •••• it seems plausible to account for the 
observed inadequacy of the Bernreuter by th~ un-
systematic character of its construction. A psy-
chiatrist would understand at once that a person may 
have few of the 'frequent' neurotic symptoms and 
. 51 Raymond R. Wi lloughby and Mary E. Morse, 
"Spontaneous Reactions to a Personality Inventory," 
Amer. J. OrthftpsYchiat., 6:574, Oct., 1936. 
still be very neurotic, and that some quite adequate 
persons may be consistently on the introverted side 
--a trend which5 ~cores strong neurotic tendency on the Bernreuter. 
While maintaining the importance of personality 
factors in occupational adjustment, Shutterly53 criticizes 
the value of objective tests of personality because of 
the low reliability of the individual measures. Two 
closely-related questions are, perhaps, worthy of comment: 
despite Bernreuter's 54 published reliabilities, ranging 
13 
from .78 to .92, (a) can the subject deliberately or 
consciously change his answers so as to provide a different 
picture of himself; (b) does temporary mood or mood changes 
effectively change the picture? In re~ard to the first 
question, Bernreuter55 did find significant differences when 
subjects took the inventory under different administrative 
directions, but concluded that the desire for social 
approval did not appreciably affect the scores. Both 
52 Ruth L. Munroe, "Discussion on 'The Rorschach 
Method in the Study of Personality'," Ann. New York Acad • 
.§.£.!., 44:587-588, Dec., 1943. - - - -
53 Virginia Shutterly, "Is the Aptitude Test a 
Panacea?," Occupations, 22:260, Jan., 1944. 
54 Robert G. Bernreuter, Manual for the Personality 
Inventory (Stanford, California: Stanford University 
Frese, 1935), p. 4. 
55 Robert G. Bernreuter, "Validity of the Personality 
Inventory," Pers. J., 11:383-386, April, 1933. 
Ruch5 6 and Fosberg57 in similar experiments obtained 
similar significant differences, but did not agree with 
the conclusions reached by Bernreuter. Hathaway58 has 
questioned th.e reliability of such personality inventories 
in regard to faking by the subject. 
14 
In regard to the second question raised, i.e., the 
question of the influence of mood on scores, both Johnson59 
60 
and Farnsworth and Ferguson found that while normal mood 
changes do not affect scores significantly, there was a 
change found to correlate with mood swings, and that 
abnormal mood swings produce significant changes. 
The validity of such inventories has also been 
questioned. Criticisms that the inventories are not truely 
56 Floyd L. Ruch, 11 A Technique for Detecting Att empts 
to Fake Performance on the Self-Inventory Type of Personality 
Test," in Quinn McNemar and Maud A. Merrill, Studies in 
Personality (NewYork: McGraw-Hill, 1942), p. 232. --
57 Arthur I. Fosberg, "An Experimental Study of the 
Reliabilities of the Rorschach Psychodiagnostic Technique," 
Ror. ~· ~., 5:72-84, April, 1941. 
58 s. R. Hathaway, "The Personality Inventory as an 
Aid in the Diagnosis of Psychopathic Inferiors," J. Consult. 
Psychol., 3:114-115, July, 1939. 
59 W. Johnson, "The Effect of Mood on Personality 
Traits as Measured by Bernreuter," J. Soc. Psychol., 5: 
515-522, Nov ., 1934. 
60 Paul R. Farnsworth and Leonard W. Ferguson, 
"The Growth of a Suicidal Tendency as Indicated by Score 
Changes in Bernreuter's Personality Inventory," Sociometry, 
1:339-341, April, 1938. . 
15 
measuring what they purport to measure have been made by 
Munroe61, Super62 , Barnabas63, and Lovell, Davis, and 
Meacham64. Ellie sums up studies reported in the literature: 
Judging from validity studies on group administered 
personality questionnaires thus far reported in the 
l iterature, there is at best one chance in two that 
these tests will discriminate between groups of adjusted 
and maladjusted persons and there is very little indica-
tion that they can be safely used to diagnose individual 
cases or give valid estimates of the personality traits 
of specific respondents. The older, more conventional, 
and more widely used forms of these tests seem to be 
for practical purg~ses, hardly worth the paper on which 
they are printed. 
The author believes, therefore, that the importance 
of this study follows logically from the two propositions 
discussed: (a) there is a definite need to include person-
ality factors in vocational guidance; (b) present pencil-
and-paper tests are considered inadequate by reason of 
unreliability and invalidity. 
This study is designed to investigate whether the 
Rorschach, under experimental conditions, can distinguish 
61 Munroe, .hQ..£. ill• 
62 Donald E. Super, Avocational Interest Patterns: 
A Study 1ll the Psychology of Avocations (Palo Alto, 
California: Stanford University Press, 1940), p. 497. 
63 Barnabas,~· cit., p. 336. 
64 George D. Lovell, Hartwell Davis, and Alfred 
Meacham, "A Validating Study of the Vvork Preference 
Inventory , '' J. !J2..E!. Psychol., 32:199, April, 1948. 
65 Albert Ellis, "The Validity of Personality 
Q.uestionnaires," Psychol. Bull., 43:425, Sept., 1946. 
16 
between groups of students preparing for different profess-
ions and whether such differences, if any, exist among 
professional workers. Its importance lies in the fact that, 
should the Rorschach be found to differentiate significantly 
i n one or both areas, it may open a further field of know-
ledge for the vocational counselor. 
CHAPTER 11 
THE RORSCHACH AND OCCUPATIONAL 
DIFFERENTIATION AND SUCCESS 
While the group Rorschach method diff~rs, to some 
extent, from the individual Rorschach, especially in regard 
to administration and scoring, factors to be consider~d 
l ater in this study, the two forms of the technique may be 
be considered together in regard to the criticisms leveled 
against the use of projective techniques in the ~ocational 
field, in respect to the general claims which have been 
made by its proponents, and in consideration of the specific 
studies which have been reported in the literature. 
Of late, the Rorschach has been approached by in-
creasing numbers of workers as a possible .additional tool 
in both guidance and selection. This has not been. without 
some opposition, generally originating from t wo sources. 
First, as discussed in the preceeding section on personality, 
s ome workers decry the attempt to measure or evaluate the 
personality of the individual and to use the results of this 
evaluation as a method of guidance. 1 The second type of 
criticism centers on the use of the Rorschach itself. 
This second type of criticism is, perhaps, best exemplified 
1 Supra, P• 7. 
by Kaback2 • In one publication, she states that the 
ordinary counseling procedure ( and here she includes 
the use of the interview, of intelligence and aptitude 
tests, of interest inventories, and of paper-and-pencil 
personality tests) contributes information simi.lar to that 
of the Rorschach. She further states that the Rorschach 
18 
method is not a 'process' which can displace the basic 
principles of vocational guidance, that it is not vocational 
guidance, and, at best, can be used only as an additional 
aid in the proce~s of vocational guidance. Her attack on 
even the use of the Rorschach in this .field centers on her 
char~e that it places too much emphasis on a subject's 
personality, and that its use, or users, imply that there 
is one, and only one occupation for which a subject is 
best suited, and in which he will succeed. However, a 
search through. the literature disclosed no single instance 
of a user of the Rorschach suggesting the substitution of 
that instrument for other, more customary aspects of voca-
tional guidance, or of claiming that, with a given person-
ality, a subject could succeed in only one occupation. 
The most enthusiastic advocates of the use of the Rorschach 
in vocational guidance and selection see it only as an addi-
tional tool in a field which is not at present too exact. 
2 Goldie R. Kaback, "The Vocational Guidance Process 
and the Rorschach Method," Occupations, 24:206, Jan., 1946. 
Barnabas states: 
The appraisal of a psychological instrument must take 
into account its comparative as well as its intrinsic 
value in selecting or placing a human being at a life 
task. If the instrument performs better than chance 
it has some usefullness. If it is better than some 
other instrument--such as an interview--it should have 
its riRhtful po~ition ahead of the instrument that is 
less effective • .J 
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Rorschach workers in the guidance field appear to accept 
the position of Ginzberg4: that while only that individual 
who seeks to find the appropriate expression for his emo-
tional needs can make a satisfactory occupational choice, 
he must, in the search for emotional satisfaction, evaluate 
the reality situation and his own personal resources and 
liabilities. 
Before considering the peculiar contribution which 
the Horschach makes in regard to the personality aspects 
of vocational work, it may be well to examine briefly its 
qualifications as a tool. Kaback5 lists four conditions 
for such an instrument: (a} the technique should have been 
3 Bentley Barnabas, "Validity of Personality and 
lnterest Tests in Selection and Placement Situations," 
Trans. Kansas Acad. Sci., 51:335, Sept., 1948. 
4 Eli Ginzberg, et. al., Occupational Choice 
(New York: Columbia University Press, l95l), p. 2oo. 
5 Goldie R. Kaback, Vocational Personalities: ~ 
Application of the Rorschach Group Method (Teachers 
College Contributions to Education, No. 924. New York: 
Teachers College, 1946), p; 10. 
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widely used in the diagnosis of personality characteristics; 
(b) the technique should not produce premeditated effects; 
(c) the technique should stimulate the interest and secure 
the cooperation of subjects; and (d) the technique should 
be applicable to large numbers of subjects at one time. 
(a) Perhaps no test today has been the subject of 
more experimentation and validation than the Rorschach. 
Its use in psychiatric institutions, mental hygiene clinics, 
child guidance and school clinics has given it an enviable 
position in this respect. 
(b) The technique should not produce premeditated 
effects. It has been indicated by Varvel that the Rorschach: 
represents a modified free-association technique , 
allowing freedom both in the response and in the se-
lection of the effective stimulus, which itself has no 
conventional meaning. This comparative freedom results 
in patterns of reactions which are more revealing than 
would be the case if behavior were 'c~annelized' by 
more specific rules and instructions. 
(c) The technique should stimulate the interest and 
secure the cooperation of the subjects. The novelty of the 
test, its appeal to the imagination, and its seeming 
innocuousness and non-contact with 'touchy' areas tend to 
make it a more favorable technique in regard to the third 
6 Walter A. Varvel, "Suggestions toward the Experi-
mental Validation of the Rorschach Test," ~· ~· Clin., 
1:221, July, 1937. 
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criterion than most pencil-and-paper te~ts. Varvel states : 
It makes few demands upon language ability and formal 
training. Thi~ make~ it available for use with child-
ren, where most questionnaire tests of personality are 
virtually useless. In the case of adults, question-
naire items related to affectively charged situations 
tend to give r~se to misunderstanding, quibbling, and 
rationalizing. 
(d) The te~t should be applicable to large numbers 
of subjects at one time. This originally was one criterion 
not met by the Rorschach, which was developed as an indi-
vidual test. The development of the Group Method by 
Harrower and Steiner8 , however, and the later production 
of the Inspection Technique by Munroe9 has allowed the test 
to be given to large groups of subjects at one time. 
l The Group Rorschach 
The Group Rorschach was devised by Harrower and 
Steiner to offset the major limitation of the individual 
Rorschach in regard to the amount of time required for 
handling a large number of subjects. In the original 
development of this technique , the authors also attempted 
7 Varvel, Loc. cit. 
8 M. R. Harrower and M. E. Steiner, Lar~e Scale 
Rorschach 'I'echnigues: A Manual !.£!: the Grouporschach 
and Multiple Choice Test (Springfield, Ill.: Charles c. 
Thomas, 1945), xi, 419 pp. 
9 Ruth L. Munroe, "Inspection Technique," Ror. ~· 
Exch., 5:166-191 , Oc t., 1941. 
to produce a Multiple Choice Rorschach for group use, in 
which subjects were allowed to choose from a specially 
prepared list of possible responses to each of the blots • 
.Most of' the literature, however, re_ports rather unfavor-
ably upon the Multiple Choice Method, and in the absence 
of adequate validational material, it has not enjoyed 
the study and acceptance which has been accorded the 
Group Method. 
Since the _exact method of the group administration 
will be g iven in considerable detail further on in this 
peper, it would be best to merely indicate briefly at 
this point the differences between the individual and 
group techniques. The group method differs from the 
individual technique primarily by its presentation to 
a group, rather than to one subject at a time, by its 
being prodected on a screen, rather than allowing the 
subject to hold, handle, and turn the card, by the 
i mposition of a time limit for each card presentation, 
and by the subject's recording his own inquiry, rather 
than the examiner conducting a more probing inquiry and 
testing the limits technique. 
Harrower has devised a series of Kodachrome slides 
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which permits standardization of this media to some extent. 
Hertzman10 has pointed out that, using individually prepared 
10 Max Hertzman, "Recent Research on the Group 
Rorschach Test," Ror. Res. Exch., 7: 1-2, Jan ., 1943. 
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slides produces some variation in the stimulus, but claimed 
that very similar results were obtained by such means. By 
the standard set of slides now available, however, variations 
are kept within the normal error of judgement, according to 
Hertzman, and would hardly contribute to variations in 
result. However, different lighting conditions, distance 
from the screen, and angle of view might be expected to 
produce distortion. 11 Thus, Andrese;n , studying the per-
ception of diffuse optical impressions, presented his 
subjects with sharply contorted figures, which he shaded 
off into five levels of diffusity from very sharp outlines 
to a very indefinite outline. Perceptions were found to 
be altered by the diffuseness of thefigures, with the more 
diffuse figures perceived as labile, but as always repre-
senting something, while the less diffuse figures tended to 
have a fixed organization and were perceived in a constant 
way. Andresen also points out that in addition to the 
influence of the stimulus conditions on perception, personal 
factors, such as sets and attitudes, produced by instruction, 
experience, previous perceptions, etc., act to determine 
what is perceived. With growing diffuseness, certain 
characteristic changes are produced: regularity of outline 
11 H. Andresen, "Ueber die Auffassung diffus 
optischer Eindrucke; ein Beitrag zur Bedingungserforschung 
der ll@istungsvollzuge beim Rorschach-test ," z. f. Psycho1 .• , 
150:6-82, April, 1941. 
and symmetry are lost as well as the contour; rounded 
forms tend to appear angular; with different gradations 
of diffuseness, the originally clearly differentiated 
figure becomes an undifferentiated complex. To control 
such factors, Harrower gave certain administrative 
instructions. 
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A second basic difference in regard to the presen-
tation involves the difference in looking at a rather large 
image somewhat at a distance from the perceiver rather than 
in holding a comparatively small card relatively near the 
viewer. The main differences resulting appear to be a 
~reater percenta~e of whole responses and initial whole 
responses, as reported by Harrowerl2 ,13, Hertzman14 , and 
Lindner15, 16 • 17. The latter finds that the increase: 
12 M. R. Harrower and M. E. Steiner, " Modification 
of the Rorschach Method for Use as a Group Test," Ror. Res. 
Exch., 5:130-144, July, 1941. 
13M. R. Harrower, "Modification of the Rorschach 
Method for Large Scale Investigations," Military Neuropsy-
chiat. Res. Pub1. Assn.~· ment. ~., 25:340-344, 1946. 
14 Hertzman, Loc. cit. 
15 Robert M. Lindner, "A Further Contribution to the 
Group Rorschach," Ror. Re s . Exch., 7:14, Jan., 1943. 
16 Robert M. Lindner and Kenneth w. Chapman, "An Ec-
lect i c Group Method," Ror. Res. Exch., 6:139-146, Oct., 1942. 
17 Robert M. Lindner and Kenneth w. Chapman, "The 
Group Rorechach: A Screening Device," Yearbook Proc. '1.1:.. 
Annual Congress of Correction of the Amer. Prison Assn. 
(New York: Amer:-Prison Assn.-,-1942):-ii. 116-121:---
in whole responses is much larger than that reported by 
both the former authors, but Harrower18 criticizes these 
findings as being a resultant of the fact that Lindner 
permits even a shorter time of presentation of the blots 
than is common with the use of the group method. That is 
to say, with the tendency for increased initial whole 
responses reported by all the authors, a shortened presen-
tation time would decrease the number of responses, and 
since whole responses tend, most generally, to come among 
the first responses to a card, the percentage of whole 
responses would increase. Lindner1 9 has also reported 
more initial human movement responses associated with 
whole responses, but this has not been confirmed by other 
investigators. Kaback20 , agreeing with Harrower and 
Hertzman as to the increase in wholes, speaks of the de-
crease in small usual detail responses as being a function 
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of the group method because of the distance between the 
subject and the stimulus acts to prevent the smaller details 
18 M. R. Harrower, "Group Test Techniques: A Dis-
cussion of 'An Eclectic Group Method'," Ror. Res. Exoh. 
6:152, Oct., 1942. --- ---
19 Robert M. Lindner, "A Further Contribution to the 
Group Rorschach," Ror. Res. Exch., 7:14, Jan., 1943. 
20 Goldie R. Kaback, Vocational Personalities: An 
Application of the Rorschach Group Method (Teachers College 
Contributions to Education, No. 924. New York: Teachers 
College, 1946), p. 29. 
from being clearly perceived. In agreement with this, 
Harrower and Hertzman also speak of the recognition of a 
few large normal detail areas which do not occur so fre-
26 
quently in the individual test. Harrower has also attempted 
to cope with this by setting up a new series of location 
areas, i.e., by adding a few cut-off-wholes and several 
21 large normal details to those employed by Klopfer , but 
this has been criticized on the grounds of an inadequate 
sample in her normative groups, and most of the workers with 
the group method still employ the location areas suggested 
by Klopfer. 
The setting of a time element for the presentation 
of each card is another innovation in the group method. 
Harrower22 takes the view that this does not materially 
affect performance. 23 Hertzman points out that only those 
subjects who give an excessive number of responses in the 
individual test are affected by the time limit, and that 
the major difference would be the reduction in the total 
number of responses. He further points out that the time 
might actually be shortened for some cards, since not all 
21 Bruno Klopfer and Douglas McGlashan Kelley, 
The Rorschach Techni,ue (Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: 
World Book Co., 1946 , pp. 83-101. 
22 M. R. Harrower and M. E. Steiner, Large Scale 
Rorschach Techniques,~· cit., p. 32. 
23 Hertzman, ££·£it., p. 14. 
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the cards are equally productive of responses, and that the 
requirement at this point is not so much a matter of an ab-
solute time limit as it is for a sufficiently long time 
interval per card to permit adequate response. He suggests 
that different groups might well have different optimal 
time intervals. Harrower, however, takes the position that 
the time element must be standardized to provide the same 
opportunity for all subjects; differences in their production 
within the set range of the time limit, therefore, would be 
significant. Other workers with the group method have, 
almost entirely, followed her lead in this respect. 
With the Group Rors chach, the traditional individual 
inquiry, testing the limits, and analogy periods are l ost, 
though Lindner and Chapman24 have advocated the use of a 
tutorial inquiry, in which the examiner goes over each 
protocol briefly in the presence of the subject, asking 
questions about any response whose location and determinants 
are not immediately clear from the response itself. The 
most common method, however, has been that first suggested 
by Harrower25 who employs the modified inquiry in which 
the subjects indicate on black and white reproductions the 
24 Lindner and Chapman, "The Group Rorschach: A 
Screening Device," Loc. cit. 
25 Harrower and Steiner, Large Scale Rorschach 
Techniques, Loc. cit. 
location of their respons es and place the number of each 
response in the appropriate determinant columns; Klopfer 
26 is cited by Hertzman as suggesting that examples of 
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responses featuring the main determinant categories be 
presented without mentioning these categories by name; 
Hertzman27 •28 has. established the minimal inquiry in which 
the subject is asked to record in a free space anything he 
wishes about how he saw his concepts. 
Scoring the responses has, to some extent, presented 
a problem similar to that found in regard to the individual 
method. Harrower29, Hertz3°, Hertzman3 1 , Kaback32 , and 
Sender33 all score group responses according to the criteria 
develmped for the individual technique, and, with the 
26 Hertzman, £E• cit., p. 4. 
27 Loc. cit. 
28 Max Hertzman, "A Comparison of the Individual and 
Group Rorschach Tests," Ror. Res. Exch., 6:89-108, July, 
1942. 
29 Harrower and Steiner, Large Scale Rorschach 
Techniques, .2J2.• cit., p. 46. 
30 Marguerite R. Hertz, The Standardization of the 
Procedure ~ Scoring of ~ Rorschach Ink-Blot Test -
(Cleveland, Ohio: Western Reserve Library, 1936~. 18. 
31 Max Hertzman, "Recent Research on the Group 
Rorschach Test ,•i Ror. Res • .H;xch., 7:1-6, Jan., 1943. 
14. 
32 Kaback, Vocational Personalities, £E.• cit., pp. 13-
3 3 Sadie Sender, "The Influence of Variations in 
Rorschach Group Method Administration upon the Scorability 
of the Records," Ror. ~· Exch.., 7:54-69, April, 1943. 
29 
exception of Kaback, follow the scoring system of Klopfer. 
Kaback35, however, takes a stand that the mechanics of the 
two methods are different; that the finer nuances in the 
inkblots are rarely perceived from a distance, and thus the 
augmented lis t of symbols designed by Klopfer to account for 
finer color and shading differentiations are inapplicable to 
the group method. Following this line of reasoning, she 
advocates a return to the simpler set of determinants 
origina-lly proposed by Rorschach, but in her own studies she 
nevertheless follows the Klopfer system. Lindner 35 
suggests scoring in the direction of the information 
given in the inquiry, with the exceptions of determinants 
clearly shown in the responses and not in the inquiry 
(scored) and inquiry determinants clearly inapplicable 
(not scored). 
Symonds and Krugman36 state that the Group Rorschach 
bears the same relationship to individual examinations that 
group intelligence tests bear to the individual Binet exam-
ination, with one major difference--that it cannot be applied 
34 Kaback, Vocational Personalities, £E• cit., 
p. 83. 
35 Robert M. Lindner, "A Further Contribution to the 
Group Rorschach," Ror. Res. Exch., 7: 13-14, Jan., 1943. 
36 Percival M. Symonds and .Morris Krugman, "Notes 
and Reviews: Projective Methods in the Study of Person-
ality," Ror. Res. Exch., 9:89, June, 1945. 
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to young children. Harrower37 states that, with minor 
differences, a person's performance under group and individ-
ual conditions is remarkably similar, and that an e_xaminer, 
trained in the Rorschach method, can arrive at almost as 
exhaustive an evaluation of the subject's personality from 
a record taken under group conditions as under individual 
conditions. She points out weaknesses: (a) in a few 
instances, certain nuances may be lost; (b) occasionally 
certain responses may be misinterpreted by the examiner 
because of lack of adequate information. Similar findings 
of comparability between the two forms of the technique 
have been reported by Hertz38 , Hertzman39, Lindner40, and 
Lindner and Chapman41• Lindner states: 
We have seen that satisfactory and comparable results 
emerge where rotation is used, where time of exposure 
is decreased, where subjects differ, wh~re even poorly 
prepared transparancies are projected.4 
37 M. R. Harrower, ":Modification of the Rorschach 
Method for Large Scale Investigations," ££• cit., p. 341. 
38 Marguerite R. Hertz, "The Validity of the Ror-
schach Group Method," Psychol. Bull., 39:514, July, 1942. 
39 Hertzman, "Recent Research on the Group Rorschach 
'fest," ~· ill•, p. 6. 
40 Robert M. Lindner, Personal Communication, cited 
in Hertzman, "Recent Research on · the Group Rorschach Test," 
~·ill_., p. 5. 
41 Lindner and Chapman, " An Eclectic Group Method," 
~· cit., pp. 144-145. 
42 Lindner, "A Further Contribution to the Group 
Rorschach,t' ~· cit., p. lh. 
11 The Rorschach Claim to 
Occupational Differentiation 
The possibility of ink-blot diagnosis as an aid in 
occupational selection, guidance, and differentiation 
was expressed even before the publication of Rorschach's 
work. In 1895, Binet43 noted that different personalities 
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gave different responses to inkblots, while two years later, 
Dearborn44 suggested using inkblots to study memory, reaction 
time, form discrimination, content of consciousness, and 
imagination. In a second paper, the latter reported pre-
senting twelve sets of ten blots each to sixteen subjects, 
and reported that while he found no influence for age and 
sex, there were influences which he ascribed to occupation 
and to habits of living.45 Another early study of ten 
inkblots used with seven adults was by Sharpe46 , whore-
ported differences in terms of number and content of re-
sponses sufficiently marked to permit classification of her 
subjects as constructive and imaginative or matter-of-fact 
43 A. Binet and V. Henri, "La Psychologie Individu-
elle," L'Annee Psychol., 2:443-445, 1895. 
44 George V. Dearborn, "Blots of Ink in Experimental 
Psychology," P. Psychol., 4:390-391, 1897. 
45 George V. Dearborn, "A Study of Imaginations," 
Amer. ~. Psychol., 9:183-190, ~an., 1898. 
46 Stella E. Sharpe, "Individual Psychology: A Study 
in Psychological Method,"~· ~. Psychol., 10:329-391, 
April, 1899. 
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and scientific. Kirkpatrick47 reported that for five hundred 
school children he had'found a tendency toward more responses 
and less critical responses as age decreased. Pyle48 con-
firmed Kirkpatrick's findings in a study of over a hundred 
and fifty school children. The first known experimenter to 
use color, Bartlett49 anticipated Rorschach in some respects, 
especially in regard to locat i on, and noted a relationship 
between responses and interests and occupations of his 
subjects. Commenting on Dearborn's experiments, Whipple50 
suggested that characteristic - differences might result 
between the inkblot productions of artists, farmers, 
51 . laborers, and professional men, etc. Rorschach ~·ote 
that the characteristics of such occupational personalities 
as musicians, linguists, technicians, speakers, dancers, 
etc., could be revealed through their responses to his 
inkblots, and gave the first promulgation of specific 
· 4 7 E. kirkpatrick, "Individual •rests of School 
Children," Psychol. Rev., 7:274-280, 1900. 
48 William H. Pyle r '11 he Examination of School 
Children (New York: MacM1llan, 1913), pp. 33-35. 
49 F. C. Bartlett, "An Experimental Study of Some 
Problems of Perceiving and Ima@:ining," Brit. J. Psycho!., 
8:252-260, May, 1916. 
50 Guy M. Whipple, Manual of Mental and Physical 
Tes t s (Baltimore: Warwick and York, 1910), p. ~- 34. 
51 Hermann Rorschach, Psychodiagnostics (New York: 
Grune and Stratton, 1942), p. 108. 
Rorschach factors for use in vocational selection. 
More recently the use of the Rorschach in this 
respect has increased to a considerable extent. Krugman52 
states that the Rorschach is widely used in education, in 
child guidance, in vocational counseling, in business, and 
in industry. Cowin53 notes that it is being used in the 
public school systems in and nearby New York City, stating 
that while it is customarily employed to determine certain 
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broad areas of vocational choice, it is also sometimes used 
to give more specific directional assistance. Hertz54 
speaks of it as being used in occupational therapy to indi-
cate areas for vocational or avocational work. Both Berk-
shire55 and Bailey56 report its use in guidance centers. 
Various rationales for its inclusion in the testing 
battery have been developed by different investigators. In 
52 Morris Krugman, "Out of the Inkwell," Ror. Res. 
Exch., 4:97, July, 1940. 
53 Marion Cowin, "The Use of the Rorschach in 
Schools/' Ror. ~· ~., 9:132, Sept., 1945. 
54 Marguerite R. He:&tz, "The Role of the Rorschach 
Method in Planning for Therapy," ~. ~. Exch., 9:144, 
Sept., 1945. 
55 J. R. Berkshire, et. al., "'rest Preferences in 
Gu-idance Centers," Occupations, 26:340, 342, March, 1948. 
56 H. W. Bailey, V/ illiam M. Gilbert, and Irwin A. 
Berg, "Counseling and the Use of Tests in the Student 
Personnel Bureau at the University of Illinois," Educ. 
Psychol. Measmt., 6:45, 57, Jan., 1946. ----
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57 58 relation to vocational interests, Harrower , Hertz , 
59 60 Piotrowski , and Vernon all consider that the content 
range and content analysis may throw light upon unrecognized 
interests which might find expression in various fields. 
Wesley61 has suggested the use of projectives for further 
study of personality factors related to the individual 
variation in the congruency between interest. and ability, 
a position strongly endorsed by Piotrowski and Vernon. 
Harrower62 believes that in addition to the clues 
which the test gives to possible interest areas, it has the 
ability to determine the degree of efficiency with which 
a subject will operate, within his own physical and mental 
limitations, under emotional stress; by such a combination, 
the counselor would be enabled to guide clients into 
57 George J. Harrow.er, "Personality Diagnosis and 
the Medical Technician," Canad. J. Med. Tech., 4:35, 
March, 1942. 
58 Marguerite R. Hertz, "The Rorschach Ink-Blot 
Test--Historical Summary," Psychol. Bull., 32:55, Jan., 
1935. 
59 Zygmunt A. Piotrowski, "Use of the Rorschach in 
Vocational Selection," J. Consult. Psychol., 7:101, March, 
1943. 
60 Philip E. Vernon, "The Rorschach Ink-blot Test," 
Brit. J. Med. Psychol., 13:112, Aug., 1933. 
61 s. M. Wesley, Douglas Q. Corey, and Barbara M. 
Stewart, "The Intra-Individual Relationship between Interest 
and Ability," J. ~· Psychol., 34:196, June, 1950. 
62 George J. Harrower, Loc. cit. 
suitable work, thus reducing the tensions and frustrations 
which result from poor vocational choice. Besides its 
use in selection for specific occupations, such as flying 
personnel, he believes that it should prove especially 
valuable in regard to vocational rehabilitation for those 
suffering physical or emotional trauma. Working along 
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63 similar lines, Levi has found Rorschach patterns which he 
believes may be used to predict success or failure in 
vocational rehabilitation. 
The majority of claims, however, have been in regard 
to the use of the Rorschach to determine the personality 
qualifications of a subject relative to the demands of 
various occupations. Schmidl64 points out that the Rorschach 
is being used successfully in vocational guidance as a 
supplement to the usual vocational and aptitude tests; 
whereas the latter can be used to determine to some extent 
whether a person should be able to do a certain kind of 
work, the Rorschach indicates whether the person can be 
expected to be successful from the point of view of his 
personality. The adoption of the Rorschach in vocational 
63 Joseph Levi, "Rorschach Patterns Predicting 
Success or Failure in the Rehabilitation of the Physically 
Handicapped," J. Abn • ..§.2£• Psychol., 46:240-244, April, 1951. 
64 :F'ritz Schmidl, "The Use of the Rorschach Method 
in Social Work Treatment of Adults," Ror. Res. Exch., 9: 125, 
Sept., 19lr5. 
guidance has been urged by Billig65, Harrower66 , Hertz67, 
Hutt68, Iv1unroe69, and Piotrowski 70 , contending that work 
habits and personality types can be determined from Ror-
schach records, and that the test can help (a) in the 
selection of persons for positions which require specific 
personality traits, and (b) in the guidance of students 
with respect to educational training and vocational 
preparation. 
Taking as her starting point Korner's71 report on 
some of the causes of inappropriate vocational choice, 
which recognizes the emotional meaning of work and its 
65 Otto Billig, "The Rorschach Test," No. Carolina 
~· !•, 4:49, :F'eb., 1943. 
66 George J. Harrower, Loc. cit. 
67 Marguerite R. Hertz, "Modification of the Hor-
schach Ink~Blot Test for Large Scale Application," Amer. 
J. Orthopsychiat., 13:191, April, 1943. 
68 Max L. Butt, "Projective Technique in Guidance," 
in Wilma T. Donahue, Clyde H. Coombs, and Robert M. w. 
Travers, eds., The Measurement of Student Adjustment and 
Achievement (Ann-Arbor, Michigan! University Michigan--
Press, 1949), pp. 59-68. 
69 Ruth L. Munroe, "The Use of the Rorschach in 
Collepe Guidance," Ror. Res. Exch., 4:107-130, July, 1940. 
70 Zygmunt A. Piotrowski, "Tentative Formula for 
l!;ducational and Vocational Guidance in Adolescence," 
~·Res. !!£h., 7:16-27, Jan., 1943. 
71 Annel :iese Korner, "Origins of Impractical or 
unrealistic Voc~tional Goals," J. Consult. Psychol., 10: 
331, Nov., 1946. 
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connection with such selection, Hoe72 considers the Ror-
schach as indicating possible clashes between a subject's 
personality and the demands of a given job. In another 
article she states that merely having a certain level of 
intelligence or certain specific skills is not a guarrantee 
that the individual will perform well at a certain job.73 
She believes that programs in industrial psychology have 
not gone further than they have because job allocations 
have been conceived in terms of aptitudes rather than in 
terms of the whole person who is to do the job: personality 
defect s have far greater influence than do aptitudes on the 
success or failure in a given field. 
Munroe74 speaks of the use of the Horschach in 
determining essential dynamic trends which may harmonize 
or clash with specific vocations, and, while warning of 
the dan~ers of mere mechanical tabulation of scores, believes 
that the Rorschach off ers the possibility of successful 
measurement of group .differences from the isolation of 
relatively stable clinical patterns of Rorschach data, of 
72 Anne Roe, "A Rorschach Study of a Group of 
Scientists and Technicians," a-. Consult. Psychol., 10: 
317, Nov., 1946. 
73 Anne Roe, "Personality and Vocation," Trans. 
~~~·Sci., Series 2, 9:258, No.7, May, 1947. 
74 Ruth L. Munroe, "Objective Methods and the 
Rorschach Blots," Ror. Res.~., 9:59-73, June, 1945. 
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patterns which show how common factors ramify through the 
personality, which is a contrast to the traditional counsel-
ing methods of totalling means for individual items in 
aptitude and interest tests. 
Advocating the Rorschach as a means of interpreting 
the structure of personality and applying this to occupa-
tional choice, Vernon75 states that when an occupation is 
fe l t as an essential function of the personality, its choice 
is determined by various drives of personal ity, such as 
security, pleasure, activity, self-reliance, etc., a posi-
t ion endorsed by Siegal76• Hutt 77 speaks in the s·ame vein 
when he states that since most vocational guidance involves 
some social and emotional readjustment, the Rorschach is an 
invaluable tool for evaluating the relationship of the 
c lient's personality to his vocational problem. Piotrow-
ski78 mentions some dozen personality traits as Rorschach-
evaluated personality aspects of help in estimating future 
vocational succes~. He goes on to point out two methods of 
75 M. D. Vernon, ''The Relationship of Occupation 
t o Personality,"~· J. Psychol., 31:297, April, 1941. 
76 Miriam G. Siegal, "The Use of the Rorschach 
Test in a Treatment Program," Ror. ~· ~·, 9:128, 
Sept. , 1945. 
77 Hutt, ~· cit., p. 64. 
78 Zygmunt A. Piotrowski, "Use of the Rorschach in 
Vocational Selection," i[. Consult. Psychol., 7:97-98, 
March, 1943. 
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employing the Rorschach in vocational work, as a general and 
as a specific point of reference. The first is much the same 
as the traditional Rorschach evaluation with success or 
failure in various occupations in which the client expresses 
interest estimated. The specific manner is of more recent 
origin; the test is administered in the customary way, but 
the traditional complete personality analysis is dispensed 
with . Attention is paid only to certain Rorschach compon-
ents as indicators of specific vocationally significant 
personality traits, i.e., it consists of determining whether 
a person's Rorschach record contains thesigns which previous 
investigations have demonstrated to be significant in pre-
dicting either success or failure in specific occupations. 
Of prime importance in regard to occupations essentially 
concerned with dealing with people, he offers a method of 
interpreting such vocationally important personality facets 
as unexploited capacities, the effect of emotions on intel-
lectual efficiency, and work habits. The utility of the 
second, or specific method, of course, rests upon the amount 
of research and investigations made in various vocational 
fields to set up the requisite significant components and 
relationships. He reports that the results of one such 
study of his own on nurses justify the use of the Rorschach 
in this capacity. While he states that the applicability of 
the Rorschach would be greatest for selection purposes in 
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occupational areas in which dealing with people is an essen-
tial part of the work, he goes on to cite Mayo, Bingham, 
Liljencrantz, Bigelow, and O'Rourke as evidence that person-
ality factors also play a major role in other types of occu-
pations, concluding that the Rorschach is of value in guid-
ance toward and wway from these fields also. His own work, 
in which he set up tentative criteria for young male mechan-
79 ical workers is an example of this. 
111 Review of Previous Studies 
Specific Studies in the field have not, as yet, 
appeared in too great a quantity. A few, however, have 
been reported in the literature, which may be classified 
under three sub-headings: (a) characteristics of workers 
in various occupational fields; this includes both studies 
of individual occupations and comparisons of workers in 
two or more occupations; (b) characteristics of students 
in various training areas; (c) selection of students or 
workers. 
(a) Characteristics of workers in various occupa-
tions •. Harrower and Cox80 administered the Group Rorschach 
79 Piotrowski, "Tentative Formula for Educational 
and Vocational Guidance in Adolescence," Loc. cit. 
80 George J. Harrower and Kenneth J. Cox, "The 
Results Obtained from a Number of Occupational Groupings 
on the Professional Level with the Rorschach Group Method," 
Bull. Cenad. Psychol. Assn., 2:31-37, Jan., 1942 . 
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to a group of organists, metalurgists, commercial artists, 
engineers, clergymen, social workers, and insurance sales-
men. They report that significant differences were found 
between tbe groups. The social workers, the clergymen, and 
the metalurgists took the most systematic and analytic 
approach to the problem, while the artists and the insur-
ance salesmen took the least systematic approach. Artists, 
salesmen, engineers, and clergymen produced many whole 
responses; organists formed a medium group, approximately 
equalling their whole responses with the large detail re-
sponses; while the metalurgists and social workers showed 
few whole and many large detail responses. Metalurgists and 
artists tended to use much human movement; all groups were. 
similar in animal movement. In the use of pure form, the 
insurance salesmen and social workers rated high; for con-
trolled texture, the engineers were significantly lower 
than the others. For form-color, the social workers were 
low, the ~ insurance salesmen medium; for color-form, the 
artists proved lowest. From these findings, the authors 
of fer group descriptions: the artist is described as seeking 
in his work for whole effects with details incidental, and 
his mind is described as being rather undisciplined. The 
organist is similarly described as concerns the whole effects , 
but with details also; his approach appeared to be more 
systematic. The engineer sees his work as a whole and takes 
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a general approach to his problems; the metalurgist devotes 
his attention to a particular aspect of his work. Both the 
clergymen and the social workers are systematic in their 
approach to a problem, but whereas the clergymen seek gener-
alization rather than specific applications, the social 
workers look for practical application of generalities and 
are more introspective. The insurance salesman does not 
appear to use his rather considerable drive as creatively 
as he might. 
Roe81 , 82 studied groups of paleontologists and 
technicians, i.e., field and laboratory men in paleontology. 
While both men and women were originally tested, she reports 
on men only as, she states, the women's scores were very 
unlike those of the men and suggest a very large difference 
in emotional orientation. She states that her groups, while 
not l arge, are an excellent sample of men in this field. 
She finds that the combined group is quite homogeneous with 
l i ttle distinction between the two sub-groups except as 
reflections of differences in intellectual and educational 
level and as a propensity for the scientists to give more 
technical responses than do the technicians. The group 
tended to show marked homogeneity in respect to personality 
81 Roe, 'Personality and Vocation," op.~ •cit., p. 263. · 
82 Roe, "A Rorschach Study of a Group of Scientists 
and Technicians," Loc. cit. 
characteristics, contrary to her findings on painters.83 
A tendency to abstractions and to objective, formalized 
thinking was observed. A marked inhibition to self-pro-
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jection into situations was noted in most of the~. Rela-
tively speaking, they tended to have a rather passive emo-
tional adaptation; very few of them manifested any creative 
capacity. Finally, she found that those whose work was the 
most broadly theoretical and most widely significant differ-
ed from the others by a less severe inhibition and by more 
creative capacity. "It is further suggested that there is a 
relationship between greatest success in the profession and 
possession of a less restricted personality pattern." 84 
In two recent studies, Roe 85 • 86 investigated the 
Rorschach and personality patterns of a group of biologists, 
summarizing her findings: 
On the Rorschach there is some tendency to increased 
W and also to increased Dr. There is some restriction 
in the use of human movement, but no general restriction 
in that area; there is more general restriction in the 
color area. Although~ is not particularly high 
generally, there are extremely few compound responses in 
S3 Anne Roe, "Painting and Personality," Ror. Res. 
Exch., 10:86-100, Oct., 1946. 
84 Roe, "A Rorschach Study of a Group of Scientists 
and Technicians," loc. cit. 
85 Anne Roe, "Analysis of Group Rorschachs of 
Biologists," J. Proj. Tech., 13:25-43, March, 1949. 
86 Anne Roe, "Psychological Examination of Eminent 
Biologists," J. Consult. Psychol., 12:225-246, Aug., 1949. 
which F is not the primary determinant. Shading shock 
is generally prevalent from mild to severe in degree. 
The ~roup is a generally very unaggressive one, ~~d with 
v~ry ~ little interest in interpersonal relations. 
88 Rorschach originally described the artist as giving 
relatively many human movement responses. Examining a 
group of about one hundred fifty 'talented' individuals, 
he found that subjects with a capacity for synthesis fell 
into the dilated ambiequal experience type which is funda-
mental for most talents. Philosophers and painters of non-
objective art, however, produced few C to match their move-
ment responses. A larger amount of C, combined with move-
ment, was found in the records of theorists, people with a 
rhythmic sense, designers, symbolists, expressionists with 
intrapersonal motives, artists sh~ ing preference for com-
positions in black and white. He believed that empty form-
alism in art, and/or pedantry, was denoted by lack of M and 
c. Much C, with little M, was found in the _records of 
practical individuals, linguists, technicians, speakers, 
dancers , 'with a primitive desire to dance', impressionalists 
with extrapersonal motives, and naive painters who enjoyed 
color. He concluded that classic, timeless art is marked by 
a synthesis of intra- and extrapersonal motives, andthus 
required artists of a dilated ambiequal type. 
87 Ibid., p. 245. 
88 Rorschach, £E• cit., pp. 50, 63, 107. 
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Stumberg89 gave the first five and the tenth cards 
to two groups of twenty-eight subjects each, one of which 
possessed poetic talent, while the other group was composed 
of individuals without that talent. He reports that the 
total number of items suggested by the subjects differenti-
ated the groups and exhibits certain types of imagination, 
but he believed that other tests were better for this pur-
pose. 
Following Rorschach's original discussion of the 
artist, Prados 90 examined twenty subjects, fifteen males 
and five females, whom he described as creative a r tists. 
With both sexes represented, an age range of from twenty-
five to sixty-two, eighteen native Americans and two 
Europeans, and a wide range of type of painting produced, 
he found certain group characteristics: a mental approach 
marked by an overemphasis on W and an underproduction of 
D, a high but normal range of pure form percent, with signs 
of good refined control, a high number of human movement 
which outweighed animal movement, a disproportionate amount 
of color-form over form-color, with little of the latter, 
a dilated ex~ratensive/ambiequal erlebnistype, a tendency 
89 D. Stumberg, "A Study of Poetic Talent," J. Exper. 
Psychol., 11:219-234, June, 1928. 
90 M. Prados, "Rorschach Studies on Artists--Painters: 
1. Quantitative Analysis," Ror. ~· Exch., 8:178-183, Oct., 
1944 .. 
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toward overproduction of W in relation to M, but within the 
limits of optimum efficiency, and a very low animal and 
animal plus human percentage. Interpreting, he states that 
artistic creativeness appears to be marked by common features: 
superior mentality which emphasizes the abstract form of 
thinking and disregards the routine problems of everyday 
life, a certain fear of mediocrity, efficient use of intel-
lectual potentialities, a strong drive for achievement, a 
richness of inner interests and stimuli for spontaneous 
creative thought, a strong sensitiveness and emotional 
responsiveness to the external world, as well as a lack of 
adaptability to it, which is somewhat counterbalanced by 
their rather rich, mature, and adjusted inner life, by 
their refined intellectual control which tends to help to 
facilitate the creative sublimation which characterizes 
artistic work. 91 
Roe92 also studied a group of artists of 'very 
high rank'. There is much in common between this group 
and that studied by Prados. While they showed a great 
variety of personality pictures and a wide range of 
adjustment levels, they were characterized by an above 
average intelligence, unusually large W production, a 
91 lbid., pp. 182-183. 
92 Roe,"Paintinp and Personality," loc. cit. 
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marked prevalence of color and shading shock, and an over-
production of sexual responses. Furthermore, they tended to 
overproduction of space responses, increased use of animal 
and inanimate movement, relatively little form-color, much 
use of texture, poor sequence, and frequent use cf vague 
or poor forms. Hoe states that the 'rhematic Apperception 
'l'est, given in conjunction with the Horschach, confirms the 
Rorschach interpretation of a lack of the sort of masculine 
aggressiveness associated with the mature sexual role in 
our society. Their emotional adaptation was non-aggressive 
and rather passive in. nature, and somewhat more feminine 
than masculine according to our cultural stereotypes. Hoe 
states that this type of adaptation is characteristic, 
according to her experience, of the sensitive intelligent 
man in our society who follows more or less intellectual 
pursuits. Roe makes three interesting comments: (a) 
contrary to former beliefs, creativity does not appear to 
be measured by the Rorschach. While all of these painters 
are highly successful, a blind analysis of their _Rorschachs 
by Klopfer spoke of creativity in seven subjects, specifi-
cally denied its presence in five, denied it inferentially 
in three more, and made no comment on it in the remaining 
five cases. Two explanations are offered: (1) creative 
ability may exist wit hout being shown on the Rorschach, 
or we may recognize some, but not all the indications of it; 
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{2) one may become a successful artist in our society 
without havine; creative ability. (b) While there is no 
general relationship between Rorschach determinants and the 
way the subjects paint, certain intra-group distinctions 
were found: (1) representational and naturalistic painters 
seemed better adjusted on the whole than did the others; 
(2) colorists were more responsive to the color cards than 
were the others, and, conversely, the more anxious, cautious, 
and compulsive subjects did not use color freely or brilliant-
ly,- or for fun in their painting. (c) Choice of the painting 
profession did not appear to result solely from special abil-
ities, or primarily from a particular personality pat tern, 
nor from any disparate elements in the personality so far as 
the isolation of such elements is now possible to the Ror-
schach expert. Roe states, however, that study of the indi-
vidual lives makes it clear that this profession does satisfy 
emotional needs for most of the men which had not been satis-
fied in other ways, and gives a clue not only to the meaning 
of creativeness, but to the meaning of all work activity. 
This interpretation agrees with the earlier citation in 
this paper of Vernon93, Schmidl94 , Harrower95 , Roe96 , and 
93 M.D. Vernon,~· cit., pp. 323-326. 
94 Schmidl, ~· cit., pp. 123-125. 
95 Harrower, npersonality Diagnosis and the Iv.ledical 
Technician," £12• cit., pp. 34-37. 
96 Roe, "Personality and Vocation," ~· cit., p. 261. 
Piotrowski97 that there is an emotional meaning of work 
which tends to produce satisfied or unsatisfied workers. 
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Kaback98 studied seventy-five accountants and seventy-
five pharmacists by means of the Group Rorschach. The 
accountants had significantly higher production of the 
Rorschach components W, d, R, P, o, Fe, M, FM, m, H~A, 
AObj., Pl, and Obj., while the pharmacists averaged higher 
on Fk and At. She found a multiple correlation of t•5424 
between the criterion, membership in one or another of the 
groups, and twenty-four Rorschach components combined, 
indicating that these two professional groups can be dis-
criminated from each other. Such a correlation, however, is 
not hi~h enou~h, she states, for prediction purposes, since 
only twenty-nine and four-tenths percent of the variance in 
the criterion can be accounted for by the twenty-four Ror-
schach components combined. Comparing these groups with a 
mixed vocational group of chemists, clergymen, commercial 
artists, engineers, insurance salesmen, medical technicians, 
metalurgists, organists, psychologists, and teachers, studied 
by Cox (unpublished), she found significant differences 
between each of the two professional groups and the mixed 
97 Piotrowski, "Use of the Rorschach in Vocational 
Selection," .£E.• cit., p. 97. 
98 Kaback, Vocational Personalities,~· cit., 
pp. 76-81. 
group of Cox, but again found no evidence of predictive 
value. She described her groups in terms of Rorschach 
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group interpretative pictures: (1) Pharmacists--intelligent 
adults whose impulse-control functions well in general, 
although their conscious repression of impulses acts as a 
limitation and plays a relatively greater role than their 
inner stability. She found evidence of a fairly marked a-
mount of anxiety which was counterbalanced by sensitivity 
to inner and outer conditions. While there was a somewhat 
limited spread of interests, there was also a marked intel-
lectual flexibility, and in terms of general adjustment, the 
group fell safely within the normal range. There was some 
tendency to extratensiveness, to impulsiveness in reaction 
to stimuli, to not making the best use of their creative or 
productive abilities. (2) Accountants--superior adults with 
well-balanced impulse-control. They tended to function well 
in regard to conscious control, rational behavior in emotion-
al situations, and inner stability. This group had the ten-
dency to put more stock in stimulations from within them-
selves than in the stimulations presented by the external 
world, and a further tendency to use these stimulations 
productively. Their conscious control was refined by the 
use of shock-absorbing functions by being sensitive to inner 
and outer conditions. While there was a small amount of 
anxiety and a slight tendency towards overcautiousness in 
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their emotional contact with the outside world, tney showed 
good mental elasticity with widespread interests and, in 
general, appeared to be a well-adjusted group. 
Hieger99 gave the Rorschach to applicants for jobs: 
t echnical sales, engineers, supervisors and foremen, admin-
istrators, dlerical workers, personnel workers, merchand-
ising trainees, and miscellaneous. While some differences 
in Rorschach components were found, Rieger states that in 
view of the differences in the total number of responses, 
th~~ differences obtained were not meaningful. 
Kates 100 reports that findinp:s of strong maladjust-
ment on the Rorschach among clerical workers might be 
taken to suggest that clerical work is the refuge of many 
people with certain characteristics. This study also 
reports that five Rorschach response categories, CF> Fc, 
not enough FC, FM ) M, few M, and few P, significantly 
associated with possession of vocational interests by 
routine clerks similar to those of successful office 
101 
workers. 
(b) Characteristics of students in various fields. 
The second division of the literature concerns the finding s 
99 Audrey F. Rieger, 1fThe Rorschach Test and Occupa-
tional Personalities," J. ~· Psychol., 33:575, Dec., 1949 . 
100 Solis L. Kates, "Rorschach Responses Related to 
Vocational Interests and Job Satisfaction," Psychol. Monogr., 
64:23, No. 3, 1950. 
100 Ibid., p. 25. 
--
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of Rorschach patterns for groups of students. While this 
has not been done in the spirit of selection purposes, an 
area to be taken up in the third division of the literature, 
Vernon102 has included the two phases together, justifying 
the use of the Rorschach in these areas on the grounds that 
when the occupation is felt as an essential function of the 
personality, its choice is determined by the various drives 
of personality, and that the Rorschach records of persons 
training for a g iven occupation should show these drives as 
being common in the group, while, for the person seeking 
vocational guidance, the Rorschach patterns he shows might 
be used to suggest various occupations in which similar 
patterns are found. He cites McCarthy's findings tha t 
Catholic seminarians had a more neurotic tendency, more 
self-consciousness, more unsatisfactory total adjustment, 
higher religious interests, and were more submissive than 
other students the same age. 103 ·;Yery little has been done, 
however, to date, on the problem of whether there exist 
Rorschach patterns which distinguish various pre-professional 
104 . groups in .training. Abel stud~ed girls in a vocational 
162M. D. Vernon, £E~ ·~·· pp. 294-326. 
103 Thomas J. McCarthy, "Personality Traits of 
Seminarians," Stud. Psychol. Cathol. Univ. Amer. (Washington, 
D. c.: Catholic Univ. Amer., 1942), p. 38. 
104 Theodora M. Abel, "Group Rorschach rresting in a 
Vocational High School," Ror. Res. ~·, 9:178-188, Dec., 
1945. 
high school and compared tbem to a group of adolescents 
studied by Hertz (unpublished). In view of the somewhat 
different age range, the lack of homogeneity in regard to 
their training objective, and some differences found among 
the groups themselves at different levels, the study con-
tributes little to the problem. 
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Kaback105, besides considering the Rorschach patterns 
of pharmacists, accountants, and a mixed professional group, 
extended her study to include a group of seventy-five 
pharmacy students, an equal number of accounting students, 
and a ~roup of general liberal arts students . reported by 
106 Hertzman • Without commenting on the possible influence 
of a mean a~e range difference of two years among the groups, 
Kaback reports that the accounting students averaged signifi-
cantly higher than the pharmacy students on certain Rorschach 
components: R, P, H, W, M, Fm, F, FC, Obj., D, E'mb., and 
Arch. The pharmacy students had no component averafe signif-
icantly higher than the accounting students. Accounting 
students averaged significantly higher than the liberal arts 
students on P, W, M, Fk, and Fe, while the liberal arts 
students avera~ed significantly higher than the accounting 
students on K and F. The pharmacy students averaged 
105 Kaback, Vocational Personalities,~· cit., p. 82. 
106 Hertzman, "A Comparison of the Individual and 
Group Rorschach Tests," loc. cit~ 
significantly higher than the liberal arts students on Fk, 
FK and Fe while the liberal arts students were signifi-
' ' 
cantly higher on F, D, K, and FC. A personality psycho-
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graph based on the means of the accounting students, and 
another based on the means of the pharmacy students were 
presented to a Rorschach technician for evaluation. The 
pharmac.y students' group psychograph described them as 
superior young adults whose impulse-control functions well 
within the normal range, but who show a tendency to be some-
what in1pulsive, and . who possess less outward control than 
that possessed by the accounting students. This is explain-
ed as possibly a function of lesser intelligence. There 
was a fair spread of interests. Promptings from within 
rather than from without are liable to be reacted to. Inner 
promptings are used productively; there was a minimum amount 
of anxiety. The accountinp, students were described as 
superior youn~ adults whose well-balanced impulse-control 
and inner stability functions smoothly in emotional situa-
tions. Conscious control is used productively, and is 
refined by the use of shock-absorbing functions. They are 
sensitive and respond to conditions outside , have a minimum 
amount of anxiety, and show a very healthy approach to every-
day reality. At the same time, they have twice as many 
members as do the pharmacy students in an introversive 
grouping. There is a wide spread of interests. The group 
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is essentially very well adjusted, and tend to be more 
mature than are the pharmacy students. There is no full 
report on the mixed liberal arts students, but Kaback notes 
that they are less inclined to philosophic, theoretical, 
or abstract thinking than are the two student .. groups which 
she studied, and further states that they possess less 
a~sthetic and ethical understanding. 
Kaback107 concludes that no clearcut personality 
traits were found to be common to the students preparing 
for one profession or the other. She argues from this that 
no conclusion can be drawn as to why the subjects chose the 
profession for which they were preparing, as to any set of 
interests common to either group, or to obtaining informa-
tion which would enable a vocational counselor to advise a 
student to choose one vocation rather than the other. How-
ever, besides the significantly different Rorschach compon-
ents already mentioned, certain interpretative distinctions 
were found: (1) intelligence. Accounting students exceeded 
pharmacy students in this respect. Out of eight Rorschach 
components generally accepted as indicative of intellectual 
level, two were found si~nificant at the .001 level of 
confidence, three at the .01 level, one at the .05 level, 
and two proved non-sip.:nificant. The accounting students 
107 Kaback, Vocational Personalities, · £E· cit., p. 82. 
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were also described as attaining an 'optimum balance', i.e., 
they tended to use their general capacities productively a nd 
creatively, while the pharmacy students did not make the best 
use of their abilities. The accounting students showed a 
wider range of interests than did the pharmacy students. 
Kaback queries whether it would not be more economical to 
use standard intelligence tests for this purpose rather than 
t he Horschach, but admits that the latter is preferable if, 
rather than a mere measure of intellectual ability or level, 
one desires to tap other aspects of intelligence such as 
abs t rac t , theoretical thinking or concrete realistic think-
in~. (2 ) Emotional characteristics. Accounting students 
exhibited a more mature approach to situations and less 
i mpulsiveness than did the pharmacy students. More anatomy 
res ponses were found amonp, the pharmacy students. Account-
in~ students had twice as many subjects who fell into an 
'introversive' grouping than did the pharmacy s tudents, but 
in terms of Harrower's 108 nine neurotic indicators have a 
more favorable picture of personality stability than do the 
pharmacy students. J.i'our times as many pharmacy students as 
accounting students gave res ponses symptomatic of mild color 
or shading shock. 
108 M. R. Harrower and T. R. Miale, "Personality 
Structure in the Psychoneuroses, 11 Ror. Res. Ex ch., 4: 72-7 3 , 
April, 1940. 
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In another study, Kaback109 investigated a group of 
thrity-four registered nurses who were taking work at a 
special workshop course in counseling and guidance. Using 
the Group Rorschach again, she found that these students of 
nurse-counseling presented a relatively uniform picture: 
their interests were broad, and, in general, the ~roup 
possessed well-adjusted personalities, with few anxieties, 
110 
tense, or depressed attitudes. Schmidt examined students 
of nursing and of occupational therapy, reporting that the 
student nurses approached significance in the degree to which 
they exceeded the students of occupational therapy in animal 
percentage and in the time for first responses, while the 
students of occupational therapy approached significance in 
the degree to which they exceeded the student nurses in 
number of responses, percentage of good form responses, 
space responses, animal detail responses, and time. Signi-
ficant differences were reported for whole responses, z, 
popular responses, human movement, sum of color, and sum of 
shading, with the occupational therapy students exceeding 
the students of nursing in all these components. 
(c) Selection studies. A third category of the 
l09 Goldie R. Kaback, "Some Characteristics of Nurse 
Counselors," Occupations, 26:299-301, Feb~, 1948. 
110 Hermann 0. Schmidt, n Comparison of Women Students 
in Occupational Therapy and in Nursing," J. Psychol., 31: 
161-174, April, 1951. 
uses of the Rorschach in vocational and industrial work 
lies in the field of selection and prediction. Krugman111 
states that the test is widely used in vocational guidance 
and that one large school system employs it as a tool in 
teacher selection. Vernon's justification of the test for 
112 
such a purpose has already been cited. 
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While Rorschach113 did not concern himself directly 
with the problem, several brief case studies which he ~ives 
touch upon vocational problems. Several case studies in 
which vocational counseling based on the Rorschach with 
reported favorable results are given by Zulliger114 , whom 
Piotrowski115states has done more than anyone else to 
develop the general vocational use of the Rorschach. 
Balinski116 gives a note on Piotrowski's eight-area analysis 
111 Morris Krugman, "Out of the Inkwell," Ror. Res. 
Exch., 4:97, July, 1940. 
112 Supra, p. 38. 
113 Rorschach, ££• cit., pp. 127, 130, 131-132, 
136-137, 140. 
114 H. Zulliger, "Der Rorschachsche Testversuch in 
Dienst der Erziehungs-ung Berufsberatung," Gesundheit und 
Wohlfahrt, 14:273-286, 309-327, 1934, cited in Piotrowski, 
"Use of the Rorschach in Vocational Selection," .£E• cit., 
p. 101. 
115 Piotrowski, loc. cit. 
---
116 Benjamin Balinski, "A Note on the Use of the 
Rorschach in the Selection of Supervisory Personnel," 
~· Res. ~·, 8:188, Oct., 1944. 
to determine the better-suited applicant for a supervisory 
position, stating that an independent report given on the 
chosen applicant by the personnel director after the man 
had worked for several months coincided so closely with 
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the Rorschach descr i ption that it would appear that this 
method of vocational selection might have a high predictiv e 
value and validity. P iotrowskill7, 118 made correct 
' pred i ctions as t o the part icularly competent mechanica l 
workers in eighty-eight percent of the seventy-eight cases 
whom he examined. In another study, he employed the same 
method of evaluating eight student nurses referred to him 
for unsatisfactory work and/or behavior disturbances.119 
The question raised was, essentially, whether their reactions 
were but temporary, resulting from the new and deep exper -
iences, or whether the disturbance was of a more fundamental 
and persistent nature. Piotrowski states that successful 
nursing requires emotional stability, consideration for 
others, serenity, optimism, and orderliness. Since, 
however, these traits mature only by a ge and experience, 
117 Piotrowski, "Use of the norschach in Vocationa l 
Selection," ..QQ• cit., p. 102. 
118 Zygmunt A. P iotrowski and B. Candee, " Rors chach 
Signs in the Selection of Outstanding Mechanical Workers," 
J. Psycho!., 18:148, July, 1944. 
119 P iotrowski, nuse of the Rors chach in Vocational 
Selection," .QE• cit., p. 100. 
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young people manifest, at best, only a capacity for them. 
By analysis of the Rorschach protocols for the eight referred 
to him, the author judged whether the difficulty would clear 
up spontaneously and the subject develop the necessary 
capacities, whether this could be brought about by brief 
therapy, or whether it would incapacitate the person for 
efficient nursing . He reports that the results justified 
his decisions. 
The use · of the Rorschach in the evaluation of 
military personnel has had mixed results. Hertzman and 
Seit z120 investigated subjects on the basis of ability to 
withstand physical discomfort, finding that adverse condi-
tions represent special hazards to the maladjusted individ-
ual, and that he is more likely to break down under them 
121 than is the better adjusted person. Spaulding mentions 
that the Rorschach is regularly employed in the screening 
of officer candidates. Linn122 investigated t welve Ror-
schach factors and two groups of Rorschach components which 
120 Max Hertzman and Clifford Seit z, "Rorschach 
React ions at Righ Altitudes," J. Psychol., 14 :256-257, 
Oct., 1942. 
121 H. B. Spaulding, "Psychological Method Applied 
to the Selection of Officers in the Canadian Army," Bull. 
Canad. Psychol. Assn., 5: 42-45, Jan., 1945. 
122 Louis Linn, "The Rorschach Test in the Evaluation 
of Military Personnel," Ror. Res. Exch., 10:20-27, March, 
1946. - - --
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he claimed distinguished among superior, better than average, 
avera~e, and distinctly inferior soldiers. In one article, 
Ross 123 speaks of the use of the Rorschach to determine fit-
ness and ability to enter the army, but in a later article, 
in which five hundred and thirty-one officer candidates are 
reported as having been given the Group Rorschach, he states 
that when a scoring key based on the Multiple Chod.c.e 
Rorschach was employed, it resulted in only a ten percent 
reduction in the number of misfits over that obtained by 
chance, a reduction which would not appear to justify, in 
his opinion, the use of the test in this context. 124 He 
did find, however, that eight signs appeared to display 
certain significant powers of differentiation on his origin-
al group, but further validation based on another two 
hundred rec·ords failed to indicate that such powers of 
differentiation were consistent from one sample to another. 
Using the Multiple Choice Rorschach , no success in 
125 prediction for aviation cadets was obtained by Super , 
or in the selection of officer candidates by either 
123 W. D. Ross, "The Uses of ·the Rorschach Method in 
the Canadian Army,"~· Res. Exch., 8:159-161, July, 1944. 
124 w. D. Ross, G. A. Ferguson, and F. c. R. Chalke, 
"The Group Rorschach Test in Officer Selection," Bull. 
Canad. Psychol. Assn., 5:84-86, Feb., 1945. ----
125 Donald E. Super, "Clinical Research in the 
Aviation Psychology Program of the Army Air Force," 
Psychol. Bull., 41:555, Oct., 1944. 
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Wittsonl26 or Jensen and Rotter127• Guilford128 experienced 
no success with either the Multiple Choice or Group Methods 
with candidates in the Army Air Force Selection program. 
Symondsl29 speaks of the use of the Rorschach at two OSS 
Assessment Centers. The test did not prove of value at one 
center; it proved very effective at the other. Symonds 
suggests that at the center where it proved ineffective, 
the workers were not skilled in its use, and furthermore, 
they attempted to 'stretch' it to fit particular categories 
i n which they were interested, but for which the test had 
not been designed. 
Harris 13° found ten Rorschach factors differentiating 
creative from non-creative chemists; when applied to 
various groups of chemists, these signs held up, according 
to the author. 
126 t. Wit-son, W. A. Hunt, and H. J. Older, "The 
Use of the· Multiple Choice Group Rorschach Test in Mil:i,tary 
Screening," J. Psychol., 17:91-94, Jan., 1944. 
127M. B. Jensen and J. B. Rotter, nThe Validity of 
the Multiple Choice Rorschach Test in Officer Candidate 
Selection," Psychol. Bull., 42:182-185, March, 1945. 
128 J.P. Guilford, "Some Lessons from Aviation 
Psychology," Amer. Psycholo~;;ist, 3:3-11, Jan., 1948. 
129 Percival M. Symonds, "Survey 'of Projective 
Techniques," Exploring Individual Differences (.American 
Council on Education Studies, Vol. 12, Series 1, No. 32. 
Washington, D. c.: American Council on Education, 1948) p.13. 
130 Thomas M. Harris, "The Use of Projective Tech-
niques in Industrial Selection," Exploring Individual 
Differences,~· cit., pp. 47-48. 
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Balinski131 reports poor results with the Multiple 
Chmice Rorschach as a tool for screening job applicants. 
However, Cox132 used the Multiple Choice Rorschach on three 
groups of sales clerks who had been ranked good, average, 
and poor. Ratings, ranging from minus five to plus one 
were assigned to discriminating answers; all but one of the 
good group received positive loadings, and all of the poor 
group except four got negative scores on a sample of thirty-
six salespeople in the millinery department. The same 
ratings were then applied to the protocols of seventy-two 
salespersons from the dress department. All of the group 
ranked as good got positive scores, but so did three of the 
poor group, while the rest of the poor group obtained nega-
tive loadings. The 'good' group was described from the 
Rorschach as possessing a fund of personal energy, as 
extratensive with a fair degree of emotional warmth, as 
showing an ability to withstand emotional pressure and to 
think constructively in emotional situations, and as having 
a type of tough-mindedness which enabled them to 'take it'; 
the poor group was marked by decided anxiety, as introver-
sive, with a rigid personality that tended to go to pieces 
131 Benjamin Balinski, "The Multiple Choice Group 
Rorschach Test as a Means of Screening Applicants for 
dObs," J. Psychol., 19:203-208, dan., 1945. 
132 Kenneth J . Cox, "Can the Rorschach Pick Sales 
Clerks?," Pers. Fsvchol., 1:357-363, Autumn, No. 3, 1948. 
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or freeze up under emotional strain, and as markedly sensi-
tive.l33 
Shoemaker and Rohrer134 found that the Rorschach 
could differentiate between overachievers and underachievers 
in medical school: {1) black-white shock in persons with 
hi~h intellectual competence was a sigh of overachievement; 
{2) there was a tendency for a person with deep-seated 
anxiety to overachieve; (3} color shock or neurotic shock 
tended to accompany a lowering of the academic efficiency 
of the student. Gibbl35 found that potential leaders as 
officers in the Australian Army showed more R, more M, 
more texture, more Fm and FM, and more achromatic responses 
than did those who did not develop into leaders. Rieger136 
points out that Rorschach evaluation correlated .?5, in her 
study, with interviewer ratings of job applicants, and 
stressed the value of the Rorschach as an adjunct in 
industrial selection. 
r33 rhia., PP· 361-362. 
134 H. A. Shoemaker and H. H. Roll_rer, "Relationship 
between Success in the Study of Medicine and Certain 
Psychological and Personal Data," J. Ass. Amer. ined. Coll., 
23:190-201, May, 1948. 
135 Cecil A. Gibb, "Some Tentative Comments Concern-
ing Group Rorschach Pointers to the Personality Traits of 
Leaders," J. Soc. Psychol., 30: 262, Nov., 1949. 
136 Audrey F. Rieger, "The Rorschach Test in Indus-
trial_ Selection," l· ~· Psychol., 33:571, Dec., 1949. 
In a study of policemen, Kates 137 found that while 
the Rorschach did not show a relationship between its 
evaluation of maladjustment and measured interests or 
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with occupational level, it did show a significant rela-
tionship with job satisfaction. However, Kurth138 states 
that even a specially constructed scoring system did not 
permit a satisfactory Rorschach prediction of the success 
of sales managers. McCandless1 39 reports that individual 
Rorschachs failed to distinguish between students with high 
and low grade point averages in two groups of officer 
candidates in the United States Maritime Service. Further-
more, it was claimed by Wittenborn140 that, with a group of 
sixty-eight Yale students, the Rorschach factors wh~h he 
investigated did not show a sufficient validity to warrant 
their use in a selection program. 141 However, Munroe found 
137 Solis L. Kates, "Rorschach Hesponses, Strong 
Blank sc .a:les, and Job Satisfaction among Policemen," 
J. ~· Psychol., 34:249-254, Aug., 1950. 
138 A1 bert K. Kurtz, "A Research Test of the Rorschach 
Test," f.m· Psychol., 1:51, March, 1948. 
139 Boyd R. McCandless, "The Rorschach as a Predictor 
of Academic Success," J. !I?J2.!• Psychol., 33:47-48, Feb., 
1949. 
140 J. R. Wi ttenborn, ncertain Rorschach Response · 
Categories and Mental Abilities,rr J. ~· Psychol., 33: 
337 , Aug ., 1949. 
141 Ruth L. Munroe, "Discussion on 'The Rorschach 
Method in the Study of Personality'," Ann. New York Acad. 
Sci., 44:584-585, Dec., 1943. --- ------------
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that her Inspection Technique predicted difficulty for eight-
een out of the nineteen students who were either conditioned 
or dismissed during their Fres.hman year, although half of 
them had placed above the median on the ACE, and one quarter 
were above the ninetieth percentile. ln the same study, 
she reports that using the Group Rorschach and making forty-
five ratings, aimed at predicting academic performance, 
thirty-nine were 'on-the-nose', and only one was badly dis-
crepant. In another study, she states that the Rorschach 
predicted academic success somewhat better than did the 
ACE142 • In a citation of some other findings by Munroe, 
Harrower gives equally high figures and states that her own 
Horschach prediction at McGill Medical School were equally 
valid. 143 
Klopfer144 has stated that attempts to use the Hor-
schach as a screening device for particular jobs have not 
proved too successful. Korner145 ascribes this lack of 
142 Ruth L. Munroe, "Prediction of the Adjustment 
and Academic Performance of College Students by a Modifica-
tion of the Rorschach Method, n ~. Psychol. Monogr., No. 
7:46, Sept., 1945. 
143 M. R. Harrower, "The Rorschach Method in the 
Study of Personality," Ann. New York Acad. Sci., 44:579, 
Dec., 1943. 
144 Bruno Klopfer, "Rorschach Method," Encyclopedia 
of Psychology (New York: Philosophical Library, 1946J, p. 837. 
145 Anneliese .1!' . Korner, "Theoretical Considerations 
Concerning the Scope and Limitations of Projective Tech-
niques," J. Abn. ~· Psychol., 45:624, Oct., 1950. 
s uccess t o the fact that the Rorschach, or any projective 
ins t rument, is not designed to predict reality behavior. 
He offers an alternative way of investigation: 
In other words, if we wish to know what kind of a 
person would make a good engineer, a good pilo~, or 
a good psychoanalist, let us first establish clini-
cally and theoretically what kinds of needs, what 
patterns of impulse-control al'6helpful and which are a hindrance in a given field. 
Then , says Korner, projectives can be used. Coxl47 , 
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however, takes the viewpoint that a more direct approach 
can be used~ first, let the Rorschach be used as an 
exploratory device, to determine Wh~ther there are signifi-
cant differences between different groups on various factors 
of the Rorschach. Where such differences are found to be 
significant, a further study can validate the findings by 
i tem analysis, and then by using those findin~s with a 
second group. 
146 Ibid., p. 627. 
147 Cox, "Can the Rorschach Pick Sales Clerks?," 
.21?.• cit ., pp. 362-363. 
CBAP!'ER 111 
THE EXPERTI\11ENT 
1 Purpose and Hypotheses 
Many writers, as described in the preceeding chap-
ters, have stated that emotional or personality factors are 
significant in the field of vocational choice, and that 
such factors might, or do distinguish between workers in 
various fields. Since the Rorschach is claimed to be valid 
in the investigation of personality, some of these writers 
have asserted that Rorschach factors will differentiate 
between workers in the various fields. 
This study is designed to follow the theory inherent 
in the statements of Vernon1 and Cox. 2 The former suggests 
that when an occupation is felt as an essential function of 
the personality, its choice is determined by the various 
drives of personality, that the Rorschach records of persons 
training for a given occupation should show those drives as 
being common in the group, that for the person seeking voca-
tional guidance, the Rorschach patterns he shows might be 
used to suggest various occupations in which similar patterns 
are found. Much of the literature discussed in the preceeding 
1 Supra , p. 3 8. 
2 Supra, p. 67. 
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chapter may be interpreted to support that position. One 
possible approach would be interpretative in nature, seek-
ing occupational differences in terms of need patterns, 
'mechanisms of defense', etc. Cox, however, has refined 
this approach by suggesting a preliminary research design: 
(1) to ascertain whether there are significant differences 
between various occupational groups on different Rorschach 
factors, and (2) where such differences exist, e. further 
study to validate these findings by applying them to a 
second group. This writer believes that, logically, the 
type of research advocated by Cox should come first. The 
importance of using Cox's approach as a preliminary problem 
lies in the fact that it would indicate a more sound basis 
for interpretative differences: should significant differ-
ences in terms of Rorschach factors be lacking, interpreta-
tive differences would be more suspect. Should significant 
differences be found on different Rorschach factors, inter-
pretative differences based on them would be more meaningful. 
The present study followed the plan outlined by Cox. 
On the basis of the assumptions that (1) personality factors 
are related to occupational preference and persistence, 
and (2) the use of the Rorschach as a device for attaining 
some measure of personality differentiation, if the test 
were administered to (a) different occupational groups in 
training, and (b) to the same occupational groups at differ-
ent stages of occupational maturity, we would expect to 
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find: 
Prediction 1. That upperclass and graduate students 
training in different occupational fields can be distinguished 
on Rorschach factors. 
Prediction 2. That the differences on Rorschadh 
factors· found among the different student groups will alsa 
be found among profes~ionals in these areas. 
Prediction J. That the extent of the differences 
between people in different occupational groups is progress-
ively more const~t as we procede from the one extreme of 
choice (by freshmen) to major or adTanced training (of 
upperclass and graduate students) to persistence ( by 
professionals). That this will be shown by an increasing 
number of factors which differentiate the occupational 
fields at different levels from freshmen to professloaal 
workers, and by an increase in the level of significance 
found for such factors at successive levels. 
11 Procedure 
A. Subjects. 
1. Rationale of Selection. 
a. The primary group of two hundred students 
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among the four fields to be investigated were taken from 
the junior and senior classes and from first-year graduate 
students. This restriction was made to give some assurance 
that the students in the study were not merely temporary 
majors who would be likely to change over to another cur-
riculum. The junior students were all in the second sem-
ester of their jumior year. Because of the requirements 
for a major subject at the two universities sampled, it 
would . be necessary for a student changing his major sub-
sequent to taking this test to add from one to two years 
t o his undergraduate program. This was assumed to give 
reasonable assurance that the subjects would represent 
genuine majors in the four fields under investigation. 
b. Because of the large number of factors 
which were being evaluated, any finding of a given signifi-
cance of level of confidence for one sample actually would 
not possess such a true level of confidence.3 To check 
such a possible inflation of P, a second sample of students 
was taken in the s~e universities the followin~ year, with 
the same restrictions as to grade placement. No subject 
from the first sample was included in the second sample . 
c. One po~sible objection to any findings 
of differences was that should the differences obtained 
3 Lee J. Cronbach, "Statistical Methods Applied to 
Rorschach Scores," Psychol. Bull., 46:399-400, Sept., 1949. 
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differentiate essentially between psychology majors and 
students in other fields, such differences might be the re-
sult of prior familiarity with the Rorschach test on the 
part of the psychology students. At the two universities 
sampled, the Chairmen of the Psychology Departments stated 
that there was no course in the Rorschach and that the Ror-
schach was not taken up in any class. There would, however, 
remain the possibility that psychology students, coming 
across references to the Rorschach in their read ing, mi~ht 
individually read some Rorschach material. Vvhe ther or not 
this would affect their Rorschach protocols to any extent 
sufficiently great to cause group differences, particularly 
because of the method of testing the influence of extreme 
deviant scores used in treating the data, appeared dubious, 
but to check for this, it. was determined to employ a small 
srunple of twenty freshman students in each of the four 
major fields being investigated. 'rhese students were given 
the test during Orientation Week before the start of classes. 
Each student was asked if he had had a course in psychology 
in hi?h school. Having had no course in psychology, the 
chance of the psychology freshman majors to become interested 
in the Rorschach and to read about it was coneidered suf'f'ic-
iently small. 
It was felt that as freshmen are more apt to change 
majors one or more times than are upperclassmen, that these 
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freshmen majors would not prove as homogenous as the upper-
class students. 
d. Among professional workers in some of the 
fields investigated, advanced degrees are not common. The 
standard of inclusion among the professional groups , there-
fore, was set at possession of at least a B. A. or B. s. 
degree and a minimum of five years exp.erience in the field. 
Actually, none of the psychologists included in the group 
had less than an M. A., and this does constitute a differ-
ence between the psychology and the other groups. Since 
opportunities for professional work in psychology are exceed-
ingly limited for those not possessing at least the master's 
degree, it was felt that this difference would be permissible. 
e. All subjects used in this study were male 
i n order to avoid the possibility of sex differences on the 
Rorschach. 
f. Both veterans and non-veterans were used. 
Like the Master 's degree of the psychologists, this repre-
sents an uncontrolled factor. But any attempt to use only 
veterans would lead to further divisions: foreign versus 
home service, combat versus rear-echelon duty, etc. 
2. Subjects. 
a. Four groups of fifty students each who were 
pursuing curricula in agriculture, mechanical engineering, 
psychology, and forestry, were given the Group Rorschach 
test. These students were all juniors, seniors, or first-
year graduate students. They were taken in ~qual numbers 
f rom the University of New Hampshire and the University of 
Maine. These two hundred subjects comprise Group A. 
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b. A second sample of two hundred students, 
fifty in each of the four curricula, was taken the following 
year at the same universities. The same restriction as to 
grade placement was maintained as in the first sample. No 
student who had been included in the first sample was accept-
ed in the second. These two hundred subjects comprise 
Group B. 
c. A small sample of twenty students in each of 
t he four curricula was taken among entering freshmen and 
tested during Orientation Week prior to the opening of 
classes . These eighty subjects comprise Group c. 
d. A small sample of twenty professional 
workers was taken from each of the four professional fields 
of agriculture, mechanical engineering, psychology, and 
forestry. These eighty subjects comprise Group D. 
3. Equating of Groups. 
a. Groups A, B, and c. 
In the samples of students, the four sub-
groups of agriculture, mechanical engineering, psychology, 
and forestry students were compared on four criteria: age, 
scholastic aptit ude as measured by the American Council on 
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Education Psychological Examination, 1946 Edition4 , socio-
economic level of the father, based on a five-point scale--
professional, semi-professional, and ma~agerial; clerical 
and sales; building and service; agriculture; and labor--, 
and residential area. 
1. Age differences for the sub-groups were 
compared by means of anlysis of variance. Table 1 summar-
izes the findings and show that there was no significant 
O. i ff'erence to be discovered between tre various sub-groups 
for this variable. 
2. Differences in scholastic aptitude for 
the sub-groups were · compared by means of analysis of vari-
ance. Table 11 summarizes the findings and shows that there 
was no significant difference to be discovered between the 
sub-groups for this variable. 
3· Socio-economic position of the father 
was measured on a five-point scale: (a) professional, 
semi-professional, and managerial positions, (b) clerical 
and sales work, (c) building and service occupations, (d) 
agriculture, and (e) labor. Differences among the sub-
groups in t his respect were compared by means of chi square. 
Table 111 summarizes the findings and shows that there was 
4 American Council £Q Education Psychological Exam-
ination for College Freshmen (Washington, D. C.: American 
Council on Education, 1946), 14 pp. 
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no significant dif'ferenee among the sub-~roups in this 
respect. 
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4. Res idential area of the horne was measured 
on a four-point scale for city , town, villa~e, and country 
homes . Differences amon1:7. t he sub-groups wHre compared by 
means of chi square. 'l'a ble l V summarizes the ffndintts and 
s hows that there was no sipnifica nt difference amon~ t he 
sub-groups in this respect. 
b. Group D. 
Many of the active workers on a professional 
level refused to take the test and participate in t he experi-
I!l.ent unles s t t.e y were guarranteed complete anonymity . 'This 
included not only the taking of names being eliminated, but 
also such identifying information as ap:e, position, etc., 
being forbidden. They were then asked if they were willing 
to have such information merely listed on a Aeparate sheet 
of paper which would include the da ta on all subjects. 
S ince there were objections to this, such a gathering of 
da ta was dropped. Accordingly, no comparison of the four 
occupations can be made ror Group D in regard to a~e or 
other f actors such 1:1.s was made for the first three groups. 
4. Me thod of Enlisting Subjects. 
The writer went into classes at the two univer-
sities sampled and explained to the students what he wished 
and the purpose. Re then 1:1.sked the students to volunteer 
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promising that the individual protocols would not be inter-
preted, and that no persnnal information of any kind would be 
given to the university or instructors. It was stressed by 
the writer, and in almost all cases reiterated by the 
individual instructors, that taking the test was voluntary, 
and that no record would be kept of who did or did not take 
the test other than the names on the record booklets which 
would be needed to look up pertinent information such as 
scores on the l\merican Council on Education Psychological 
Examination. The students were told at this time only that 
the test was the Rorschach and consisted of looking at 
inkblots and recording what they looked like. The writer 
also asked anyone who had previously taken the test f'or any 
purpose not to take it again as part of this study. 
Subjects who were already engaged actively in the 
work, i.e., Group D, were approached individually and asked 
to take the test • 
.t!'reshman subjects were called together during 
Orientation Week and given the same request. 
B. Method of Administration. 
Before the subjects arrived for the test, the 
projector was · set up, focussed, and tested. 'l'hen, with 
Card 1 projected on the screen, the writer sat in each 
seat in the room to check for distortion. Such seats as 
gave a distorted view were marked, and no subjects were 
seated in them. The projector was set at such a distance 
from the screen that would p.ive an image approximately 
four by three feet. Kodachrome slides of the Rorschach 
blots, obtained from the Psychological Corporation, were 
used. 
vv hen the subjects arrived they were seated in the 
unmarked seats, and the writer repeated briefly what had 
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been said in the classroom or in individual contacts. This 
was done as a small percenta~e of subjects came after hear-
ing about the test from their classmates or friends. While 
the exact wording of this preliminary talk varied , as the 
groups were free to ask non-specific questions, it centered 
about the idea that such a test might uncover differences 
in perception and imagination among gr oups of different 
subjec t majors, and hence might be an aid in vocational 
counseling and selection. Again , the examiner stated that 
if anyone knew he had taken the test previously, or should 
discover this to be the ~as e once the test had begun, he 
should leave the room. It was further promised that, after 
taking the test, should anyone decide he did not wish to 
turn it in, he could tear up the examination booklet himself. 
The Group Rorschach Blank5 was tre n passed out with 
instructions not to open it until the signal was ~iven. The 
5 M. R. Harrower, 1roup Rorschach Blank (New York: 
Psychological Corp., 1945 , 24 pp. 
subjects were asked to fill in the information requested on 
the front of the blank plus their year in college and whether 
or not they were veterans. Professional workers were told 
merely to indicate their field. 
The exact instructions were then given: 
The test you are about to take is the Group Rorschach 
or inkblot test. I will project ten ink-blots on the 
screen in front of you for a period of three minutes 
each. During that time you are to write down on the 
right hand pages in your booklet whatever the blot 
looks like to you or whatever it makes you think of. 
You may use as much or as little of the blot as you 
wish. Write down as many responses as you think of 
within the time limit. Use a fresh page for each 
blot. Number your responses, starting over for each 
new page. Are there any questions? 
The lights were then extinguished and all ten slides 
projected for three minutes each, with the instructions 
given after each presentation to draw a line under the 
last response. The writer then gave exact directions for 
the inquiry. 
You have told me what you saw. Now I would like you 
to tell me where you saw it and a little about how 
you saw it. You will notice that at the bottom of the 
left hand pages there are small black and white repro-
ductions of the blots which were projected on the screen. 
As I show each blot again, you are to draw a line 
about the portion of the blot that you used for each 
response and place the number of the response on that 
line. Then, you will notice that at the top of each 
left hand page are four columns labeled shape, color, 
movement, and texture. Place the number of each 
response in the appropriate column or columns. 
Using Card Vlll, several examples were then given 
to demonstrate the instructions, a procedure following that 
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of Harrower's. 6 Questions were answered, and the slides 
were again presented in order. At the end of two minutes, 
the writer would ask if anyone needed more time. Whenever 
anyone signalled such a need by raising his hand, the par-
ticular slide would be continued until the subject signi-
fied that he was through. The writer originally questioned 
whether such a method would be successful, as there was the 
possibility that subjects would not indicate that they 
needed more time. From the number of hands that were gener-
ally raised, however, it appeared that the method did not 
cause embarrassment to the subjects requiring extra time on 
the inquiry. 
At the conclusion of the inquiry, the Writer requested 
that anyone who was color blind would mark a big X on the 
outside of the booklet. Only three subjects so marked 
their booklets, and these were discarded from the sample. 
The subjects were then asked not to discuss the test for a 
few days as others would be taking it, and the writer wished 
to get their own responses. The examination booklets were 
then collected, and the subjects thanked and dismissed. 
c. Method of Scoring. 
1. Development of Criteria of Scoring. 
6 M. R. Harrower, "Directions for Administration of 
the Rorschach Group Test," Ror. Res. Exch., 5:148, July, 
1941. 
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Because prior experience with the ~roup method 
had raised many scoring problems, the writer felt that 
reasonably exact scoring criteria should be used. A tenta-
tive list of such criteria was drawn up after informal 
discussions with Drs. Bruno Klopfer and Evelyn Troup at a 
Rorschach Workshop in 1949. This tentative list was then 
sent to Drs. Mollie Harrower, Anne Roe, and Goldie Ruth 
Kaback, the three workers who, from the literature, appeared 
to have done the most work with the ~roup form. Their 
criticisms were included in a revised list of criteria. 
Revised List of Scoring Criteria 
a. That, with the exceptions noted below, all deter-
minants claimed by a subject be scored unless they are 
clearly inapplicable. 
b. That, where a determinant is implied in a response 
but is not mentioned in the inquiry, it shall be scored. 
Ex. Vlll. An animal climbing up. Inquiry claims 
only form. Scored FM. 
c . That concepts which are g enerally given certain 
determinants be scored with these determinants even when 
they are not given in the inquiry. Movement shall not be 
included in this criterion. 
Ex. lV, Vl. A bearskin rug. Inquiry claims 
only form. Scored Fe, P. 
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111. Two people. Inquiry ~ives only form. 
Scored F. 
d. That anatomical charts and maps on colored cards 
be scored E/C or C/F whether or not color is mentioned in 
the inquiry. 
e. That where just color or where color and shading 
are claimed in the inquiry for responses where subjects 
generally use only shading, the response shall be scored 
for shading. If color is claimed, it shall be scored, but 
only as an additional. 
Ex. Vl. Animal skin. Both color and shading 
or only color is claimed in the inquiry. Scored Fe, FC'. 
Vll. Clouds. Both color and shading, or only 
color is claimed in the inquiry. Scored K, C'F. 
f. That, where movement is claimed for descriptive 
terms, i.e., hanging , spread out, tacked up, it shall not 
be scored unless subject gives additional information, as 
discussed in Klopfer.? 
g. That, when several determinants are claimed, 
priority in regard to the main determinant shall be as 
follows: M, FC, CF, FM, FC', Fe, K, C'F, m, k, cF. This 
shall not apply to responses where one determinant is 
7 Bruno Klopfer and Douglas McGlashan Kelley, 
The Rorschach TechniJue (Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: 
World Book Co., 1946 , p. 119. 
usually employed, but which has a lesser priority than an 
unusually employed determinant for that response which the 
subject claims. It shall not apply, either, when a lesser 
priority determinant is stressed in the performance with 
the greater priority determinant added as an afterthought 
or only in the inquiry. 
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Ex. Vlll. A furry animal. He might be climbing. 
Scored Fe, :FM. 
Viii. A red animal climbing. Scored 
FM, F H C. 
Vlll. A furry animal. Inquiry claims form, 
texture, and movement. Scored Fe, FMw 
h. That maps with an inquiry claim of texture and 
airplane views or photos shall be scored kF or Fk, unless 
specific information is given to warrant a contact-feeling 
score of Fe~ 
i. Parentheses are placed about M and FM when action 
is attributed to statues, marionettes, stuffed animals, or 
fairy-tale characters, etc., or if living action is extreme-
ly stiff or passive. 8 
Ex . V. Sleeping woman. Scored (M). 
j. The movement of human parts in isolation is 
8 Ruth L. Munroe, "Prediction of the Adjustment and 
Academic Performance of College Students by a Modification 
of the Rorschach Method,"~· Psychol. Monogr., No. 7: 
85 ,Sept., 1945. 
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scored Md. This shall not apply in such cases as Vll where 
the u pper D or two upper D's are described as being human 
movement. 9 
Ex. V. Kicking feet. Scored Md. 
Vll. Two women gossiping. Scored M. 
k. An additional m, encircled, is scored for f a c ial 
expression or expression of emotion.lO 
1. B stands for 'bad' or F-, or for exc eed i ngly 
11 bizarre concepts. 
m. V stands for vague. Is is entered when the 
respons e is essentially formless like rocks, sunse t , wall-
paper des ign, etc.12 
2. Scor i ng Procedure. 
In order to avoid any halo effect or unc on-
sc ious bias on the part of tre scorer, the protocols for 
each group, A, B, C, and D, were mixed together and piled 
with the back of the booklets showing. The entire group 
was then scored without the writer seeing the front of the 
booklets containing information as to the subject ' s major, 
e t c . To check upon the writer's scoring, Peter Gaskell, 
9 Munroe, loc. cit. 
10 Lo c . cit . 
ll Ibid., pp. 88-89. 
12 Loc. cit. 
---
Chief of Section, Advisement and Guidance, Veterans Admin-
istration, Manchester, New Hampshire, was asked to score 
a sample of t wenty percent of Group A. The writer's 
scoring was placed in a sealed envelope which was not 
opened until Dr. Gaskell had completed his own scoring. 
Two criticisms were offered in regard to the writer's 
scoring: (a) the automatic scoring of Fe for 'bearskin' 
or 'fur rug' on Card Vl, and (b) the question concerning 
the scoring of originals. 
Since the automatic scoring of Fe on Card Vl had 
been approved by Drs. Harrower, Roe, and Kaback, it was 
felt by the writer that such a score might be kept. To 
check on the scoring of ori~inals, all the responses in 
Groups A and B were tabulated, and a list of origin&ll 
by statistical count was drawn up. The writer then re-
scored all protocols for originals. Dr. Gaskell then went 
over the amended scores and approved them. 
D. Statistical Procedures Employed. 
Two types of statistical examination of data were 
made. 
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1. Analysis of variance was exployed for data 
which showed a normal distribution of raw scores or which 
could be normalized by transposition to logrythms whose 
distribution in turn showed a normal distribution. Calling 
attention to the great weight exerted by extreme deviations 
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which may distort interpretation,"Cronbach13 nevertheless 
admit s the validity of such a method of transpostion. To 
av oid t he distortion to the ?reatest extent possible, the 
writ er employed the method of determining outlying observa-
t ions or 'outliers' developed by Grubbs. 14 After the dis-
t ributions had been set up, all possible outliers were 
test ed by Grubb's formula, and those showing a preponder-
ance of weighting were dropped from the distribution. Thus 
the possibility of one or a few extreme deviations so weight -
ing the results as to cause a false significance of differ-
ence was avoided. Rorschach factors so treated by variance 
analysis were responses (R), W, W%, Dd, B%, A%, M, 1~ , P, 
O% , F%, vague (V), bad-bizarre {B), Fe, Fe~ {additional 
s cores counted as one-half), Fe%, F-LM, and 8,9,10Jb. 
Where the overall variance analysis for any one 
p.r oup, i.e., A, B, C, or D, showed significance by the F-
test of .05 or better, the t-test was exployed to test tte 
signif icance of difference between each pair of majors 
within the group. This follows the standard practice of 
not using the t-test unless F is significant of McNemar15 
13 Oronbach, ££· cit., pp. 406-407. 
14 Frank E. Grubbs, "Sample Criteria for Testing 
Outlying Observat i ons," Annals of Mathematical Statistics, 
21:27-58, March, 1950. 
15 Quinn McNemar, Psychological Statistics (New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1949), p. 245. 
and Lindquist16 , rather than the position of Vfebb and 
Lemmon17that it is valid to use the t-test when F is not 
significant. 
2. Chi square was employed for factors which 
permitted no normalizing. It was also used for the six 
18 
common ratios employed with the Rorschach. Cronbach 
has pointed out the difficulties involved in treating 
ratios, and has surgested that meaningful patterns be 
employed as, in the M:EC ratio, extratensive, coarcted 
and ambiequal, and introversive. Such a treatment was 
employed for four of thesix ratios. Factors and ratios 
treated by the chi square method were rejects, sequence, 
D~o , space, HfA:HdtAd, At-Sex, c, C', K-k, m, FC, CFf.C, 
M:EC, W:M, Fcf.cf.C' :FCf.CFfC, FMf.m:Fcf.cf.C' , FC:GF,lCiM::EMflll. 
Where the overall chi square for a group showed 
significance of • 05 or b·etter, chi square was then used 
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to determine the significance of difference between pairs 
of majors within the group. As a general rule, the three 
majors which, by inspection, seemed to have no significance 
16 E. F. Lindquist, Statistical Analtrsis in Educa-
tional Research (Boston: Houghton Mifflino., 1940), 
lTWi lse B. Webb and Vernon W. Lemmon, "A Quali-
fication in the Use of Analysis of Variance," Psychol . 
Bull., 47:135, March, 1950. 
18 Cronbach, ~· cit., pp. 411-414. 
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of difference were first tested by chi square. If this show-
ed no si~nificance, the fourth major was tested by chi square 
with ea·ch of the other three. Where chi square did show 
s ignif lc,~nce between the three majors, each major was tested 
with chi square in a pairing with every other major. 
lll The Factors and Ratios Investigated 
The factors and ratios to be investigated were 
selected from the regular Horschach items of location, 
determinants, and content, as defined by Klopfer19, with 
20 
a few additions sug~ested by Munroe. 
A. Analysis of Variance. 
1. Responses. The tot al number of responses 
g iven by the subject during the performance proper make up 
this cate~ory. Since the instructions were given to draw 
a line under the final response during the performance 
proper, all responses written beneath this line were assumed 
t o have been written during the inquiry and were not counted 
or scored. 
Since the d·.istribution obtained was not suitable for 
analysis of variance, the raw scores were converted to log-
rithms, a distribution of which proved adequate f or ana lysis 
19 Klopfer, op. cit ., pp. 82-182. 
20 Munroe, .212• cit., pp. 71-101. 
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of variance. 
2. W (Whole responses). The absolute number of 
responses given by a subject which utilized the entire card 
or almost all of it in the cut-off-whole scoring of Klopfer 
was incorporated in this category. For Groups A and B, the 
distribution of raw scores was adequate for analysis of var-
iance. ln Gr oups C and D, the distributions of raw scores 
were not adequate, and hence the scores were converted to 
logrithms which gave a distribution suitable for analysis 
of variance treatment. 
3. ~~ . This category was the percentage of re-
sponses which were scored as wholes or cut-off-wholes. 
There are two major objections to using percentages~ 
(a) In a very short protocol, the addition or 
subtraction of one response can materially affect the 
percentaRe• 
(b) It is much easier to get a high percentage 
of W in a short protocol than in a long one. Thus a low 
W percent would have one meanin~ in a short protocol and a 
different meaning in a long one. 
Munroe21 has devised a method in which the signifi-
cance of the ratio or percentage is dependent upon the 
length of the protocol, a method endorsed by Cronbach~2 
21 Munroe, QE• cit., pp. 88-89. 
22 Cronbach, QE• cit., pp. 411-417. 
The use of ~percent, however, remains a usual practice 
by many workers, and for that reason, W percent was in-
cluded ia this study in its customary form, although it 
was recognized that any significant difference found would 
be open to question as to its meaning. 
Scores in all four groups were converted to log-
rithms .and the distributions thus obtained used for 
analysis of variance. 
4. H% . This included all human responses, 
whether of whole humans or of human details. It was in-
cluded in this study as it was hypothesized that psycholo-
gists, dealing with people, would tend to see more human 
fi~ures than would the other three types of students and 
professional workers. Raw pencentages were converted to 
logrithms in order to obtain distributions which could be 
treated by analysis of variance. 
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5. A%. This was the percentage of responses which 
were animal, either in whole or in part, in content. This 
factor is a standard Rorschach item, and as such was in-
cluded, particularly since it was hypothesized that the 
agricultural and forestry students might tend to perceive 
more of the animal forms thanwould students in the other 
two cate~ories. Raw percentages were converted to logrithms 
and variance analysis applied to these distributions. 
6. P. This was the absolute number of popular 
responses following the list and criteria set forth by 
Klopfer23. Since the distribution of raw scores lent 
itself to variance analysis, the raw scores were used. 
7. o%. The percentage of original responses 
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was contained in this category. 'I'he responses were origin-
ally scored for this category subjectively by the writer, 
basing his decisions on his own personal eJq:e rience in 
scoring Rorschach protocols. 'l'his was objected to by Dr. 
Gaskell, who checked the scoring of the protocols. Accord-
ingly, all responses were tabulated, and a list of originals 
drawn up for this specific sample. 'I' he criteria for inclu-
sion in the original category was that su~pested by 
Klopfer24, namely, that the responses should not occur more 
frequently than once in a hundred protocols. All protocols 
were then rescored for the original responses, and the 
revised scoring checked and approved by Dr. Gaskell. 'l'he 
distributions obtained did not ~nd themselves to treatment 
by variance analysis, and, therefore, were converted into 
logrithms. · The resultant distributions of logrithms were 
used. 
. 8. F%. This category was the percentage of pure 
form responses, or, more exactly, of responses where pure 
23 Klopfer,~· cit., pp. 177-181. 
24 Ibid., pp. 181-182. 
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form was utilized as the de~er.mining element. Since these 
scores did not form a distribution suitable for treatment by 
analysis of variance, they were converted to lo~rithms. 
9. V. This category of vague responses was taken 
from Munroe25, and included responses which were indefinite 
in form. No conversion to logrithms was needed. 
10. B. This bad-bizarre category was likewise 
taken from Munroe, and included responses which imply "a 
d ef inite form like an object, animal, or person, and is 
inaccurately represented in the blot; or if the concept 
s uggested by the subject is bizarre." 26 Variance analysis 
was used with the raw scores. 
11. Fe (main). This category contained res ponses 
which employed as the main determinant the form-texture 
quality described by Klopfer. 27 Variance analysis was used 
with the raw scores. 
12. Fe!. The combined the responses in the 
preceding cate~ory with similar responses which were addi-
t ional determinants to other main determinants. Such . 
add i t ional scores were counted as one half. Varianc e 
analysis was used with the raw scores. 
26 Loc. cit. 
27 Klopfer, op. cit., pp. 134-1)6. 
13. Fe%. This percentage was used only for main 
determinants. Distribution of raw scores did not permit 
variance analysis, so the scores were transformed to log-
rithms, and these distributions used. 
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14. M. This category was applied to human move-
ment only, as discussed by Klopfer. 28 Raw scores were used. 
15. M%. This category is not utilized generally 
in Rorschach scoring, but its usage has been suggested by 
Munroe. 29 Since a distribution of raw scores was not 
suitable for variance analysis, the scores were converted 
to logrithms, and these distributions used. 
16. FM. This is the animal movement or animal-
like movement discussed by Klopfer.3° Raw scores were used. 
17. 8,9,1W~ . This category is the ~rcentage of 
the total number of responses furnished by responses to the 
last three cards. It was found necessary to convert these 
percentages to logrithms. 
B. Chi Square. 
1. Rejects. The absolute number of refusals to 
respond to a card. Since the number of such rejects was 
very few, only two categories, no rejects and one or more 
rejects, were employed. 
28 Ibid., pp. 109-113. 
29 Munroe,~·~., p. 93. 
30 Klopfer, £E• cit., pp. 114-116. 
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2. Sequence. Protocols were first scored as 
rigid, orderly, or loose, according to Klopfer3 1 • This did 
not permit chi square treatment , so they were reclassified 
as ri~id and non-rigid, and the number of subjects falling 
into each catepory treated by the chi square method. 
3. Dd%. Klopfer's3 2 table of Dd% distribution 
was adapted here to provide four categories: (a) absence 
of Dd; (b) one to ten percent Dd; (c) eleven to fifteen 
percent Dd; and (d) over fifteen percent Dd. 
4. s. Space responses were treated as a tri-
chotomy of no space response, one response, and more than 
one such response. 
5. H~A:HdfAd. Klopfer33 su~gests that human pl us 
animal responses should equal or · .exceed twice the nu.mber of 
human and anima l detail responses. This dichotomy was used 
here. 
6. At, S. 
and sexual responses . 
This cate~ory included both anatomical 
14 Munroe · has suggested that two or 
more such responses is significant. Chi s quare was there-
fore employed on the basis of one or no such responses as 
compared with two or more. 
31 Ibid., p. 190. 
32 Ibid., p. 258. 
33 Ibid., pp. 217-218. 
34 Munroe, .QE• cit., p. 91. 
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7. c. The incidence of this undifferentiated 
texture response was so small that it was dichotomized on a 
basis of no such responses as compared with one or more. 
8. C'. Here again, the number of achromatic 
color res ponses was so small that it was dichotomized on 
a basis of no such res ponse as opposed to one or more. 
9. K-k. Munroe35 suggests including shading 
as both diffusion and as three dimensional expanse pro-
jected on a two dimensional plane in one category, and 
indicates that two such responses is significant. Chi 
square was therefore employed on a dichotomy of one or 
no such responses as compared with two or more. 
10. m. Klopfer36 suggests this scor ing for 
expressive descriptions, natural forces, and abstract 
forces. He does include a fourth area, ambiguous dy-
namic terms, when the performance proper or inquiry re-
veals that outline or shadinP- gives the effect of mechani-
cal force. Because of the difficulty of scoring this through 
a group administration, the revised criteria for scoring 
removed this category for the purposes of the study unless 
clear evidence was given of such an intent. Since the num-
ber or such respqnses was small, a dichotomy of no such 
responses as opposed to one or more was used. 
35 Ibid., p. 94. 
36 Klopfer, £E• cit., pp. 116-119. 
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11. FC. Form-color is the regular combination of 
definite form with color as discussed by Klopfer .37 It was 
dichotomized on the basis of one or no such responses as 
contrasted with two or more. 
12. CFfC. Color-form is the undifferentiated use 
of color as discussed in Klopfer.3 8 It too was treated by 
comparing one or no such responses with two or more. 
13. M:EC. In the erlebnistypus, movement was 
compared with the weighted sum of color. Three categories 
were used: extratensive, introversive, and a mixed group 
of ambivalent and coarcted. 
14. W:M. Klopfer3 9 has stated that the whole 
responses should optimally approximate twice the number of 
human movement responses, and that when this ratio is in-
creased to four times the movement responses, such a ratio 
indicates that the subject is not making the best use of 
his powers. Since the different number of each type of 
determinant generally did not come out to whole number 
ratios, Klopfer's figures were modified to four and a half 
to allow for such slight variations. Accordingly , three 
classifications were set up: (a) where whole responses 
37 Ibid., pp. 142-148 • 
............... 
38 Ibid., pp. 148-154-
391£1£., pp. 277-278. 
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were less than twice the number of human movement responses; 
(b) where whole responses ranged from twice to four and a 
half times the number of human movement responses; (c) 
where the ratio exceeded four and a half. 
15. FcfcfC':FCfCFfC. In the ratio of sum of 
texture and achromatic res ponses compared with the unweight-
ed sum of chromatic color, two extremes are usually consid-
ered, i.e., whereever one of the elements equals or exceeds 
twice the otlher one. Accordingly, a threefold classifica-
tion was set up, utilizing both these extremes and a middl e 
grouping where neither half of the ratio equall~d or exceed-
ed twice the other half. 
16. FC:CFfC. It is generally believed that 
approximately twice as much form-color should be pres ent 
in a protocol as the amount of color-form and pure color. 
A dichotomy has been eatablished about this, comparing the 
number of subjects whose ratio reached the one to two point 
or exceeded it as compared to the number of subjects whos e 
r atio showed form-color in less amount than twice t he 
number of color-form and pure color responses. 
17. FMfm:Fc,tcfC '. The same trichotomy was 
used here for animal and minor movement as compared with 
texture p2us achr omatic responses as was empl oyed i n the 
texture and achromatic color to chromatic color category. 
The two extremes would be represented where either side of 
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the ratio equalled or exceeded twice the other half; a third 
classificat ion would include all cases not falling into 
either of the two extremes. 
18. M:FMJm. Generally speaking, animal and minor 
movement should not exceed one and one-half times tre 
amount of human movement in a protocol. This was taken as 
the cutting point for this dichotomy. 
CHAPTER lV 
RESULTS 
This chapter will first present the raw results 
obtained by variance analysis and by the chi square method. 
Following this, a summary of significance will consider 
intra-group comparisons and inter-major differences. The 
question of possible foreknowledge of the test by the 
psychologists will then be evaluated. Finally, the con-
clusions of the study will be presented. 
A. Variance Analysis. 
Table V contains the means of the ei~hteen 
Rorschach components treated by variance analysis, while 
Table Vl shows the results of applying var iance analysis 
to these eiphteen factors. Table Vll gives the results 
of the t-tests applied when the F-test , shown in Table Vl, 
was si~nificant. 
1. R (Responses). 
a. Group A. An overall F of 6.84, sip.nificant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. The highest 
number of responses was given by the psychology students, 
the lowest by the agricultural students. The t-test showed 
differences between agricultural and forestry students 
{.01 level), agricultural and mechanical en~ineering 
students (.05 level), agricultural and psycholo~y students 
Group A 
For. Meeh. Eng. Ps;ych. 
R 14. 44 14. 06 15. 08 
~1 9.82 9. 29 9.83 W% 15.02 15.49 14.64 
Dd 4. ~8 4. ?6 4. 94 
M 3.04 3.14 5.?2 
M,% 12. 98 13 .24 14.24 
1'M 3.38 l~ . 14 ) , 00 
F% 15. 84 14.?6 14. 56 
Fe 2. 17 1. 90 2.64 
Fei 2.83 2. ?8 4._23 
Fe.% 12.19 12,20 12. 54 
p 4.90 4. ?8 5.JO 
O% 15.32 15. 00 15.36 
v 3.31 3.54 J .48 
B 2.16 1.?4 2. 22 
H,% 13. 94 14.18 15.36 
A% 15.JO 14.86 13.24 
s. 2_,1~ ___ _1.5~2_/.j. 14. 82 ---- 15_._06 
TABLE V 
NEANS 
Group B 
.Agr1 . For. Meeh. Eng. 
13.30 14. 16 14.22 
8. 90 8. 41 8. 48 
15.04 14. 56 14.64 
4.60 5. 08 4.68 
1. 90 2._56 J.04 
12.04 12. 72 13.10 
3.62 3.54 3.66 
15. 94 15.28 15.60 
1, 82 3. 04 2. 47 
2.35 3.63 2. 89 
12. 26 12.58 12. 54 
4. 94 4. 94 4. 86 
15. 20 15. 18 15. 31 
2.?1 2.7J 3. 06 
1. 98 2. 22 1.33 
13.30 13.?8 14. 24 
15. 94 15. 85 15. 42 
14. 78 1_/.j. .~-- - - -- 1_4~4_4 
P~eh. 
13. 56 
10. 41 
14. 44 
5.14 
6. 12 
14.40 
4. 94 
13.86 
3 .20 
4.63 
12.40 
5.34 
16. 20 
2. 57 
2.63 
15. 46 
15.35 
15.32 
Agr1 . 
15. 02 
9. 48 
15. 84 
4. 40 
1.88 
12. 26 
3.36 
15. 94 
2. 00 
2. 40 
12.32 
4.54 
15. 26 
3. 16 
2.50 
13.30 
15.67 
14. ?8 
1-' 
0 
~ 
TABLE V (continued) 
MF.ANS 
Group C 
For. lv!ech . E~~ ~ P§_~c h_. ___ __ Agri. For. 
R 1_3.80 1.'3 .25 15.50 1.3.?5 14.85 
w 13.10 12.?0 1.3 .40 1.3 .20 8 • .35 W% 16.10 15.85 14.95 16.55 14.15 
Dd 1.25 1.?5 J.40 1.12 1.95 
M 
.3.35 J.JO 6.90 2.85 2.25 
M% 1.3. 45 1_3. 80 14 • .35 1.3.15 8.85 
J!'M 2.80 2.28 5.25 4.05 5.15 
}"J/ /O 1?.15 15.85 16 • .36 16.40 15.25 
Fe 1..3.? 1.68 .3.26 1.84 2.85 
Fci 1.50 2.?0 2.00 2.00 4.15 
Fe% 12.00 12.20 12.05 lJ. 05 . 8.85 
p 4.65 4.25 5.25 5 • .30 5.20 
~ 15. 2.5 15.65 15.90 15.45 14.15 
v 2.60 2.8.3 .3.50 2.58 .3.45 
B 1.?0 1.10 2.65 2.21 1.85 
H% 14.50 14.65 15.45 14.05 1.3 • .30 
A% 15.20 15.25 15 • .35 15.6.3 16 • .30 
~lJL_ __ 15.2_Q __ -- __ _ 15._QQ_ - 15"'QO 14.95 _____ lj_.OO 
Group D 
Mech. Eng . _ Psych. _ 
15.45 16.20 
10 • .30 9.8.3 
15.25 14.3.5 
2.90 .3.10 
4.25 8.65 
10.90 12.40 
?.16 6.50 
14.95 1.3 • .35 
2.?0 4 • .30 
_3 . 45 6.15 
? • .35 9.90 
5.90 5.50 
14.15 1.3.95 
4.60 5.20 
2.20 1.50 
1.3.45 14.20 
15 • .35 15.16 
14.[5 14.25 
.Agri . 
1.3.58 
8.?5 
15 • .35 
2.80 
.3.20 
ll.Ob 
.3.5.3 
15.05 
2.?9 
.3. Ob 
12.?5 
5. 40 
14.25 
.3.20 
1.85 
ll.89 
16.15 
15.00 
I-' 
0 
Vl 
T.A13LE Vl 
ANA1YS IS OE' VARIANCE FOR GROUP A 
---------------
Source Sum of df Variance F-test Source Sum of df Variance F-test 
Squares __ Est i_rna._te ·. Squares Estimate 
R Between 62.82 3 20.94 Fci Between 96 .87 3 32.29 
Within .593.00 194 .). 06 Within 6?6.80 190 3 • .56 
Total 6~5 .. 82 19? 6.84*** ':Po tal ??J,.67 193 2 .. 07*** 
w Between 30.07 3 10.02 Fe% .Between 3 .. 69 3 1.23 
Within 2898 ._52 192 1.5.10 Within 326 • .52 194 1.68 
Total 2228.52 195 . 66 To tel ~J.0.21 12Z .7). 
w,% Bet\.reen 17.93 3 .5.98 p Between 7 • .52 3 2 • .51 
Within 938.66 196 4.?9 Within ?04.40 196 3 • .59 
Total 256.t2 192 1.22 Total ?11.22 122 .70 
Dd Between 4. 0 3 1' • .53 o% Between 3.92 3 1.31 
Within 2060.92 196 10 • .51 Within 396.40 196 2.02 
To tal 206 ~2..2 129 .12 Total 400.,22 122 . 6.5 
H Between 3.54.98 3 118.33 v Between 21.03 3 7.0i 
Within 880 • .52 196 4.48 Within 1601.31 194 8.2.5 
Total 122,5.20 129 26 .41*** Total 1622.]4 127 .8j 
M% Between 122.74 3 40.91 B Between 7.00 3 2.33 
Within .501.14 196 2 • .56 Within 64.5.8? 192 3.36 
Total 62J..88 129 1.5. 98-r."** Total 652.8? 19.5 .69 
H% 3?.06 
-- - - - - - -- -
Fl·l Be tween 7.5 .29 3 2.5.10 Between 111.18 3 
Within 1183 • .58 194 6.10 Within 482.22 196 2.46 
Total 12,28.8Z 12Z 4.11** Total ,29J,.40 122 1,2. ozo~.'"*~ 
F% Between ?6 .90 3 2) .bj A% Between 29.6.5 .3 9.88 
WHhin 1330. 98 196 6.79 \Yi thin 334.46 19.5 1.71 
Total 140(. 88 199 3.77* Total 364.11 198 .5.78*** 
14.67 4.89 -- 8,9,1Q% Between 6.98 Fe Between 3 3 2.33 
Within 418.JJ 188 2. 23 \Hthin 187. 90 196 • 96 
Total 433.00 191 2.19 Total 194.88 199 2.42 I-' 0 (]"\ 
TABLE V1 (continued) 
ANALYSIS 0]' VARIANCE FOR GROUP B 
-------~-- - ----------· 
Source Sum of df Var iance F.-test Source Sum of df .Variance F-te st 
--·- - SolW.res Estime.te Sguares Estimate 
R Between 53.88 3 1?. 96 --- l!,cit Between 260.6J J 86 . 88 
Within ?22.60 196 3.68 Within 1428.61 188 7.61 
Total 776.48 
- 122 4.88_*1. Total ~689.24 191 
w Between 59.12 3 19.71 Fe% Betvreen 2.20 3 • 73 
11. 42***' 
Within 36?8.59 194 18.96 Within 489.48 196 2.50 
To_t_a1 J7tZ• 7l 122 1.04 Total 491.68 1~2-
w% Between 3.74 3 --21.25 p Between 16.14 3 -5 •. '38 
.29 
Within 1250.88 196 6.38 Within 593.74 196 3.03 
~l'otal 1}14.62 199 J.JJ* Total 609. (l8_JJ2. 
6".10 o% - 11 •. '36 Dd Bet,<Jeen 18._'30 J Between 34.08 3 1.78 
Within 2126.58 196 10.85 Within 590.37 194 3.04 
Total 2144.88 199 -~- Total 624:_. 45 ~97 52?.20 ·- 3.76 M Betllreen 3 175.73 v Between 11.28 3 3.?4* 
Within 1000.80 196 5.11 Within 1175.02 192 6.12 
Total 1')28.00 122 J4. 39*~~--- --· Total 1186.~0 122_ M% Between i26.92 3 ~2.31 B BeTween 49. 6 3 1b.55 .~1 
Within 494.20 196 2 .. .52 Within 835.09 192 4.35 
Total 621.12 129 16.79*** Total 884.71) 19j _ _ 4 
FM Between 77.61 3 25.8-7 If% Beh!een 128.78 3 2.93 
Within 1_'35? .48 194 7.00 Within 518.62 196 2.65 
Total 14J5.02 127 ..J. 70* Total 64[.40 192 1% Between 125.JO 3 41.77 - ~--Between 7.96 3 2. 65 
1§.22***' 
Within 1490.92 196 ?.61 Within 321. 5J 190 1.69 
~l.'ota1 1616.22 12,2_ ~.42*** _ _Jotal _____2_~9 . 49 ---~ 
Fe Be fween 45.30 3 15.10 8,9, 1Cf% Between 3 • .58 3 1.19 
Within 1200.12 195 6.1.5 Within 1?4.39 193 .90 
1,.~'!]_ _ 
Total 124).4~_!2~ --~- ---- -_g._46 •rota1 1?7.9? 196 
- ---
1.)2 -1-' 
·-- 0 
-..] 
TABLE Vl (continued) 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR GROUP C 
Source Sum of df Variance F-test Source SUill of df Variance F-test 
SoUBres Estimate Sgue"r es Estimate 
R Betv1een 57.8.5 J 19.28 Fc2 Between 1.3.94 .3 4.6.5 
Within 269.70 76 .3 • .55 Within 1.36.70 66 2. 07 
Total ,227 ·2~ 79 ~.4]** Total 1~0. 64 6.2_ __ ?_dL_ 
w--:Between .5.20 .3 1.70 Fe% Between 14.4.5 .3 4.82 
Within 70.00 76 .92 Within 107.10 ?6 1.41 
Total 7).20 79 1.8,2 Total 121.,2.5 79 .3.42* W%- Betw-een 2?.24 .3 9.08 p Behreen 1.5. 2.3 .3 .5.08 
Wi thin .360.2.5 ?6 4. ?4 \Yi thin 224.25 76 2.95 
Total J8?. 42 72 1.92 'l'o teJ. 2,39.48 72 1.72 
Dd Between 61.02 
.3 20 • .35 o% Bet'lreen 4.6l~ .3 ---r::ss---
\Hthin .340.74 72 4.7.3 Within 1.37. 05 ?6 1. 80 
Total 401.72._ 72 4. 30** Total lhl.62 72 .86 
M Behreen 212.10 
.3 ?0.70 v Beh.reen 11.02 .3 .3.67 
Within .509.10 76 6. 70 Within 4.36. 9.3 7.3 .5.99 
Total 721.20 79 10.52*** Total 447.~ 76 .61 M% Betveen 1.5.94 .3 5 • .31 B Between 26. 7 .3 8.89 
Within 1?1.2.5 ?6 2.25 Within 29.3. 71 75 .3 0'? • J ,.., 
Total 18?.12 79 2. 36 TotE~.l J20.J8 78 2.27 
FN Between 102.?1 
.3 .34. 24 H% Between 20.44 .3 6:81 
l'l'i thin .30.5.51 ?4 4.1.3 Within 185.4.5 ?6 2.4l~ 
~I'otal 408.22 ?? 8.29*'.i* Total 205~_89 79 2. 7_9_* 
]% 1fet~Ieen -- - A/% :72 1?.17 .3 .5.72 Between 2.16 .3 
\'/ithin .561._'32 7.5 ?.48 Within 157.92 75 2. ll 
1'ota1 278.42 z8 .z6 Total 158. 08 78 ·lL_ 
Fe Between .J4.0J .3 11 • .'34 8,-9,10% Befween .74 J .2.5 
Within .306. 96 73 4.20 Within 74.1.5 76 .98 
Total J40 .. 99 76 2. 70* Total 74.89 79 .26 
- 1-' 
---- --- 0 
00 
TABLE Vl (continued) 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR GROUP D 
Source Sum of df Variance F- test Source Sum of df Variance F-test 
Sguares _ Estimate _ __ Sauares Estimate 
~:Between 71.56 3 2.3.85 Fci Betv.een 109 • .32 3 36.44 
Within 1.39 • .33 ·. 7.5 1.86 Within 276 . 99 76 3.79 
Total 210.82 £8 1 2.82·:-ti~* Total __]86 . 31 79 9.61*** 
1v Bet\oJeen 49.22 3 16 . 41 FC% Between 311. 74 .3 10.3. 91 
Within 241.00 74 3. 26 Within 2.340. 6.5 ?6 30.80 
Total 290. 22 Z? ,2. 0J** Total 26,22. 32 72 J .3[* ~Be-tween 22. 5.5 3 ? • .52 p Behreen .5.20 .3 1.?0 
Within 23.3. 40 ?6 3.07 Within 2.54.80 ?6 .3 • .3.5 
Total 2,2,2.9~ 72 2. 4,2 Total 260. 00 72 • ,21 
Dd Between 14. 9 J 4. 99 o% Bet\oH;en • 9.5 .3 .J2 
Within 2?9. 7.5 75 J .. ?J Within 2?.5.80 ?6 3.6J 
Total 224.71 78 1.,24 Total 276 . ?,2 79 . 02 
M Bet~reen 480.14 J 160. 0.5 v Between .5.3 . 84 .3 17 . 95 
Within .571.2.5 ?6 7 C:'"> •..I'- Within 702.1.5 ?6 9. 2.3 
T'otal 10,21 . 32 Z2 21 . 28*"~~* Total 7,25 . 92 79 __ !_._94 
W6 Between 128. 6.3 .3 42.88 -B Bet•Jeen 4.90 J 1. 60 
Within .'388. 09 74 5.24 Within lll.JO ?6 1.46 
Tot~ __ _j_l6 • .z_~ ?? 8.18*** Total 116.20 19___ 1.10 
- H% Bet'f.reeil.5J~ 76 FM Bet\oJeen 148.0.5 .3 49. '3.5 .3 17.92 
Within .542.82 ?4 7.J4 Within 212. 14 7.5 2.8.3 
'l'otal 6~. 8? 7.7_ . 6. 72"ll** Total 26,2.90 78 6.33*** F% Between .oo 
.3 1.5 • .33 A% Between 19. ll .3 b:J?-
Within .320 • .30 ?6 4.21 Within 81.8.3 75 1. 09 
TotEd 36~. 20 72 3.64* Total 100.94 78 5.8)* 
-n:-.ss· ______ Y% __ _ ---Fe Between J4.7.5 .'3 8, 9 , J.09o Bet\oreen . 8.5 .3 .28 
Hthin 2l~4 . 11 7.5 .3.25 Within 50.70 76 .67 
Total 2?8.86 78 .3 • .56* Total 51.55_.13 .42 
-- 1-' 
0 
._o 
'l'A.BLE Vll 
t- TESTS 
GROUP A 
For. - For.- For.-
Hech. Eng. Ps~ch, ligri . 
R 1.09 1.8.3 3 . 26** 
I1 .22 5. 96*** 2.31* 
t~ . 81 3 , 94·Hit 2. 94** 
FM 1.55 .3 • .31** .49 
F% 2. 08* 2. 46* .19 
Fe! .1.3 3.68*** 1.26 
Hct jO • 77 4.58*'.,1<* 2,06* 
A% l.ti2 ? . 92*** 2 . 46~-
Mech. Eng .-
Ps~ch, 
2.91** 
5. ?J**'-« 
.3.12** 
1.76 
• .38 
.3 . 82*** 
.3. 81"-"-'-<-* 
6 . 2J*** 
- - - - - · -~- - -- - - - -- -- - --- ---
Mech. Eng.-
.Agri . 
2. 17* 
2, 76** 
3. 75**"'.:· 
1.06 
2 . 27~ 
1.1.3 
2. 84** 
. -~1_2~-** 
Psych.-
~ri. 
5.08*** 
8. 49"'*1!-
6 .8? ·~ 
2. 82il-:!-
2. 65** 
4. 95*** 
6 .65i:"** 
.. 10.38~** 
1-' 
...... 
0 
-- ----
For.- For.-
Mech. Eng !.--~ch. 
R . 16 1.58 
% I .16 . 24 
M 1.07 7. 91":1--lt* 
~% 1.22 5.42-l:...l.f* 
FM .2.3 2.64** 
F>ct 
,fO .58 2.58* 
Fe~ 1.28 1.?5 
O% .J? 2. 91** 
B 2.12* • 98 
H.% ~.44 _  hl.'2·M·l-
TA131E Vll (continued ) 
t-TESTS 
GROUP B 
- -- ---
-
lfor.- Mech. tng.- Mech. ·Eng.-
Agri. Psych. .Agri. 
2.26* 1.?4 2.11* 
2.56* .40 2,40* 
1.51 6.84-lt-·:Ht 2.58* . 
l.lR3 4.19*'H~ 2. n ·a 
.Jl~ 2.42* .57 
1. 20 .3.16** .62 
2.20* .3.00** .86 
.2.3 2.54* .14 
.67 .3.10** 2.79** 
1.,20 ,2.81*** 2. 94*-lf · .. · 
Psych ..... 
_Agri. _ _ 
.3.84*** 
2.80** 
9.42*** 
6 . 90*-iiH. 
2.98** 
.3. 78-l..<-'J;* 
.3.98*** 
2.69*•:. 
• .31 
- _6. ?5*** 
I-' 
I-' 
I-' 
For.- For. -
Hech. Eng. Psych. 
R • 93 2.88** 
Dd .?2 3.12** 
M . 06 4.38*** 
FM . ?9 3. 83*** 
l'c .4? 2. 91** 
F o1 Cf ' .54 .14 
H,% .31 1. 94 
TABLE Vll (continued) 
t-~'ESTS 
GROUP C 
For. - Mech. Eng.- !-1"ech . Eng. -
Agri. Psych . .Agri. 
. 08 3.81*** . 85 
. 18 2.39* .87 
.62 4. 44*** .56 
1.95 4.50'H* 2.68* 
. ?1 2. 43* . 24 
2.84** . 41 2.30* 
. 92 __ 1 .6_3. ____ ____ 1_. 2Z _ _ 
Psych.-
.Agri. 
2. 9?*-l(• 
3.1?** 
5.00 
1.82 
2. 18* 
2. ?O·** 
2. 98** 
1-' 
1-' 
!'\) 
For.- For.-
Nech. Eng. Psych.. 
R 1.40 .3.14** 
~~ ,3.25·H 2.51 * 
M 2 • .3.3* 7. 42;:-~··::. 
l'f;~ 2.85** 4. 9.3**'3 
Flv! 2 • .36* 1.59 
F,% • .3.3 2.09* 
Fe .26 2.54* 
Fct 1.15 J. 28WA 
Fe~& I • 88 .62 
H% . 28 1. 70 
do 2 88 ** ...:t__'±.,2 *' .. - _., ____ --~-----· . 
TABlE V11 (continued) 
t-~1ESTS 
GROUP D 
For.- Mech. Ing.- Mech. Eng.-
Agri . Psych~ ___ --~ - .Ag-ri ~ 
2. 95-~* 1. 74 4 • .35·~-a 
.66 . 80 2.58* 
1.10 5.12*** 1.22 
2. 99*'* 2.08* .22 
1.91 . ?8 4 .1_3":i-** 
.22 1. 76 . 11 
.11 2. 81** .16 
1. 70 4. 4J ·l<*~ .61 
2.29* 1.50 3 ~17** 
2. 66* 1.42 2. 94-:1-* 
. 45 .58 .. .1. .. 4.2.* -
Psych.-
Jlgri. 
6.09*~ 
1. 8.3 
6. ,34-<H~* 
1. 81 
.3 . 49~* . 
1.87 
2.65* 
4.83*** 
1. 6? 
4 • .36*** 
J . OO** 
...... 
...... 
\.;.) 
(.001 level), and mechanical engineering and psychology 
students (.01 level). 
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b. Group B. An overall F of 4.88, significant 
at the .01 level of confidence, was obtained. Agricultural 
students showed the highest avera~e number of responses; 
psychology students showed tm lowest avera~e number of 
responses. The t-test showed differences between the 
a gr icultural students and students of forestry, mechanical 
engineering, and psychology significant ~.at the • 05, • 05, 
and ~001 levels respectively. 
c. Group c. An overall F of 5.43, significant 
at the .01 level of confidence, was obpained. The highest 
average number of responses was obtained by the psychology 
freshmen; the lowest average number by the mechanical engin-
eering freshmen. Psychology freshmen were significantly 
different from forestry, mechanical engineering, and 
agricu+tural freshmen at the .01, .001, and .01 levels 
respectively, according to the t-test. 
d. Group D. An overall F of 12.82, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychologis ts 
had the highest average number of responses, agriculturalists 
the lowest. The t-test showed differences between agricultur-
alists and foresters, mechanical engineers, and psychologists 
significant at the .01, .001, and .001 levels respectively, 
and psychologists and foresters at the .01 level. 
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e. Psychologists ranked highest three times and 
lowest once. Agriculturalists ranked lowest twice, next to 
lowest once, and highest once. This reversal of position 
would indicate that despite the high level of confidence 
statistically obtained, chance factors were in operation, 
a nd the number of responses cannot be accepted as showing 
t rue differences among the various student or profes sional 
groups. 
2. w (Whole Hesponses). 
a. Group A. No overall significant F was found. 
b. Group B. No overall significant F was found. 
c. Group C. No overall significant F was found. 
d. Group D. An overall F of 5.03, significant 
a t the .05 level of confidence was obtained. Mechanical 
enp- i neers had the hip:hest averap:e number of W; fores t ers 
had the lowest. Differences significant at the .01, . 0 2, 
a nd • 0 :2 levels respectively were found between forest ers 
a nd mechanical engineers, foresters and psycholog ist s , and 
mechanica l eneineers and agriculturalists. 
e. w cannot be said to distinguish between 
t he student majors. While it did distinguish between three 
pa irs of professions ·· -·the probability of an inflationary .P 
cas ts doubt on the actual true significance. 
3· W% . 
a. Group A. No overall significant F was found. 
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b. Group B. An overall F of 3.33, significant 
at the .05 level of confidence, was obtained. Agricultural 
students had the highest average percentage, psychology 
students the lowest. Agricultural students showed differ-
ences, significant at the .02, .02, and .01 levels, from 
students of forestry, mechanical engineering, and psychology. 
Since these findings were not obtained in the first sample 
of students, i.e., Group A, it is probable that chance 
factors entered here, and that P was inflated. The true 
significance of this difference is questionable. 
c. Group c. No overall significant F was found. 
d. Group D. No overall significant F was found. 
e. wr; cannot be said to differentiate between 
student majors or professional workers. 
4. Dd. 
a. Group A. No overall significant F was found. 
b. Group B. No overall significant F was found. 
c. Group c. An overall F of 4.30, significant 
at the .01 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychology 
freshmen had the highest average number of Dd responses, 
while agricultural freshmen had the lowest. Psychology 
freshmen showed differences from the forestry, mechanical 
engineering, and agricultural freshmen significant at the 
.01, .05, and .01 levels respectively. Since these findings 
were not obtained from upperclass students or professional 
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workers, it is probable that chance factors caused a spur-
iously high F and t, and that no real significant difference 
is present. 
d. Group D. No overall significant F was found. 
e. Dd cannot be said to distinguish between 
student majors or professionals. 
5. H%. 
a. Group A. An overall F of 15.07, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychology 
students had the highest average percentage; a gricultural 
students had the lowest. Significant differences were 
obtained on the t-test for five of the six pairs of majors: 
f orestry-psychology .001, forestry-agriculture .05, mechan-
ical engineer-psycholORY .001, mechanical engineer-agricul-
ture .01, and psychology-agriculture .001. 
b. Group B. An overall r of 16.22, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychology 
students had the highest average percentage; agricultural 
students had the lowest. On the t-test, psychology students 
diff ered from forestry, mechanical engineering, and agri-
cultural students at the .001 level, mechanical engineering 
and agricultural students also differed at the .Cill level. 
c. Group c. An overall F of 2.79, significant 
at the .05 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychology 
freshmen had the hi~hest avera~e percentage; a gricultural 
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freshmen had the lowest. On the t-test, one significant 
difference, at the .01 level, was found between psychology 
and agricultural freshmen. 
d. Group D. An overall F of 6.33, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychologists 
had the highest average percentage, agriculturalists the 
lowest. On the t-test, agriculturalists differed from 
foresters, mechanical engineers, and psycholopists at the 
.02, .01, and .001 levels respectively. 
e. Apparently H% does distin~uish between 
students and workers in the various areas studied. 
6. A%. 
a. Group A. An overall F ot 5.78, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. A~ricultural 
students had the highest average percentage; psychology 
students had the lowest. The t-test showed that psychology 
students differed from all other students at the .001 
level, while agricultural students also differed from forestry 
and from mechanical engineering students at the .02 and .001 
levels respectively. 
b. Group B. No overall significant F was found. 
c. Group c. No overall significant F was f ound. 
d. Group D. An overall F of 5. 83, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained . Foresters 
had the highest average percentage, psychologists the lowest. 
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On the t -test, foresters differed f'rom mechanical engineers 
and from psychologists at the .01 level; a~riculturalists 
differed from mechanical engineers at the .02 level, and 
from psychologists at the .01 level. 
7. p . 
No overall si~nificant F was found for any 
group. 
8. O% . 
a. Group A. No overall significant F was found. 
b. ~r oup B. An overall F of 3.74, significant 
at the .05 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychology 
students had the highest average percentage, while forestry 
students had the lowest. On the t-test, psychology students 
differed from forestry, mechanical engineering, and agricul -
tura l students at the • 01, • 02' and .01 levels res pect ively • 
c. Group c. No overall significant F was f'ound. 
d. Gr oup D. No overall significant F was found. 
9. F%. 
a. Group A. An overall F of' 3.77, sip:nificant 
at the • 05 level of' confidence, was obtained. A~ricultural 
students had the hiphest average percentage; psychology 
students had the lowest. On the t-test, ~orestry students 
differed from mechanical engineering and from psychology 
students at the .05 and .02 levels respectively; agricul-
tural students differed from mechanical engineering and from 
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psychology s tudents at the .05 and .01 levels respectively. 
b. Group B. An overall F of 5. 4:9, significa nt 
at the .ocn level of confidence, was obtained. Agricultural 
students had t he highest average percentage, while psychology 
students had the lowest. On the t -test, psychology students 
differed from forestry, mechanical engineering, and a p,ri-
cultural students at the .02, .01, and .001 levels respect -
ively. 
c. Group c. No overall significant F was found. 
d. Group D. An overall F of 3.64 , significant 
a t the .05 level of confidence, was obtained. ForestBrs 
had the highest avera~e percentap.e; psychologists had the 
lowest. On the t-test, only foresters and psycholoe; i sts 
showed a significant difference at the .05 level. 
10. Vague. 
No overall significant F was obtained for any 
group . 
11 . Bad-Bizarre . 
a. Group A. No overal l significant F was f ound. 
b. Group B. An overal l F of 3 . 80, significant 
at the .01 level of confidence, was obtained . Psychology 
students showed the highest average number, mechanical engin-
eering students the lowest. On the t -test , mechanical 
engineering students differed from fore s try, psychology, and 
agricultural students at the .05, .01, and .01 levels 
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respectively. 
c. Group c. No overall significant F was found . 
d. Group D. No overall significant F was found. 
12 • F c { rna in) • 
a. Group A. No overall significant F was found. 
b. Group B. No overall s ip.:.nif icant F was found. 
c. Group c. An overall F of 2.70, significant 
at the .05 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychology 
fre s hmen had the highest avera~e number, forestry freshmen 
the lowest . Psycholo~y freshmen differed from agricultural, 
mechanical engineering, and forestry freshmen at the .05, 
.02, and .01 levels respectively. 
d . Group D. An overall F of 3.56, significant 
at the .05 level of confidence, was obtained. On the t - test, 
psycholovists differd from foresters, mechanical en~ineers, 
and agriculturalists at the .02, .01, and .02 levels respect-
ively. Psychologists had the highest average number , 
mechanieal engineers the lowest . 
13. Fe~. 
a. Group A. An overall F of 9.07, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychologists 
had the highest average number; agricultural students had the 
lowest. On the t-test, psychology students differed from 
students of' agriculture, mechanical engineering, and forestry 
at the .001 level of confidence . 
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b. Group B. An overall F of 11.42, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychology 
students had the highest avera~e number, while agricultural 
students had the lowest. On the t-te st, psychology students 
differed from mechanical en~ineering and from agricultural 
students at the .01 and .001 levels respectively, while 
agricultural students also differed from forestry students 
a t the .05 level. 
c. Group c. No overall significant F was found. 
d . Group D. An overall F of 9.61, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychologists 
had the hip.hest avera~e number, aP-riculturalists the lowest. 
On the t - test, psychologists differed from foresters at the 
.01 level, and from both mechanical enpineers and a gricul-
turalists at the .001 level. 
14. Fdf~ . 
a. Group A. No overall significant F was found. 
b. Group B. No overall significant F was found. 
c. Group c. An overall F of 3.42 , significant 
at the .05 level of confidence, was obtained. Agricultural 
freshmen had the highest average percentage, forestry fresh-
men the lowest. On the t-test , agricultural freshmen differ-
ed from mechanical engineering freshmen at the .05 level, and 
from foreRtry and psychology freshmen at the .01 level. 
d. Group D. An overall F of 3.37, significant 
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at the .05 level of confidence, was obtained. Agricultur-
alists had the highest averag e percentage, mechanical engin-
eers the lowest. On the t-test, agriculturalists differed 
from foresters at the .05 level, and from mechanical engin-
e ers at the .01 level. 
15. M. 
a. Group A. An overall F of 26.41, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtaiad. Psycholog y 
students had the hiphes t averape number, a~ricultural 
students the lowest. On the t-test, agricultural students 
differe d from forestry and from mechanical engineering 
students at the .05 and .01 levels respectively; psycholo~y 
students differed from forestBy, mechanical eng ineering, and 
agricultural students at the .001 level. 
b. Group B . An overall F of 34.39, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychology 
students had the highest avera~e number; agricultural students 
had the lowest. On the t-test, agricultural students differ~ 
ed from mechanical engineerin~ students at the .02 level; 
psychology students differed from each of the other groups 
at the .001 level . 
c. Group C. An overall F of 10.55, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychology 
freshmen made the greatest average number, while agricultural 
freshmen had the lowest. On the t-test, psychology freshmen 
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differed from all other ?roups at the .001 level. 
d. Group D. An overall F of 21.28, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychologists 
had the hi~hest avera~e number, foresters the lowest. On 
the t-tes t, foresters differed from mechanical en~ineers at 
the .05 level; psychologists differed from the workers in 
each of the other fields at the ~001 level. 
16. WPfo ~ 
a. Group A. An overall F of 15.98, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Fsycholog y 
students had the hi~hest average percentap.e, a~ricultural 
students the lowest. Agricultural students differed from 
forestry students on the t-test at the .01 level, and from 
mechanical engineerin? students at the .001 level. Psychol-
op,y students differed from mechanjDal en~ine erinp, students 
at the .01 level, and from both forestry and agricultural 
students at the .001 level of confidence. 
b. Group B. An overall F of 16.79, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychology 
students had the highest average percentage; agricultural 
students had the lowest. On the t-test, agricultural and 
mechanical engineering students differed at the .01 level; 
psycholo~y students differed from each of the other majors 
at the .001 level. 
c. Group C. No overall significant F was found. 
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d. Group D. An overall F of 8.18, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychologists 
had the highest average percentage; foresters had the lowest. 
Significant differences on the t-test were found between 
mechanical engineers and psycholopists at the .05 level, 
between foresters and both mechanical engineers and agri-
culturalists at the .01 level, and between foresters and 
psycholo~ists at the .001 level of confidence. 
17. FM. 
a. Group A. An overall E' of 4.11, skgnificant 
at the .01 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychology 
students had the highes t average number, forestry· 
students the lowest. Psychology students differed from 
both forestry and agricultural students at the .01 level. 
b. Group B. An overall ..tt' of 3.70, significant 
at the .05 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychology 
students had the highest average number, agricultural 
students the lowest. Psychology students differed from both 
forestry and a~ricultural students at the .01 level, and 
from mechanical engineering students at the .02 level. 
c. Group c. An overall F of 8.29, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Psychology 
fr eshmen had the highest avera~e number, mechanical engin-
eering freshmen the lowest. Psychology freshmen differed, 
on the t-test, from forestry and from mechanical engineering 
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freshmen at the .001 level; mechanical en~ineering and agri-
cultural freshmen differed at the .02 level. 
d. Group D. An overall F of 6.72, significant 
at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. Mechanical 
engineers had the highest avera~e number; a~riculturalists 
had the lowest. Mechanical engineers differed from fores-
ters at the .05 level, and from agriculturalists at the 
.001 level; a~riculturalists differed from psych~logists 
at the .01 level. 
e. The sli~ht chan~es in position of the four 
majors in Groups A and B do not affect the si~nificance of 
the differences. In Group c, the reversal between mechanical 
engineering and agricultural freshmen appears due to chance, 
since , in Groups A and B, this relationship is not signifi-
cHnt. However, in Group D, a reverse relationship bet11 e·en 
mechanical engineers and agriculturalists is si,gnif icant at 
the .001 level of confidence. Thus, among freshmen, 
agricultural majors are significantly higher than mechani-
cal enp,ineering students; among professionals, mechanical 
enp.ineers are significantly higher than agriculturalists. 
Three possible explanations may be posited: 
(1) That the relationship found in Group 
C is a true one. This appears hip.hly dubious, as a reverse 
relationship was found in Groups A, B, and D, though to a 
significant degree only in Group D. 
(2) That the relationship found in Group 
D is the true one. This likewise appears dubious, as a 
reverse relationship was found in Group c, and as, while 
the difference found in Group D was in the same direction 
in Groups A and B, it was not significant in either of 
those two groups . 
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(3) That both the relationship in Group 
C and the one in Group D are spurious and are caused by a 
chance inflation of P. In view of the lack of strong 
support for either of the other two possible explanations, 
the writer believes that this third one must be accepted. 
18. 8, 9, 10%. 
No overall significant F was found for any 
group . 
B. Chi Square. 
'I' able Vlll shows the results of applying chi 
square on an overall basis to each of theei~hteen Rorschach 
factors so treated. Table lX gives the results of applying 
chi square to pairings of sub- Rroupings when the overall 
chi square for that component was significant. 
1. Rejects. 
No overall si~nificant ·chi square was obtained 
for any proup. 
2. Sequence. 
No overall significant chi square was obtained 
Rejects 
Sequence 
Dd.,% 
Spe.ce 
H,tA:Hd,.!Ad 
At, Sex 
die 
C' 
K,k 
m 
FC 
CF,tC 
H:EC 
w ; }.f 
Fc,tc,tc' :Fc,tcF,tc 
FC~CF.,iC 
}'H,tm::r,c,tc,tc ' 
M:FM,tm 
TABLE V1ll 
CH I SQUAR.liiS FOR MAJOR GROUPS 
-------· 
Group A Group B Group c Group D 
x2 df p 1..2 df p '1.2 df p x2 df 
6. 521})8 .3 .1 4,9645 3 ,2 2.1052 3 .7 2.1052 3 
4.0064 3 .3 2. 9219 .3 .5 3.191.3 .3 .5 1.6000 3 
9.0972 9 .5 7.3241 9 .7 2. 5434 6 .9 2.501? 3 
4. 9442 6 .r-: ?. 0907 6 .5 2.6060 3 .5 4.0439 6 
3. 9591 3 .3 3.5514 3 .5 2. 2220 3 .7 1.0623 3 
4. 5770 3 .3 3, l.jJH4 3 .5 4.36.35 3 .3 2. 0200 3 
1. 2513 3 .8 2.5316 3 .5 1.43.38 3 .? .6?12 3 
7. 8100 3 1' ''-• j ) 4,0800 3 .5 1. 2499 3 .8 2. 0832 3 
10.4635 3 , 02* 9. 0334 3 . 05* 2.;5;.3 3 .? 2.9166 3 
5. 9580 3 . 2 13. 2448 3 . 01** 1.0290 3 . 8 1. ?511 3 
11 .3403 3 . 01** 10. ?067 3 , 02* 3.6000 3 .5 8;6219 3 
4.0200 3 .J 1.6642 3 .7 2.6061+ 3 .5 7,1612 J 
24.4243 6 , 001*** 16.4888 6 .02* lJ . 2000 3 .01** 24. 8000 3 
36, 0009 6 • 001 ~Ht* 56 .l ?30 6 . 001*** 20.2639 3 .001*** 24.8285 6 
9.6521 6 . 2 4, 1694 6 .7 1.1054 3 .8 10. 114? 3 
11.5108 J • 01 >t-:C 9. 2298 3 c,•· . . 10. ?7?5 3 .02* 2. 0514 3 
14,2818 6 .• 0.5* .3.0491 6 . 9 4. 5396 $ .? 5.3549 3 
16.0659 3 • 01 *'~ 19. 0284 _2_~Q91 *** 6.1800 J .2_- 16. 0000 .'3 
p 
.? 
.? 
.5 
.? 
.8 
.7 
.9 
.7 
.5 
.? 
. 05* 
.1 
.001*** 
.001 *'""* 
. 02* 
. ? 
.2 
.01** 
.._. 
1\) 
00 
TABLE h. 
CH I SQUARES F'OR SUB-GTIOUPS 
Group A Group B Group C Group D 
2 df p 7.. 2 df p x2 df p x2 df p 
--~ 
K-k 
~·or . - Psych. -./l..gri. 1. 97J6 2 .5 1. 9?36 2 .5 
M. E.-For. 2. ?164 1 . 1 2. 1022 1 . 2 
H. E.-Agri. 9.00?4 1 .01** 4. 4442 1 . 05* 
11._E . -Ps_ys;_h~ _ _ . _____ _2.J].88 1 . 0,2~- ? . ~08 1 . 01** 
m 
For.-r~. E. 9. 1908 1 .01 *'A-
For .-Psych. 4 • .8420 1 .05* 
For.-.Agri . . 4414 1 .? 
~f. E.-Psych . • 71JO 1 .5 
M. E.-Agri . ? • 55'-k> 1 .01** 
Psych. -.Agri . 4. 0064 1 .0,2* 
FC 
For . -M. E. -Agri . 1. 1359 2 . 7 4. 2140 2 . 2 . )429 2 .8 
Psych. -For. 4.1666 1 .05* J . 4048 1 . 1 3. 9560 1 . 05* 
Psych.-M. E. 7.9546 1 . 01** l. 5626 1 .J 6. 6666 1 .01 ·~ 
Psy_ch .-;..gri . 9. 0210 1 . 01*..:"*' 10.,3060 1 . 01** 6. 6666 1 .01** 
FC:C1-,lC 
For. - N. E.-Agri . .0795 2 . 98 1. ?858 2 . .5 2.5000 2 .J 
Psych.-:For. ?.6556 2 . 05* J .J048 2 . 2 ?.6192 :t . Q1** 
Psyc h. -M. E. 6. 4170 2 .05* 6.0000 2 . 05* J . 9.560 1 . 05* 
Ps;ych.-.Agri . 6. 41ZO 2 . 05* 9.6224 2 .Ol"~* 1.6666 1 . 2 
t-' 
1\) 
'-0 
TABI.,E l i (continued ) 
CHI SQUfu"llliS FOR SUB-GROUPS 
Group A Group B Group C 
x2 df p x2 df p x2 
. 
-
rii'C :f • .i:.t .,. , • 
or . -l4. E. -.Ag1·1. 5.?905 4 .3 5. 2129 4 .3 . 1906 
Psych . -For . 10.3142 1 • 01 ~f* 4. 8?00 1 .05* 8. 64 
Psych.-H, E. 6. 8954 1 •. 01** h. 9?02 1 .05* 10.4166 
Psych.-.Agri . 23 .6030 1 • 001·::t·>.a 14. 2902 l ,001*** 8. 6400 
M. E.-Psych .-Agri . 
For.-H. E. 
For . -,Agri . 
-
\'{ : 1-1 
For.-M. E .-~~ri . 9.1015 4 .1 15. ?134 4 . OP~"* 
Psych. -For . 9.0350 2 .02* 2?. 1086 2 . 001*** 8. 6400 
Psych.-M. E. 14. ?336 2 .001'*"'k* 13 .1886 2 
.01 *"'" 8. 0330 
Psych.-.Agri . 25 .5534 2 • 001 *"~* 43 . 42?2 2 .001*';;.* 1~. 6000 
For .-M. E. 3. 8532 2 . 2 , 1022 
For. - .Agri. 5.3168 2 .1 J. 13l~8 
11. E.-Agri. !,2. 1794 2 .001*** 4, ?.85.§. 
Fc,tc,tc 1 :Fc,tcF-,tc 
For.-M. E.-Psych .. 
l.gri .-For. 
Agri . -M, E. 
,Mrri . - Psych. 
df p 
-
2 • 95 
1 . 01** 
1 . 01** 
1 . o1·~* 
l • 01 'if'.\-
1 . 01** 
1 • 0 Ol "'.iHHio 
1 . 8 
1 . 1 
1 . 05'"' 
Group D 
x2 df 
10.4166 1 
.5639 2 
10. 4166 1 
? ._QJ)O 1 
15. 0000 1 
12.3?84 l 
12.3784 1 
0. 0000 1 
. 1140 1 
.1liJ.O 1 
.6820 2 
8. 2866 1 
4. 9124 1 
4. 9124 1 
p 
. 01.::* 
.8 
. 01** 
. 01** 
.001*** 
.001*"* 
.001*** 
. 8 
. 8 
. 8 
.01** 
.05* 
.05* 
1-' 
w 
0 
TABLE l i (continued) 
CHI SQUARES FOR SUB-GROUPS 
-----------------------~G~r~o~u~p-=~ Grou~ B 
FH,Lrn: Fc,tc,Lc ' 
For.-u .. E. 
:t'or. -Psych. 
For.-Agri. 
M .. E.-Psych. 
:t-1. E.-Agri. 
Psyc}1.:-.Agri . 
t.f ;FN,Lm 
For.-H. E.-Ag'rd: .. ,. 
.Agri .-For. 
Agri .-M. E. 
Agri.-Psych. 
For.-M. E. 
For.-Ps;vch. 
H. E.-Psych. 
.3.7192 2 .2 
ll .5868 2 .OP* 
.4458 2 .9 
4 • .3258 2 .2 
1.8.314 2 .5 
?.9Jl6 2 ,.02* 
10. OJ24 l • 01-.a 
2. 0_596 l .2 
2 •. 3198 
12.9600 l • 001 *** 17. 99 26 
2.5?66 l .2 
.3956 l • 7 ~ 9.6524 
4.2,268 1 ~ 8.,20{0 
2 • .5 
l .001**"" 
l ,. 01** 
1 .01*~ 
Group C Groun D 
2.00.30 2 .5 
6.6600 1 
.01 ** 
14.4000 l .. 001*** 
8. 2866 1 .01** 
1-' 
v.> 
1-' 
f or any group. 
3. Dd'?o . 
No overall significant chi square was obtained 
for any group. 
4. Space. 
No overall significant chi square was obtained 
for any p:roup. 
5. H,LA: Hd,iAd. 
No overall significant chi square was obtained 
for any p.roup. 
6. At-Sex. 
No overall significant chi square was obtained 
for any gr,oup. 
7. cf.j.c. 
No overall significant chi square was obtained 
for any group. 
8. ct . 
No overall s~gnificant chi square was obtained 
for any group . 
9 . K-k. 
a. Group A. An overall chi square of 10.46, 
si~nificant at the .02 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Mechanical engineering students differed from psychology 
students at the .05 level, and from agricultural students 
at the .01 level of confidence . 
b. Group B. An overall chi square of 9.03, 
significant at the .05 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Mechanical engineering students differed from psychology 
students at the .01 level, and from agricultural students 
at the .05 level of confidence. 
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c. Group c. No overall significant chi square 
was obtained. 
d. Group D. No overall significant chi square 
was obtained. 
10. m. 
a. Gr oup A. No overall significant chi square 
was obtained. 
b. Group B. An overall chi square of 13.24, 
significant at the .01 level of confidence, was obtained. 
E'orestry students differed from psychology students at the 
.05 level, and from mechanical engineering students at the 
.01 level, while agricultural students differed from 
mechanical engineering students at the .01 level, and from 
psychology students at the .05 level of confidence. 
c. Group c. No overall significant chi square 
was obtained. 
d. Group D. No overall significant chi square 
was obtained. 
11. FC. 
a. Group A. An overall chi square of 11.34, 
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significant at the .01 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Psychology students differed from foreRtry students at the 
.05 level, and from both mechanical engineering and agri-
cultural students at the .01 level of confidence. 
b. Group B. An overall chi square of 10.71, 
si~nificant at the .02 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Psychology and agriculture students differed at the .01 
level of confidence. 
c. Group c. No overall significant chi square 
was obtained. 
d. Group D. An overall chi square of 8.62, 
significant at the .05 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Psychologists differed from foresters at the .05 level, and 
from both mechanical engineers and agriculturalists at the 
.01 level of confidence. 
12. CFfC. 
No overall significant chi square was obtained 
for any ~roup . 
13. M: EC . 
a. Group A. An overall chi square of 24.42, 
si~nificant at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Psychology students differed from both forestry and mechani-
cal engineering students at the .01 level, and from agri-
cultural students at the .001 level of confidence. 
b. Group B. An overall chi square of 16.49, 
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significant at the .02 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Psychology students differed from both forestry and mechani-
cal engineering students at the .05 level, and from agri-
cultural students at the .001 level of confidence. 
c. Group c. An overall chi square of 13.20, 
significant at the .01 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Psychology freshmen differed from all other majors at the 
.01 level of confidence. 
d. Group D. An overall chi square of 24.80 1 
significant at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Foresters differed from mechanical engineers, psychologists, 
and ap.riculturalists at the .01 level of confidence. 
14. W:M. 
a. Group A. An overall chi square of 36.00, 
significant at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Psychology students differed from forestry students at the 
.02 level, and from both mechanical engineering and agri-
cultural students at the .001 level of confidence. 
b. Group B. An overall chi square of 56.17, 
significant at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. 
'M echanical engineering and ap.:ricultural students differed at 
the .001 level; psychology students differed from mechanical 
engineerin~ students at the .01 level, and from both forestry 
and a~ricultural students at the .001 level. 
c. Group c. An overall chi square of 20.26, 
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significant at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Mechanical engineering and agricultural freshmen differed 
at the .05 level; psychology freshmen differed from both 
forestry and mechanical engineering freshmen at the .01 
level, and from agricultural freshmen at the .001 level. 
d. Group D. An overall chi square of 24.83, 
si~nificant at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained . 
Fsycholo~ists differed from each of the other professional 
samples at the .001 level of confidence. 
15. Fe .j.c.j.C' :FCjCFf.C. 
a. Group A. No overall si~nificant chi square 
was obtained. 
b. Group B. No overall significant chi square 
was obtained. 
c. Group c. No overall significant chi square 
was obtained. 
d. Group D. An overall chi square of 10.11, 
significant at the .02 level of confidence, Y~.ras obtained. 
Agriculturalists differed from both mechanical engineers 
and psychologists at the .05 level, and from foresters at 
the .01 level of confidence. 
16. FC: CF,LC. 
a. Group A. An overall chi square of 11.51, 
significant at the .01 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Psychology student§ differed from each of the other majors 
at the .05 level or confidence. 
b. Group B. An overall chi square or 9.23, 
significant at the .05 level or confidence, was obtained. 
Psychology students differed rrom mechanical engineering 
students at the .05 level, and from agricultural students 
at the .01 level. 
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c. Group c. An overall chi square of 10.78, 
significant at the .02 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Psychology freshmen differed from mechanical engineering 
freshmen at the .05 level, and from forestry freshmen at the 
.01 level of confidence. 
d. Group D. No overall significant chi square 
was obtained. 
17. FMfm: F c ,Lc,tc ' • 
a. Group A. An overall chi square of 14.28, 
significant at the .05 level or confidence, was obtained. 
Psychology students differed from agricultural students 
at the .02 level, and from forestry students at the .01 
level. 
b. Group B. No overall significant chi square 
was obtained. 
c. Group C. No overall significant chi square 
was obtained. 
d. Group D. No overall significant chi square 
was obtained. 
r 
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18. ~ :FM~m. 
a. Group A. An overall chi square of 16.07, 
sipnificant at the .01 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Psychology and mechanical en~ineering students differed at 
the .05 level of confidence, agricultural students differed 
from forestry and from psychology students at the .01 and 
.001 levels respectively. 
b. Group B. An overall chi square of 19.03, 
significant at the .001 level of confidence, was obtained. 
Psychology students differed from both forestry and mechani-
cal eng ineering students at the .01 level, and from agri-
cultural students at the .001 level of confidence . 
c. Group c. No overall significant chi square 
was obtained. 
d. Group D. An overall chi square of 16.00, 
significant at the .01 level of confidence, Vffis obtained. 
Psychologists differed from both mechanical engineers and 
agriculturalists at the .01 level, and from foresters at 
the .001 level of confidence. 
The discussion in the preceding section is summarized 
in Table X which shows the results of both variance analysis 
and chi square, indicating, for each factor or component, 
which g~oups showed significant overall differences and 
the level of confidence of these differences. Table Xl 
presents a breakdown into individual pairings for each 
TABJ..E X 
S IGHH'ICANCE Sm·IEARY OF MA,TOR GROUPS 
------
Variance Analysis Chi Square Significance Summary 
.001 . 01 .05 .05 . 001 .01 .05 -~ .001 .01 .05 
R AD BC Re j. ABCD R AD BC 
w D ABC Seo. ABCD H,% ABD c 
W,% B ACD Dd,% ABCD FJb B AD 
Dd c ABD Space ABCD :r·c.l. ABD 2 
H% ABD c H,t.A:Hd/Ad ABCD M ABCD 
K/-,j AD BC At ,S .ABCD r·t& ABD 
p 
.AJ3CD c ABCD Ji'M CD A 13 
0 B ACD C' ABCD K-k AB 
_rJt ;'0 B AD c K-k AB CD FC A BD 
v ABCD m B ACD M:EC .AD c B 
B B ACD FC A BD c ''/ : M ABCD 
l<'c CD AB Cl!,fC AB CD FC : CE',tC A BC 
I'ct ABD c M:EC AD c B M:Ft-1/m B .L\1) 
Fe% CD AB vl : M ABCD 
].f ABCD Fc,tc,tc' : Fc,tcF,tc D ABC 
~ ABD c FC :CF/C A BC D 
FM CD A B FMim: Fc,Lc,tc 1 A BCD 
8 t9 , 10% - - -- - ABCD M ::F'~m B AD c 
(;; 
"' 
T.AB1:E t::l 
I NTER-M.itJOR DIF!'bRENCBS BY }'ACTORS 
------
R H% F% ___ E'cl K-k: __ M_ __ _ ty:"b F'vf J. 
For .-1"1. E. .001 
.01 D 
.02__ A D D 
-
For. -Psych. .001 AB A ABCD .ABD c 
.01 CD D AB 
---~-?.... ABD 
For.-Agri., . 001 
.01 .AD .AD 
.os B AD B A 
u. E.-Psych. .001 c AB AD ABCD B c 
.01 A B B B A 
.Oj_ A D B 
M. E.-Agri. .001 D A D 
. 01 ABD A A B 
.05 AB A B B c 
. 
Psych. -JI..gri . .001 .A.BD ABD B AED ABCD AB 
.01 c c A ABD 
.Oi 
F'C M:EC 
D 
ACD 
AD B 
D 
.AD AC 
B 
AB 
ABD c 
1v :M _  E'_C : Q'~I~-- _M:FMfm 
BD D 
c c B 
A A 
A 
AD, 
BC BD 
ABC A 
B 
c 
ABCD A.B 
B D 
A 
1-' 
.(:::--
0 
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factor, showing which groups displayed significant results 
in that area. 
c. Summary of Significance. 
1. Intra-Group Comparisons. 
a. Groups A and B. 
It was believed that, with such a large 
number of factors to be investi~ated, a ~iven level of 
si~nificance found for the first sample, Group A, would 
not necessarily have such a true significance. 1 A second 
sample, Group B, was therefore taken to check upon the 
findings of Group A. For the purpose of this study, only 
those factors which showed significance for both samples, 
i.e., for both Groups A and B, would be considered signifi-
cant as differentiating factors for college majors. Thir-
teen such factors were found: R, H%, F%, Fci, M, M% , FM, 
K- k , F C , M: EC , W: M, l!' C : CF ,£c , M : FM,lm. However , in the case 
of one factor, R, the differences found were reversed in 
d irection in Groups A and B. This invalidates the signifi-
cance of R, leaving only twelve factors which significantly 
differentiated between the four ~~jors in both samples. 
b. Group C. 
Group c, the sample of freshmen, was taken 
to investigate whether differences among the upperclassmen, 
1 Cf. p-• • 71. 
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where psychology students differed from the other majors , 
were due to differences among the m.ajors or to the possi-
bility of upperclass psychology majors having some prior 
knowledge of the Rorschach Which would color their responses. 
Of tbe twelve factors which had been found to differentiate 
upperclass students, six were found to also different iat e 
freshmen: Hfo, M, FM, M:EG, W: M, and FC:CF,Lc. A seventh 
factor, R, also showed significance, but since it had 
proved spurious in significance in Groups A and B, it was 
discounted . This left six factors which had proved signifi-
cant for upperc l ass students which did not hold up when 
li d t f hm Fd/ F 1 "A irfl K k FC d 1\ i[ FM"I app e 0 res en: 7o, 0 2 , m;o, - , , an l ;il ! mrm• 
(1) F%. In Group A, F% had differentiated 
psychology majors from those in agriculture and forestry , 
but not from mechanical engineering majors. In Group B, 
F% distinguished psychology majors from students in each of 
the other three fields. In both Groups A and B, psychology 
majors had the lowest F%. This did not hold true in Group c. 
Since too high an F% is interpreted unfavorably, it is 
possible that the difference in amount of F% in Groups A 
and B might be due to prior knowledge of the Rorschach on 
the part of the psychology majors. 
(2) Fe~. This factor had distinguished 
psychology majors from all other majors in Group A, and had 
differentiated psychology students from agricultural and 
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mechanical engineering majors in Group B. Counting addi-
tional scores as one-half, psychology students had the high-
est average number of li'c responses in Groups A and B, but 
this did not hold true for Group c. However, since a high 
amount of Fe is interpreted as being relatively undesirable, 
a prior knowledge of the Rorschach on the part of the psychol-
o~y students in Groups A and B would not be conducive to their 
obtaining the highest amount of Fe scores. Renee the drop-
ping out of significance of this factor in Group c, the 
freshman group, would not cast suspicion on the findings 
of Groups A and B. 
(3) ~~ . Psychology majors had been 
differentiated from students in all other majors tested 
in Groups A and B by this factor, with psychology students 
having the highest average percentage. In Group c, 
psychology majors continued to have the hi~hest avera?e 
percentage, but the differences between the other groups 
was neglipible, with the significant differences between 
mechanical enp.:ineering and agricultural students obtained 
in Groups A and B droppinp.: out. This, together with a lesser 
difference between psychology and the other majors prevented a 
significant overall difference~ ~hus, the F test for Group 
C of 2.36 approaches significance (2.68), but did not reach 
it. This would indicate a tendency for the psycholop.:y fresh-
men to be different from the ~·ther majors in regard to their 
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human movement percentage, but the total difference did not 
reach significance. A liberal interpretation mi~ht argue 
that such a trend confirmed~~ as a distinguishing factor, 
as it was originally hyp&thesized that significance would 
increase from freshmen through upperclass and graduate 
students to the professional groups. In view of the lack 
of si~nificance at the freshman level, however, the writer 
prefer~ not td accept this. 
(4) K-k. This factor distinguished 
mechanical engineering majors from both psychology and 
agricultural students in both Groups A and B. Actually, 
in both of these groups, the psychology majors were very 
close to and i ndistinguishable from the agricultural and 
forestry students, and it was the mechanical engineering 
students who showed a considerable difference from the other 
majors. For that reason, the writer believes that the lack 
of significance in Group C does not indicate an influence 
of prior knowled~e of the Rorsc hach on the part of the 
psychology students in Groups A and B. 
(5) FC. Psychology majors in Group A 
were distinguished from the other majors by this factor, 
while in Group B, they were so distinguished from only 
agricultural majors. This would permit the assumption that 
such differences, occurring in Groups A and B, but not in 
Group c, might be due to prior knowledge of the Rorschach 
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on the part of the psychology students since two or more 
FC scores are generally interpreted as being healthier than 
less than two such responses. 2 However, in all three groups, 
psychology majors did have the greatest number of students 
scoring two or more FC responses. As in the case of ~ff}o , 
the trend so indicated in Group c, while not achieving sig-
nificance, might be interpreted as confirming the differenti-
ating power shown in Groups A and B, since it was hypothesized 
that such trends would increase from Group C through Groups 
A and B to Group D. ~he writer prefers not to accept this 
factor, however, because the criterion of actual si~nifi­
cance was not reached in Group C. 
(6) M:FMfm. In Group A, psychology 
students were distinguished from agricultural and mechanica l 
engineering majors, while in Group B, they were differentiated 
from all other- majors by this factor. Actually, in all 
three groups, psychology majors had more subjects whose 
scores showed a preponderance of M scores in the ratio. 
However, in Group c, the difference did not approach 
significance. 
Thus, of twelve factors, percenta~es, and 
ratios which proved significant in Groups A and B, six 
2 Ruth L. Munroe, nprediction of the Adjustment and 
Academic Performance of College Students by a Modification 
of the Rorschach Method," Appl. Psychol. r.,~ronogr., No. 7: 
99, Sept., 1945. 
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likewise proved significant in Group c. The remaining six 
factors did not hold up when investigated with a freshmen 
~roup. In one factor, F%, there was a reversal in Group C 
of what had been found in Groups A and B. In one factor, 
Fe ~ , the nature of the differences found in Groups A and B 
but not in Group C argues against test familiarity as an 
influence. In one factor, K-k, the psychology majors in 
Groups A and B differed from only one other major, mechani-
cal engineering, which in turn also differed fr.nm agricul-
tural majors. Hence, to ascribe the difference between 
mechanical engineering and psychology majors to foreknow-
ledge of the test on the part of the psychology majors 
would be inconsiderate, especially as the psychology majors 
were not dissimilar from the forestry and agricultural 
majors, while the mechanical engineering grouping showed 
si~nificant differences. In the remaininp three factors, 
- · F'C, and M:FM,Lm, a tendency _ was found in Group C similar 
to the significant differences found in Groups A and B. 
It would be, therefore, theoretically 
possible that in six of the twelve factors found, in Groups 
A and B, to differentiate significantly between majors, that 
these differences might be the result of a prior knowledge 
of the test on the part of the psychology students. However, 
in two of the factors, Fe~ and K-k, this position is not 
tenable. In three of the factors, M%, FC, and M:FM,Lm, a 
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tendency toward the differences obtained in Groups A and B 
was found. In only one factor, F%, is there clear evidence 
which mip,ht be interpreted as su~~esting the possibility of 
test foreknowled~e acting as a causal a~ent for obtained 
differences. The possibility of knowled~e of the Rorschach 
on the part of the psychology students acting to cause the 
obtained significant differences is thus rejected as un-
tenable, since in only one of twelve factors did there 
appear such an indication of possibility. 
c. Group D. Group D, a sample of men engaged 
in professional work in the four fields, was taken to 
investigate whether differences obtained among the majors 
in the two samples, Groups A and B, would carry over into 
groups of active professional workers. Of the twelve 
factors found significant in Groups A and B, ten were 
found in Group D: only K-k and FC:CF~C were found not to 
show significance among the sample of professional 
workers. 
d. In terms of overall significance, the 
following conclusions may be drawn: 
( 1) Twelve factors, H%, F%, Fe~, M, M%, 
FM, K-k, FC, M:EC, Vv :M, FC:CFf.C, and M:FMf.m, were found 
to distinguish between upperclass and gr aduate majors in 
the four fields of a griculture, mechanical engineering, 
psychology, and forestry. 
(2) With one exception, F%, it does not 
appear that these results were influenced .by pr1or 
knowledge concerning the Rorschach on the part of the 
psychology majors. 
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(3) Ten of the twelve factors differentia-
ting the upperclass majors, Wfo, F%, Fe!, M, ~~, FC, M:EC, 
W:M, FM , and M:FM~m, also mfferentiate among professional 
workers in the four fields. 
2. Inter-Major Differ ences. 
Table Xll presents a general summary of 
differences found significant between major pairings for 
each f!roup. 
(a) Group Pairs. 
(1) Forestry-Mechanical Engineering. 
F% showed si~nificance for Group A, 
but there were no factors found for both Groups A and B. 
Among professional workers, two factors, M and FM, were 
s ignificant at the .05 level of confidence, and two others, 
lvP;a and 1t! : EC , were significant at the .01 level of confid-
ence. No signif icant factors were found in Group c. 
(2) Forestry-Psychology. 
Ten factors were found in Group A, 
eight in Group B, which were significant. However, in 
terms of the criteria of cons·t .a:no.ys et up for this study, 
i. e., significance in both A and B, seven factors were 
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found: M:EC, F%, and W:M at the .05 level of confidence; 
FM at the .01 level; and H%, M, and M% at the .001 level 
of confidence~ li'our of these, M:E.C(.Ol level ), W:M(.Ol 
l evel), M(.OOl level), and FM(.OOl level) were carried 
over in Group c, the freshman sample, along with two other 
fact ors not found to be significant in Groups A and B. 
Five of the factors significant in both Groups A and B 
were found in Group D, the professional workers, along with 
four others not significant in Groups A and B. The five 
factors significant in Groups A, B, and D were M, M% , 
F'% , W:M, and M:EC. Three of them, Ni , M:EC, and W:M, were 
also si~nificant in Group C. 
(3) For~stry-Agriculture. 
Five factors were found significant 
in Group A, two in Group B. Of these, only one, R, was 
significant in Groups A and B, but this factor has already 
been shown inconstant. 3 Hence, there was no cons tant sig-
nifi cant factor in both Groups A and B.. Group C had no 
significant factor. Group D showed four factors si~nificant, 
but one was R, an inconstant factor. Of the remaining three , 
two , M% and H%, had been found in Group A but not in Group 
B. The remainin~ factor; M:EC , had not been significant 
in any of the other . groups. 
3 Supr a, p. 115. 
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(4) Mechanical Engineering-Psychology. 
Eleven factors were found significant 
in Gr oup A, el even in Group B. Nine of these were common 
to both groups: M:FM~m, M:EC, K-k, and FC:CF~C at the .05 
level of confidence, Fe -! , W: M, and M'/o at the .01 level, and 
H% and M at the .001 l evel of confidence. Of six f ac tors 
found s ignificant in Group c, four were the same a s t hose 
found in both Groups A and B: FC:CF~C (.05 level), M: EC 
and W: M (.01 level) , and M (.001 level of confidence) . In 
Group D, s ix significant factors were found, with five be ing 
si~nificant also in Groups A and B: M% (.05 level), 
l0: :FM,£m (. 01 l evel), and Fe~. M, and W:·M (. 001 level of 
confidence). Two of these, M and W:M, were also significant 
in Gr oup C. 
(5) Mechanical Engineering-Agriculture. 
Six significant factors were found 
in Group A, s i x in Group B. Five factors were common · to 
both groups, but eliminating R as an inconstant factor left 
f our: K-k and M at the .05 level, and 1~ and H% at the .01 
level of confidence. Two factors were found significant in 
Group C, but neither of these were found in both Groups A 
and B. Of three significant factors found in Group D, one, 
R, vva.s previously shown as inconstant.. . 
appear significant in Groups A and B. 
One, FM, did not 
This left one , h~, 
significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
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(6) Psychology-Agriculturee 
Twelv e factors were found significant 
in Group A, the same twelve in Group B: FC:CF~C (. 05 level) ; 
F M, F C , F% ( • 01 1 ev 1 e ) ; R , Ifltb , F c ~ , M, I\~ , M : EC , M : FMfm , and 
W:M at the . 001 level of confidence. Of these , one, R, was 
previously shown to be inconstant. Five of these factors--
R, H% , M:EC (~01 level), M and W:M (.001 level)- -were a lso 
found significant in Group c, but R had previously been 
shown to be inconstanta Ei~ht of the same factors were als o 
found in Group D, including t he inconstant R: FM, FC , M :FM.f.m 
(.Ollevel), and H%, R, M, Fe!, and W:M (.001 level) . Three 
of the constant factors, M, W:M, and H% were also significant 
in Group C. 
(b) Discussion. 
(1) The Rorschach cannot be said to differ-
entiate between forestry and mechanical engineering student s 
since no factors were found to be significant in both Groups 
A and B. While four fac t ors did distinguish between the 
professional workers in these fields, the fact that they 
had not been found in both Groups A and B leaves a question 
as to the genuineness of the P's found among the professionals. 
(2) The Rorschach appears to distinguish 
between forestry and psychology students, since seven constant 
factors were significant in both Groups A and B. Four of 
these factors were significant among the freshmen also. mhe 
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three factors which distinguished between the upperdlass 
majors but not among the -freshmen might be explained by a 
prior knowledge of the t-es.t on the part of the upperclass 
psychology majors, but two showed the same direction of 
difference among the freshmen as was found si~nificantly 
in Groups A and B~ The thire, F%, did not show this same 
direction of difference in Group C as in Groups A and B. 
Among the professional workers, of ei~ht constant factors, 
five were found also in Groups A and B; conversely, of the 
seven constant factors siP-nificant in both Groups A and B, 
five were found at the professional level, while two were 
not. In both of these cases, the direction of difference 
in Group D was the same as in Groups A and B, but the 
difference was not great enough t o reach significance. 
(3) The Rorschach cannot be said to 
differentiate between forestry and agricultural students, 
since the only factor found to be significant in both Groups 
A and B was the inconstant R. No significant factor was 
found for Group C, the freshman sample. Among the profess-
ional workers in Group D, the inconstant fa ctor R, and three 
others were found significant, but since these three factors 
had not been found si~nificant in Groups A and B, there is a 
question as to t he genuineness of the P's obtained for the 
professionals. 
(4) The Rorschach appears to distinguish 
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between psychology and mechanical engineering students, since 
nine constant factors were significant in both Groups A and B. 
Four of these factors were also significant among the fresh-
men. Of the five factors which distinguished among the 
upperclass majors but not among the freshmen, three showed 
a direction, among the upperclassmen, favorable to the 
psychology students., while two, Fe~ and K-k, were non-
committal in this respect. Among the freshmen, the same 
direction of difference was found as amon~ the upperclassmen 
for all three of the factors found favorable to psychology 
upperclassmen, as well as for K-k, while for Fe~, the 
direction was reversed. Since the psychology upperclassmen 
did not differ from unperclassmen in the other two a reas of 
forestry and apriculture in the factor K-k, but did so differ 
from mechanical en~ineering upperclassmen, who, in turn, 
differed in the same way from a~ricultural upperclassmen, 
this cannot logically be ascribed to prior knGwled~e of the 
test on the part of the psychology students. It is possible, 
however, that such a prior knowledge could be a factor 
causing the difference between psychology and mechanical 
engineering students for the three factors H%, M%, and 
M:FM~m. 
Among the professional workerq, of 
six constant significant factors, five were the same as 
those found significant in Groups A and B. Of the nine 
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constant significant factors in Groups A and B, four were not 
f ound among the professionals. In two of these, B% and 
F C:CFfr, the direction of difference among the professionals 
was the same as was found among the upperclassmen, but t he 
amount of difference was not sufficient for si~nificance; 
in the other two, M:EC and K-k, no real direction of differ-
ence was found among the professional workers. 
(5) There is some evidence that the Ro r -
schach may disc r iminate between students in mechanical 
eng ineering and agriculture, as four constant, as well as 
one inconstant factors were found significant in both Groups 
A and B. Two significant factors were found for freshmen 
students, but neither of these had been found among the 
upperclassmen. Three factors likewise distinguished between 
t he professional workers, of whfuh two had been found signi-
ficant among the upperclass students, but one of these was 
the inconstant R. Thus, of four constant factors differen-
tiat ing between the upperclass students, only one carried 
over to the professional level. 
(6) The Rorschach a~pears to distinguish 
between psychology and a~ricultural students, since eleven 
constant and one inconstant factors were found significant in 
bot h Groups A and B. Four of these constant factors, plus 
the inconstant R, also were found among the freshmen. Of t he 
seven factors which distinguished between the upperclassmen 
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but not among the freshmen, one, FII~, showed that the direct ion 
of difference among the upperclass groups was unfavorable to 
the psychology students, and hence such a difference could 
not be ascribed to a prior knowledge of the test. jnother 
factor, Fe!, was equivocable in regard to the favorability 
of the direction. This left five factors in v.h ich the direc-
tion of difference was favorable to the psychology s tudents , 
and which, hence, might be interpreted as being due to prior 
knowledge of the test. Of these five, the same direction of 
difference was found among the freshmen as among the upper-
classmen, though the amount of difference was not sufficient 
for significance. 
Among the prof ess ional workers, of 
seven constant and one inconstant fa ctors which were signifi-
cant , all were e.lso found among Groups A and B. Thus , of 
the eleven constant factors significant in Groups A and B, 
four were not found among the professional workers. Cf 
these, two, M% and F%, showed the same direction of differ-
ence as did the upperclassmen, but the difference was not 
enough for significance. Another, M:EC, showed a confusion 
of direct ion among the professionals, while the fourth, 
FC:CFfC, showed no difference between the professional 
groups. 
3$ Summation. 
The preceding discussion indicates that, with 
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very few exceptions, upperclass students in three of the 
majors, i. e., forestry, mechanical en~ineering, and a gri-
culture, could not be consistently differentiated by means 
of Rorschach components. The exceptions consisted of four 
factors which did differentiate between mechanical engineer-
ing and agricultural students. None of these were found 
among the freshmen students; only one, H%, carried over to 
the professional workers . In other pairings, i. e., for 
forestry-mechanical engineering, and for forestry-agricul-
tural students, not only did the upperclassmen show no sig-
nificant differences, but the same lack of significant find-
ings carried over to the freshmen. While each of the pair-
ings did produce four factors which distinguished at the 
professional level, these factors had not previously been 
found with the student groupings , or had been shown to be 
i n coris.t.ant. 
Contrary to these findings, the psychology 
students and professionals consistently and significantly 
differed from the other students and professionals. On 
the upperclass level, i. e., for both Groups A and B, 
twelve factors were found differentiatin~, while other 
factors were found either in Group A or in Group B but not 
in both. Of these twelve factors, two--K-k and FC--differ-
entiated psycholo~y students from one of the other three 
majors; five--FM, F%, Fe~, M:FM,:m, and FC:CFfe--differen-
tiated the psycholo~y students from two of the other majors; 
five--R%, M%, M, M:EC, and W:M--differentiated psychology 
majors from all three of the other majors. 
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Six of these factors also differentiated psych-
ology freshmen from freshmen declaring one of the other three 
majors: one--H%--differentiated psychology freshmen from 
one of the other majors; two--FM and F9:CFfc--differentiated 
psychology freshmen from two other majors; three--M, M:EC, 
and ~ : M--differentiated psychology freshmen from all three 
of the other majors. 
Ten of these factors also differentiated pro-
fessional psychologists from other professional workers: 
four--H%, F%, FM, and M:EC--differentiated psychologists from 
one other professional grouping; one--M%--differentiated 
psychologists from two other professional groupings; five--
M, F C, Fe! , W:M, and M:FMfm--differentiated the professional 
psychologists fr om all other professional workers in this 
s tudy . 
If only the five factors which differentiated 
psycholo~y upperclassmen from all other upperclassmen are 
considered, one, M% , did not carry over to the freshmen ; one, 
H% , differentiated psychology freshmen from one other fresh-
man grouping; and three, M, M:EC, and W:M, distinguished 
freshman psychology majors from all other freshman majors. 
In similar vein, two, H% and M:EC, distinguished professional 
psychologists from one other professional grouping; one, m% , 
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d i s tinguished them from t wo ot her professiona l groupings ; 
t wo , M and W:M, dis t ingu ished t hem from all other profess-
i onal groupings . 
Table Xll l shows factors found significant 
in both t he upperclass groups (A-B), in both the upperc l ass 
and fr eshman groups ( A-B-C), in upperclass and profes s i onal 
groups (A-B-D), and in upperclass , freshman, and professional 
groups (A-B-C-D) . Table XlV shows the number of constant 
signi ficant factors from Groups A-B which were also found 
in other groups, the total number of fac t or-discriminations 
based on those factors for the groups, and the number of 
fa c tor-discriminations based on those fac t ors for each of 
t he pairings in the groups . In addit ion it presents t he 
number of constant significant factors for the groups 
irrespective of whether such factors were found significant 
in Gr oups A-B, the tot al number of factor-discriminations 
based upon them, and a breakdown into the number of factor-
discriminations ·found for each pairing a t the various group 
lev els. It will be seen that while thirty-one separate 
d ifferentiations, involving twelve different factors, were 
obtained in the combined upperclass groups (A-B ), only 
twelve s uch differentiations, involving six fac t ors, were 
found in both the upperclass and f reshman groups {A-B-C), 
and sevent een differentiations involving nine factors wer e 
found in both upperclass and professional groups ( A-B-D·) . 
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Four factors were involved in eight differentiations which 
were common to all groups (A-B-C-C). 
D. Knowledge of t he Rorschac h by Psychology Majors . 
Since the main differentiations obtained in this 
study were t hose distinguishing the psychology students and 
psychologists from s tudents and workers in different f ields, 
the objec t ion might be raised that psychologists and 
psycbology students might be influenced by a prior know-
ledge of the Rorschach. Such a possibility is, of course, 
definite insofar as t he professional psycholo~ists are con-
cerned. However, since the findin~s for the professional 
psycholo~ists tend to confirm thooe made for the students 
who were majoring in psycholo~y, we may look t o the student 
results for possible indications. 
1'he upperclass Groups A-B showed t welve constant 
significant fa ctors, the freshmen only six. Of the re -
maining six constant factors significant in Groups A-B but 
not inc, one factor, K-k, appeared to be clearly a 
different iating factor for mechanical engineering students 
as compared with others, rather than a differentiating 
factor for psychology students as compared with others. 
Three factors, A~ , FC, and M:FM~m, showed differences in 
d irect ion in Group C similar to those found in Groups A-B, 
but not sufficiently large for significance. One, Fe $ , 
. 
showed a direction of difference in Groups A-B unfavorable 
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to psychology students. In only one factor, F%, was there 
a reversal in Group C from what had been found in Groups 
A-B. Thus, on an overall basis, only one factor showed any 
evidence in favor of the view that a prior knowled~e of the 
Rorschach on the part of upperclass psychology students 
miRht have influenced their tests and the differences 
obtained. 
Turning to the factor-discriminations, the evidence 
is similar. Considering pairings in which psychology 
students were present, and using only those constant factors 
significant, on an overall basis, in Groups A-B, the upper-
classmen showed twenty-seven factor-discriminations. Fresh-
men showed thirteen, but only twelve of these were for the 
same pairings found with the upperclassmen. This left fif-
teen factor - discriminations found among the upperclassmen but 
not among the freshmena Nine Rorschac h components figur ed 
in these fifteen factor-discriminations. Six of these f ac -
t ors--1ft'~ , K-k, FC, F1, , Fe ~ , and M:FM,£m--are t he same one s 
d iscussed in the preceding paragraph, and account for eleven 
of the fifteen factor-discriminations. The other three 
components--H%, FM, and Ii'C:CF,£C- - figured in two, one, and 
on e factor-discriminations respectively. One, FM, showed, 
i n the A-B grouping, a direction of difference unfavorable 
t o the psychology students. For the other two, H% and 
FC:CF,£C, the direction of difference was the same in Group 
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C as in Groups A-B, but the differences were not sufficiently 
great for significance. 
Thus, of fifteen factor-discriminations, involving 
nine components, which were found in the upperclass sample 
but not among the freshmen, three had directions of differ-
ence in the upperclass groupings unfavorable to psychologists, 
and hence would not indicate a prior knowled~e of the test 
on the part of the psychology students. One was clearly 
a differentiating factor for mechanical engineering rather 
than for psychology, and hence would not indicate a prior 
knowledge of the test on the part of the psychologists. 
Nine showed the same direction of difference in the fres~man 
sample as in the upperclass groupin~s, though the difference 
was not sufficiently large for significance. In only two 
factor-discriminations, both involving the same component, 
F%, was there a reversal of direction in Group C of what had 
been found in Groups A-B. 
It would appear, therefore, that the results 
obtained in this study were not particularly influenced 
by any foreknowledge of the Rorschach on the part of the 
psychology students and psychologists. 
E. Conclusions. 
Three predictions were advanced at the beginning 
of Chapter Three. They may now be evaluated. 
Prediction one stated that upperclass and graduate 
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students training in different occupational fields can be 
distinguished on different Rorschach factors. The results 
of this study indicate that psychology upperclass and ~radu­
ate students are differentiated from students in three other 
occupational training areas on twelve factors. Breakin~ 
this down, psycholo~y students were distin~uished from 
forestry students by seven factors, from mechanical en~in­
eerin~ students by nine factors, and from agricultural 
students by eleven factors. Forestry students were not 
differentiated from either mechanical engineering or 
agricultural students. Mechanical engineering and agri-
cultural students were differentiated on four factors. 
Prediction two stated that the differences on 
Rorschach factors found among the different student groups 
will also be found among professional workers in these 
areas. The results of this study indicate that profess-
ional psychologists are differentiated from professional 
workers in three other occupational fields by ten of the 
twelve factors that differentiated students training in 
psychology from students training in the other three pro-
fessional fields. Psychologists were differentiated from 
foresters by eight of these factors, from mechanical en-
gineers by six, and from agriculturalists by seven 
of these factors. 
Prediction three stated that the extent of the 
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differences between people in different occupational ~roups 
is progressively more constant as we precede from the one 
extreme of choice (by fre s hmen) to major or advanced train-
ing (of upperclass and graduat e students) to persistence 
(by professionals)~ and that this will be shown by an 
increasing number of factors which differentiate the 
occupational fields at differ ent levels of occupationa l 
matur i ty from freshmen t o professional vorkers, and by an 
increas e in the level of significance found for such fac-
tors at successive levels . 
On the basis of overall significance, this 
prediction tends to be substantiated. Using those factors 
f ound significant in Groups A-B, freshmen had six differ--
entiat±ng factors and sixteen factor-discriminations, 
upperclass and graduate students showed twelve differen-
tiating factors and thirty- one factor-discriminations, 
and professional workers showed ten differentiating fac-
tors and thirty factor-discriminations. Using all factors 
significant at any specif ic l evel, freshmen had nine 
factors and twenty-five factor-discriminations , upperclass 
and ~raduate students showed twelve factors and thirty-
one factor-discriminations , and professional workers 
had fifteen differentiatin~ factors and forty-five factor -
discriminat i ons. 
There was noted a tendency for upperclass groups 
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to have more factor-discriminations at a higher level of 
s i~nificance than did the freshmen, and for the profes s ional 
group to have more factor-discriminations at a hip.her level 
of signif icance than did either the freshmen or the upper-
classmen . However, since more factor-discriminati ons were 
made at the upperclass and graduate levels, this loses much 
of its meaning . In addition, the individual factor-discrim-
ina tions rose and fell among the various pairings at differ-
ent levels. 
CP.cAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
1. Summary 
A. The Problem. 
The incidence of dissatisfaction with occupation, 
of failure in one's chosen field, of occupational change 
after years of preparation, and, frequently, experience, 
as reported in the literature, poses a serious problem to 
workers in vocational counseling. Traditional tools used 
in this field--the interview, general ability or intelli-
~ence tests, special aptitude tests, interest inventories--
while contributin~ ~reatly to efforts to improve our 
guidance processes, have been evaluated as insufficient 
by themselves. Emphasis has been given more recently to 
personality factors, to the emotional meaning of work, to 
the emotional needs and drives which may influence voca-
tional choice, success, and satisfaction. Numerous 
writers have claimed that personality and emotional 
factors can be used to distinguish between people working 
in various fields. Actual work designed to utilize this 
alleged relationship has not procreeded very rapidly, a 
condition due possibly to the fact that objective 
techniques ordinarily used in counseling procedures 
for assessing personality have contained certain inherent 
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limitations: (1) they commit the 'stimulus error' of 
Thurstone; (2) they are an atomistic, omnibus type; (J) 
they are uncomprehensive and unsystematic; (4) they can be 
faked by the subject; (5) they do not truely measure what 
they purport to measure. The result of this situation 
has been a feeling among many workers that a tool like the 
Rorschach, which they claim does not contain these limita-
tions, while combersome and time-consuming, could neverthe-
less provide, with research, such a device for overcoming 
these objections. With the develop~ent of group methods of 
Rorschach administration, and with increasing validation, 
the feasibility · of such a research pro~ram was increased. 
In t ·his connection, Cox has suggested that the problem might 
be approached by the following research design: (1) to 
ascertain whether there are si~nificant differences between 
various occupational ~roups on different Rorschach factors, 
and, (2) where such differences exist, a further study to 
validate these findin~s by applyinp. them to a second p-roup. 
The present study followed the plan out lined by 
Cox. On the basis of' the assumptions that (1) personality 
factors are related to occupational preference and persis-
tence, and, ( 2) the use of the .i.~orschach as a device for 
attaining some measure of personality differentiation, if 
the test were administered to (a} different occupational 
groups in training, and (b) the same occupational groups 
at different stages of occupational maturity, we would 
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expect to find: 
Prediction One. That upperclass and graduate students 
training in different occupational fields can be distinguished 
on Ro rschach factors. 
Prediction 1'wo. That the differences on Rorschach 
factors found among the different student groups will also 
be found among professional workers in these areas. 
Prediction Three. 'rhat the extent of the differences 
between people i n different occupational groups is progress-
. . . . 
ively more constant as we precede from the one extreme of 
c hoice (by freshmen ) to major or advanced training(of 
upperclass and graduate students) to persistence (by pro-
fessionals). That this will be shown by an increasing 
number of factors which differentiate the occupational 
fields at different levels from freshmen to professional 
workers, and by an increase in the l evel of si~nificanc e 
found for such factors at successive levels. 
B. Subj ects .• , 
A first sample of two hundred upperclass and first 
year graduate students among the four fields of forest ry, 
mechanical engineering, psychology, and agriculture, were 
taken in equal numbers :from the Un·iversity of New Hampshire 
and the University of Maine. A second sample was taken sim-
ilarly the ne::r.t year, with no subject from the first sample 
i ncluded in the second one. A small sample of eiRhty fresh-
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men who had declared their intention to major in one or the 
rour fields was taken at the University or New Hampshire. 
A small sam~le or ei~hty professional workers, all possessing 
at least a bachelor's degree in their rield and a minimum or 
rive years experience in the rield was taken. 
ln the rirst three groups it was shown that there was 
no signiricant dirference among the four major rields in 
regard to age, scholastic aptitude as measured by the Amer-
ican Council on ~ducation Psychological ~xamination, socio-
economic status or the rather, or residential area. lt was 
not possible to gather this kind or information f or the pro -
fes sional workers since many preferred not to rive one or 
another rorm of personal information or identification. All 
subjects were male; both veterans and non-veterans were used. 
c. Procedure. 
Subjects were given the group form of the Rorschach 
Test as devised by Harrower . A list of criteria for scoring 
was present ed to Drs. Harrower, Kaback , and Hoe, and a revised 
list of scoring criteria drawn up on the basis or their sug-
gestions. Scoring was done without any knowledge on the part 
of t he writer as to which profession was being represented 
by any test protocol. Scoring was checked by Dr. Peter 
Gaskell . 
Eighteen Rorschac h factors and components were 
treated by the method of analysis of variance; ei~hteen 
other Rorschach factors and components required treatment 
by the chi square method. 
D. Results. 
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In agreement with prediction one, twelve Rorschach 
f actors were found to differentiate consistently and signifi-
cantly among students training in the four occupat i onal areas . 
in both samples of upperclass and graduate students. On the 
basis of these twelve factors , thirty-one factor-discrimina-
tions for pairings of occupational groups were found signifi-
cant for both samples of uppercla s s and graduate students . 
These mainly differentiated the psychology students. Psychol-
ogy students were distinguished from forestry students by 
seven factors, from mechanical engineering students by n ine 
factors, and from agricultural students by eleven fact ors . 
In accordance with prediction two, using only those 
factors which had differentiated at the upperclass and gradu-
ate level, ten Rorschach factors were found to differentiate 
cons istently and significantly at the professional level. 
On the basis of those ten factors, thirty factor-discrimina-
tions for pairings of occupational groups were found signifi-
cant . Psychologists were d i stinguished from foresters by 
eight factors, from mechanfual engineers by six, and from 
agriculturalists by seven factors. 
Prediction three can be approac hed from the stand-
point of two different criteria. Using only t hose factors 
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found signif icant for both upperclass and graduate samples, 
fre shmen were differentiated by six factors, upperclass and 
graduate students by twelve, and professionals by ten. On 
this basis, freshmen showed sixteen factor-discriminat ions, 
upperclas s and graduate students thirty-one, and professionals 
thirty. The various factor-discriminations tended mainly 
to differentiate psychologists, both as students and profess-
ionals, from the other fields. F'reshmen in the psychology 
and forestry programs were distinp:uished by five factors, 
upperclass and graduate students by seven, and professionals 
by eight. Between the psychology and mechan ical engineer-
ing fields, freshmen were differentiated by five, upperclass 
and graduate students by nine, and professionals by six 
factors. Psychology and agriculture freshmen differed on 
four f ac t ors, upperclass · and graduate students on eleven, 
and professionals on seven. 
Using factors found significant at any spec ific 
level, freshmen were differentiated by nine factors and 
twenty-five factor-discriminations, upperclass and graduat e 
student s by twelve factors and thirty-one factor-discrimina-
tions , and professionals by fifteen factors and forty-five 
factor-discriminations. The various factor-discriminations 
tended mainly to differentiate psychologists, both as students 
and professionals, from the other fields. Freshmen in psych-
ology and forestry differed on seven factors, upperclass and 
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~raduate students on seven, and professionals on eleven. 
Between the psycholo~y and mechanical engineering fields, 
freshmen were differentiated by seven factors, upperclass 
and graduate students on nine, and professionals on seven. 
Psychology and agriculture freshmen were distinguished by 
seven factors, upperclass and graduate students by eleven, 
and professionals by ten. 
The level of significance for individual factors 
was inconstant and showed both increases and decreases of 
significance at successive levels. 
11. Implications. 
This study, as conducted with the group form of the 
Rorschach, cannot be used to assess the value of the indi-
vidual technique. As applied to the Group Rorschach, the 
use of the Rorschach components to differentiate psychology 
students and workers does .not appear to possess much value. 
While such differentiation appears possible from 1he results 
of this study, there does not seem to be much merit in its 
employment or much practical use for such a method. 
As a tool, the Rorschach, either in its individual 
or group form, cannot be used indiscriminately. It is too 
inefficient in terms of time and the services of a trained 
technician to permit this. This perfbrce limits its use to 
those situations where it can make a unique contribution 
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wh i ch cannot be duplicated in shorter time by other instru -
ments and techniques . While certain s irmif icant statistical 
differences were obtained in this study, there was a wide 
ran~e amon~ the psycholo~ists and psychology students on 
even those components which had the highest significance. 
In vocational counseling, it does not appear that it would 
be justifiable to advise a student not to enter psychology 
for the reason that his M, 1t~h , or H% were low, or that his 
M:EC or W:M ratio did not conform to the majority of 
psychology students or professional workers. 
The Rorschach, however, was not designed as a stat-
istical compilation, but as an interpretative instrument , 
while the approach used in thj_s study was that of the 
statistical method. The question arises as to whether t he 
Rorschach could be used interpretatively to differentiate 
among such proupings as were used here. If an affirmative 
answer to th~ question is to be considered , we should first 
expect that such differences as were found in this study 
should, if the rationale of Rorschach interpretation is 
valid, be meaningful, especially in re~ard to characteris -
t ics of the major differing group , i. e . , psycholog ists . 
To investigate the meaning of such differences as 
were found in thi-s study , it is necessary to consider those 
findings interpretatively in the light of those characteris-
tics which have been ascribed to the psycholoP-ist in the 
literature. Beardsley1 , the Section on Freparation for 
Guidance Service of the National Vocational Guidance 
Association, 2_ Fiske3, and the National Roster of Scientific 
and Specialized Personnel of the \'Var Manpower Commission4 
agree p,enerally on five characteristics: (a) a fundamenta l 
liking for and interest in people; (b) a stable and ~ell­
adjusted perRonality; (c) a hiph degree of intellectual capa-
city , an independent and imag inative thinker, with ~ood in-
tellectual control; (d) maturity and well-roundedness; (e) 
socially adaptable with an optimum degree of sensitivity. 
Vernon5 has added the characteristic · of (f) a verbal, as 
6 
opposed to the action type. Sharpe has commented on the 
1 Seymour W. Beardsley, "The Ideal Vocational Coun-
selor , " Occupations, 26:528-531 , May , 1948. 
2 Section on Preparation for Guidance Service of the 
National Vocational Guidance Association , "The Preparation 
and Certification of the School Counselor," Occupations, 
19: 5 33-535, April, 1941 . 
3 Donald W. Fiske , "Consistency of the li'ac tor ial 
Structures of Personality Ratin~s from Different Sources ," 
J. Abn . fl2~· Psychol ., 44:340-344 , July , 1949. 
4 National Roster of Scientific and Specialized Per-
sonnel of the War Iv1anpower Commission, r he Job of the Ps ychol-
ogist (Washington, D. C. : U. s . Govt . Printing Office, 
1947), p . 6 . 
5 Philip E. Vernon , "Classifying High-Grade Occupa-
tional Interests," J. Abn. ~· Psychol., 44:85 - 96, Jan ., 
1949. 
6 Ella Sharpe, "The Ps ycho-Analyst," Int . J. Psycho-
Analysis , 28:1- 6, No. 1 , 1947 . 
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characteristics of (g) introversiveness and (h) strong sexual 
curiosity and drive as yet unsublimated. 
(a) A fundamental liking for and interest in people. 
In the Rorschach technique a high F/o may be interpreted as 
indicating a strong degree of interest in people. In this 
study, h~ proved to be a distinguishing factor, with the 
psychology groupings showing the highest amount. 
(b) A stable and well-adjusted personality. Actually, 
no single Rorschach factor or even a small proup of compon-
ents is adequate for such an evaluation. Klopfer?, however, 
has indicated four major Rorschach areas which he believes 
show a balanced personality Rtructure: (1) in the center 
area of the determinant P'raph, F must be adequate, though not 
constrictive, while shock-absorbing and differentiating 
capacities, expressed by FK or Fe, must be present . In 
this study, both :E1o and ]'c! showed significant differences 
between the psychology groupings and the other fields. (2 ) 
In the movement area, the crucial factors, accordin~ to 
Klopfer, are the amount of M and the M:FMtm ratio. The 
psychology groupings here showed significantly more M than 
the other groupinp,s, while on the M;FMtm ratio, the psycholo-
gy groupings had significantly more members whose M equalled 
7 Bruno Klopfer and Dou~las Mcalashan Kelley, 
The Rorshech Technique (Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: 
World Book Co., 1946), pp. 249-252. 
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or exceeded one and one-half times their FMtm. (3) Klopfer 
asserts that a well-adjusted subject should produce some 
color responses, that the FC responses should outnumber the 
CFtC responses, and that bri~ht color responses should be at 
least one half the achromatic responses. This study showed 
the psychology ~roupin~s to have more FC, and to have more 
members whose FC:CFtC ratios favored the FC loading than the 
ot her groupings . T~e third component, FcfcfC':FCfCFfC, did 
not prove significantly differentiating. (4) Klopfer asserts 
t hat the intellectual area should not be unbalanced with one 
type of intellectual approach overemphasized. No significant 
differences were found in this study. 
(c) A high degree of intellectual capacity, an inde-
pendent and imaginative thinker, with good intellectual con-
trol . ~1 and M% are generally accepted as indicative, among 
other factors, of intellectual capacity, of ability to think 
independently and imap-inatively. W:M ifl customarily consid-
ered a measure of intellectual efficiency. F% is indicative 
of intellectual control. In this study, all of these compon-
ents were found to significantly differentiate psychology 
students and professionals from the other fields . 
(d) Maturity and well-roundedness. In this concept, 
Rorschach description would place a well-developed M, FMtm 
not exceeding one and one half times M, and FC ?reater than 
CFfC. As has already been indicated in the section on a 
well-adjusted personality, these factors distinguished the 
psychology groupings from the other fields. 
(e) Socially adaptable with an optimum def-'ree of 
sensitivity. This would call for a well-developed FC, a 
balanced FC:CFtC ratio of at least two to one, and a fair 
de~ree of Fe. The psychology f-'roupings were af-'ain distin-
guished from the other groups by these factors. 
(f) A verbal, as opposed to t he action type. 
1Vlunroe8has indicated that verbal interest is associated with 
a good F%, though this must be within the normal range and 
not a factor of constrictive intellectual control. In this 
study, F% was one of the factors differentiating the 
psychology groupings from the other fields. 
(g) Introversiveness. This would be primarily in-
dicated by the M:EC ratio, though FMtm:FctctC' and 8,9,10% 
are also considered. In this study, more subjects in the 
psychology field scored introversive on the _:EC ratio than 
did the other subjects , ~~nd this proved significant. ~he 
t wo other components were not significant. 
(h) Strong sexual curiosity and inner drive as yet 
unsublimated . The content category anatomy-sex did not 
prove differentiating in _ this study, but FM, as indicative 
8 Ruth L. Munroe, "Predict ion of the Adjustment and 
Academic Performance of College Students by a Hodification 
of the Rorschach Method, " ~· Psychol. Monogr ., No. 7 , 
85, Sept., 1945. 
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or strong basic drives which have as yet not been sublimated, 
showed significant differences between the psychology and 
other g-roups. 
On the basis of the number of specific significant 
factor-discriminations made, the eleven Rorschach components 
which proved to distinguish psychology groupin~s from other 
fields on an overall basis may be arranged in a descending 
order: (a) M, M%; (b) H%; ( c ) W: M, M: EC; (d) Fe~, FM, 
M:FMfm; (e) FC; (f) F%; (g) FC:CF,£C. One factor here, K-k, 
is omitted, since the da t a su~gested that it is more or a 
distinguishing factor for mechanical engineers than for 
psychologists . Interpretatively speaking, these findings 
would tend to agree with statements of the ideal or hypoth-
esiz ed characteristics of psychologists as found in the lit-
erature. They appear to be of high intellectual calibr~, 
to be independent and imaginative thinkers , to show good 
intellectual control. Intellectual efficiency appears good. 
~hey seem to possess a well-adjusted personality structure 
with a fundamental interest in people, although they appear, 
as a group, predominantly introversive and verbal, as opposed 
to the action type. They tend to be socially adaptable wi th 
a fair degree of tact and sensitivity; they appear to show 
emotional control and maturity des pite some stron~ inner 
drives which are as yet unsublimated. 
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The three other professional ~roups did not appear 
well differentiated from each other. Foresters and agr i-
culturalists were not distinguishable statistically, nor were 
foresters and mechanical en~ineers. Mechanical en~ineers 
and a~riculturalists were differentiated by four valid sig-
nificant factors at the upperclass level, but by only one 
of t hese factors at the professional level . This close 
correspondence on the Rorschach finds an interesting par-
allel in the field of interests. Webster, Winn, and Oliver9 
have pointed out that both research and sales en~ineers 
s core higher on the farmer and forester scales of the Strong 
Interest Blank than they do on the psychologist scale, while 
Stron~llhas stated that engineers, foresters, and farmers 
have i n P-'eneral the same inter ests, but that they have few 
of the i nterests of men engaged in the social service area. 
Dodgell has also comme nted on t he lack of differentiation of 
engineers from the normal group population on nervous stabil-
12 ity and social dominance, while Barnette has confirmed th i s 
9 Edward C. Webster, Alexander Winn , and John A. 
Oliver, "Selection Tests for Engineers: Some Preliminary 
F indings," Personnel Psychology, 4:357, 360, Winter, 1951. 
10 Edward K. Strong, Jr., "The Interests of Forest 
Serv ice Men," 1£duc. Psychol. Measmt., 5:162, Summer, 1945 . 
11 Arthur F. Dodge, Occupational Ability Patterns 
(Teachers Colle~e Contributions to Education, No. 658. 
New Yo rk: Teachers College, 1935), pp. 48-66. 
12 W. Leslie Barnette, Jr., "Occupational Apt~tude 
Pa tterb Res earch," Occupations, 29:8-9, Oct., 1950. 
version and (j) self-con§6iousness and lack of confidence, 
while agreeing on the matter of their oversensitivity. Blum16 
-13 Harriet Bruce Moore and Sidney J. Levy, "Artful 
Contrivers: A Study of Engineers," Personnel, 28:150-152, 
Sept., 1951. 
14 Alfred Skrobisch , "The Engineer and His Place in 
Industry," Personnel, 26:260-261, Jan., 1950. 
15 Johnson O'Connor, Characteristics Common to Profess-
ional Men in Non-Structural Fields (Hoboken, New mersey: 
Human Engineering Laboratory, 1938), pp. 13-14. 
16 Lawrence Philip Blum, "A Comparative Study of 
Students Preparing for Five Selected Professions Including 
Teaching," J. Exper. Educ ., 16:51-65, Sept., 1947. 
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in regards to dominance. 
It would not be feasible, therefore, to attempt to 
explain differences found afuon~ these ~roups on the Rorschach 
i n terms of personality descriptions found in the literature. 
Fowever, in terms of the descriptions found in the literature, 
did the ~roups here studied conform to the characteristics 
ascribed to them? 
In regards to engineers, .Moore and Levy13 have noted 
(a) superior intelligence, (b) an ordered schematized approach, 
(c) practical rather than abstract thinking, (d) a limitation 
in thinking and observation to immediate matters and minor 
detail, (e) a rather strongly critical outlook, and (f) a 
lack of genuine intereRt in people. Skrobisch14 has commen-
ted on their (~) creativity and (h) oversensitivity, especi-
ally to criticism. O'Connorl5 has stressed their (i) intro-
version and (j) self-con~diousness and lack of confidence , 
while a~reeing on the matter of their oversensitivity. Blum16 
13 Harriet Bruce Moore and Sidney J. Levy, "Artful 
Contrivers: A Study of Engineers," Personnel, 28:150-152, 
Sept . , 1951. 
14 Alfied Skrobisch, "The Engineer and His Place in 
Industry," Personnel, 26:260-261, Jan., 1950. 
15 Johnson O'Connor, Characteristics Common to Profess-
ional Men in Non-Structural Fields (Hoboken, New mersey: 
Human Engineering Laboratory, 1938), pp. 13-14. 
16 Lawrence Philip Blum, "A Comparative Study of 
Students Preparing for Five Selected Professions Including 
Teaching," J . Exper. Educ ., 16:5 1-65, Sept., 1947. 
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has found (k) depression and (l) hysterical f eatures, as 
well as agreeing with the lack of genuine interest in people 
and the introversion noted above, while .Bingham17 ,also men:,;, 
tions these latter two. Barnettel8 stresses abstract think-
ing and lack of interest in people. The Dictionary of 
Occupational Titles19describes them in terms of superior 
intelli~ence and their ordered schematized approach . Freyd20 
mentions their preoccupation with minor detail, their lack of 
penuine interest in people, their introversion , lack of con-
fidence, and depressive features. 
A smaller amount of attention has been given in the 
l . t f v 21 . b ( ) 1terature o oresters. ernon descr1 es them as a 
theoretical and (b) obsessional, while Blum22 mentions (c ) 
depressive features and (d) introversiveness . The Diction-
ary of Occupational Titles 2~entions a strong observational 
17 Wa lter V. Bingham, "Enpineering Aptitudes,n 
Occupations, 14:200-201 , Dec., 1935. 
18 W. Leslie Barnette, Jr., "An Occupational Aptitude 
Pattern for Enp. ineers," Edu_£. Psvchol. Measmt., 11:52-66 , 
No . 1, Spring, 1951. 
19 Division of Occupational 1\.nalysis, Dictionary of f.J c -
cupational 'J.1itles, Part lV. Entry O~cupational Classification . 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govt . Print1ng Office, 1944), p . 161. 
20 Max Freyd , "The Personality of the Sociall y and 
Me chanically Minded," Psychol. Rev. Monogr., 33:5-8, No . 151 , 
1924. 
21 Philip E . Vernon, loc. cit. 
22 Blum, loc . cit. 
-- --
23 Division of Occupational Analysis, £P• cit., p. 163 . 
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attention to detail. Agrfculturalists have received virtually 
no attention in the l iterature, though Blum24 describes them 
as {a) depressive and (b) introve r sive. 
We may first consider the engineers . 
(a) Superior intelligence, a practical rather than 
abstract type of thinking , a limitation in thinking and ob-
servation t o immediate matters and minor detail, an orderly 
schematized approach, and creative. M and M% are generally 
accepted as indicative, among other factors, of intellectual 
capacity and creativeness; O% is usually considered a mark of 
creativity; W:M is believed a sign of intellectual efficiency; 
v ~ is customarily interpreted as indicative of abstract - theor -
etica l thinking; Dd may be thOUf.!ht of in terms of att ention 
to minor deta il; sequence is believed to indicate one's men-
ta l approach . Engineers showed a degree of M and M% lower 
than the psycholOfY groups but generally higher than the 
agricultura l and forestry groups , a nd likewise placed second 
in the amount of original responses (O%). However , in the 
vv :M ratio, they showed generally fewer members in the ran~e 
usually accepted as indicating intellectua l efficieny than 
did the other three groups , and this was generally not a 
majority of their members. In W% , they consistently showed 
a areater dep:ree of this facto~ indicating abstract - theoreti-
cal thinking, than did the psychology groups . Generally they 
24 Blum , loc. cit . 
-- --
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showed fewer members with a high degree of Dd (over lC% Dd) 
than did the other three groups , and here again, less than 
half their number showed such an excess. In sequence, they 
~enerally showed fewer members with a very orderly to ri~id 
sequence than did the other three ~roupings, and, again, 
less than half their number showed this rigid pattern. 
It would appear, therefore, that while this study 
would confirm the description of hi~h intellectual capacity, 
this did not distinguish the engineers from the other profes -
sional groupings. rrheir intellectual efficiency did "not 
appear as good as the other groups generally, they showed 
somewhat more abstract-theoretical thinking than the psycholo-
gists, less of a degree of attention to minor detail than the 
other groups, and less very orderly and systematized approach 
than did the other groups. In ~eneral~ · therefore, this study , 
while bearing out the literature's claim to superior intelli -
gence, did not show enpineers as a group to be different 
from other professional r.r roups, and did not confirm other 
intellectual descriptions in the literature. 
(b) Lack of penuine interest in people. In the Ror-
schach technique, a high H% may be interpreted as indicating 
a strong degree of interest in people. In this study the 
engineers at all three levels were second only to the 
psychologists in amount of Eo/; . While they were not signifi-
cantly different from agriculturalists and foresters, they 
showed a higher amount of H% than did those two nields. 
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Thus, in regard to interest in people, while they showed 
less than the psychologists, they could not be distinguished 
from the other two professional groupings. 
(c) A strongly critical outlook. H~A:Hd~AD is usu-
ally considered to indicate overcriticality when Hf A does not 
equal or exceed twice the amount of Hd~Ad . In this study the 
engineers generally showed more members whose ratio did not 
indicate overcriticality than did the three other professional 
groups. At the same time, at every level, the engineers had 
a lar~e majority of their members who did not evidence any 
overcriticality on this ratio. Therefore, this description 
from the literature is a~ain not born out by the results of 
this study. 
(d) Oversensitivity , especially towards criticism, 
self-consciousness , and lack of confidence . Fe, Fe~, and 
Fdfo may be taken as characteristic of oversensitivity, self-
consciousness, and lack of confidence when too much of it is 
present in a record. In this study , the eneineers habitually 
were next to lowest in amount of thege three factors . Any 
oversensitiv ity or inferiority feelings ascribed to them, 
therefore , would have to be in terms of all the professional 
~roups sampled, and would not be characteristic of them alone. 
(e) Introversion. The M:EC, FMfm:Fcfc~C', and 8,9,10% 
ratios are P-enerally accepted as indicatin~ introversive-
extratensive qualities on the Rorschach . Among upperclassmen, 
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en,Q:ineers showed eitherthe greatest number or second larges t 
number of introversive subjects on all three factors, while 
on the professional level, they showed the greatest number of 
introversive subjects. On the student level, there were 
~enerally more subjects classified as introversive than as 
either extratensive or ambiequal-coarcted, but this was not 
generally a majority; on the professional level, there was a 
slight -majority in the introversive classification. This 
would tend to confirm the repor ts in the literature. 
(f) Depress ive. Depressive features are indicated on 
the Rorschach by C' and by t he ratio FctctC':FCfCFfC where 
the first half of the ratio equals or exc eeds twice the 
second half. In both these factors, the en~ineers took a 
midd le position abon~ the four professions. On the C' fac-
tor, two of the samples showed a slight majority of the 
engineers showing a possible depressive feature, but the 
other two samples did not confirm this. On the other ratio , 
the eng ineers did not have a majority of their members falling 
into the depressive pattern . Thus, the description in t he 
literature does not appear to be confirmed in this study. 
(g) Hysterical features. Generally accepted Rorschach 
signs of hysterical features are FM> M, CF.fC~ FC, m, K-k. 
~n the upp 8rclass and professional levels, over half of the 
engineers showed an excess of FM, CF, m, and K-k, while in 
only one comparison with the other ,Q:roups did the engineers 
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place below first or second in numberof subjects showing 
this excess . The results of this study would tend to confirm 
the literature report of hysterical features. 
The results of this study, then, would agree with 
reports in the literature describin~ the engineer as possess -
ing superior intellectual ability, some degree of creativity, 
less interest in people than that shown by the psycholo~ist, 
overs ensitivity and inferiority feelin~s as common to all 
four groups studied but not as a distinguishing feature, 
introversive, and with strong hysterical features. It does 
not confirm reports of a practical rather than an abstract-
theoretical type of thinking , a limitation in thinking and 
observation to immediate matters and minor details, an order-
ly and systematic approach , a strongly critical outlook, 
and depression. 
The foresters were des cribed in the literature as 
theoretical, obseesional, depressive, and introversive . 
"~N% may be taken as a measure of theoretical thinking, while 
either strong W% or Dd%, H,l.A '2HdfAd, rigid sequence, hif'h 
A% or F%, ambiequality or coarcted rv~·: EC , evasive responses, 
and abstract movement responses appear to characterize 
obsessional personality. Depression may be shown by C' or 
by Fc fcfC r.=:- 2FCfCFfC. Introversiveness is indicated by the 
three components M:l!;C, FMfm:FcfcfC', and 8,9,10}'~ . Foresters 
tended to have more than half their number scoring above the 
normal W<j& ( 3Cf/oW), but they generally placed in the middle of 
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the four professional groups in this respect. They likewise 
placed in the middle of the four ~roups for number of subjects 
showing an excess of Dd% (;>lo%Dd), and had less t han half 
their members showin~ an excess of Dd . A small percentage 
of their number showed an imbalance in the R~A:HdtAd ratio. 
A majority of them tended to show rigid sequence, and they 
tended to be highest or next to highest among the four pro-
fessional proups in this respect. Taking 4~;A as a cutting 
point, foresters showed a slight majority of subjects with a 
high A~, while among the upperclass and professional groups 
they placed firet or second in this respect. Taking 50f.F as 
a cutting point, the majority of foresters did not show an 
overly strong F%. Foresters tended to have the highest or 
sec ond hiphest number, among the four prcfessional groups, 
who were classified as coarcted or ambiequal on the 1·/i : EC 
ratio, but this was always a small percenta~e of their total . 
::B'ew evasive answers were given. Few abstract movement respon-
ses wer e given. For both C' and FctctC' :FC~CFtC , foresters 
showed few members with a depressive pattern. On both the 
M:EC and :B' M~m: Fc,Lc,LC' ratios, foresters were generally in the 
middle of the four professional groupings, with only a minor-
ity of their number showing introversion. On the 8,9,lo% 
component, they showed thehighest average percentage. Thus, 
in terms of the characteristics described in the literat ure, 
this study showed some degree of theoretical thinking, though 
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not significantly more than the other professional groupings, 
but did not show the obsessional , depressive, or introver-
s ive qualities mentioned in the literature as characterizing 
t heir f i eld. 
Agriculturalists were described in the literatur e 
a s depressive and introversive . On ·the Rorschach depre s s i ve 
s i gns, C' and Fc,LcfC':FCfCFfC , the agriculturalists in th i s 
study showed wide variety between samples , but in no case 
was ther e a clear cut picture of depressive features. The 
same may be said of the ratios dealing with introversiveness. 
The agriculturalists showed some variation between samples 
on M: EC, FMfm:Fc,Lc,LC', and 8, 9,10%, but there was no 
consistent evidence of introversiveness as indicated by 
M l!;C, FM,Lm ZJ3'c,Lc,LC' , or by a low 8,9,107~ . This ·study, 
then, does not support the meager description of agricul-
tura l ists found in the literature. 
In summary of this comparison of reported characteris-
tics in the literature with the findings of this study, it 
may be said that the psychology group tended to confirm the 
literature reports, the en~ ineering proup confirmed some of 
the literature, but by no means all of it, that the forestry 
grouping did not appear to a gree with most of the reports in 
the literature, and that the agricultural group did not 
conform at all to the small degree of description concerning 
them. 
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The literature reviewed in Chapters One and Two of 
this study indicated the need for further investigation of 
personality as a factor in vocational selection and success. 
No cr iteria of success or job satisfaction was employed in 
this study, other than field experience of five years, 
because of the refusal of professional workers to give any 
personal identifying information. The result of this was 
to limit the investigation to the problem of whether there 
existed Rorschach factors which distinguished between groups 
which had chosen certain fields of work. A further limita-
tion was present in that no information was given by the sub-
jects as to whether their choice of occupational preparation 
had been influenced by family, social, or economic considera-
tions. Since no indication of first, second, etc., choices 
of occupation were given, it is possible that for at least 
some of the subjects, the major field in which they were cur-
rently found was, in reality, a second or third choice. 
Such considerations, however, would tend to stress 
any diss imilarities within the groups, and would tend, if 
anything, to cause heterogeneity rather than homogeneity 
within the professional areas. This would give added weight 
to the significant findings obtained. 
If, then, the Rorschach is a valid instrument of 
personality investigation, it might prove fruitful to employ 
it interpretatively in vocational research, with objective 
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criteria of stated satisfaction or dissatisfaction, rank 
a ttained, income, etc., applied to success and satisfaction. 
Such an interpretative study would be open to charges of 
subjectivity such as have already been leveled a~ainst the 
use of the Rorschach generally . 
25 
method of Vernon , however, or 
26 
analysis as advocated by Cox 
The use of the matching 
of the method of factor 
27 
and by Hsu , have indicated 
that the subjective aspects of interpretation are amenable 
to objectification. 
Such an interpretative study would offer certain 
advantages which were not possible in this study. In regard 
to absolute numberof responses, percentages, and ratios, 
Rorschach workers recognize that a given numberof responses 
varies in its meaning according to the total numberof respon-
ses and in proportion to the number of responses of different 
nature. Thus, the same numberof human movement responses, 
M, would be interpreted differently in a protocol of twenty-
five responses and in one of seventy-five responses . Likewise, 
it would be interpreted differently in a protocol containing 
25 Philip E. Vernon, "The Matching Method Applied to 
Investigations of Personality ," Psychol. Bull., 33:149-177, 
Jan., 1936. 
26 Kenneth J. Cox, "Can the Rorschach Pick Sales 
Clerks?," Pers . Psychol., 1:357-363, Autumn, No. 3, 1948. 
27 ~. H. Hsu, "The Rorschach Responses and Factor 
Analysis," J. General Psychol ., 37:129-138, Oct., 1947. 
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three animal movement responses {FM} and one containing ten 
animal movement responses. The same would be true of per-
centa~es. It is not difficult or unusual to obtain a rather 
larA"e percentage of whole responses (W%} in a short protocol, 
but the same large W% would be unusual in a long protocol and 
would be interpreted differently. What is true of absolute 
number of responses and percentages holds true, in a similar 
manner, for ratios. A W:M ratio of one to two in a short 
protocol would be interpreted, among other things, as indi-
cating intellectual underachievement and aspiration, but i n 
a long protocol, where there was a large amount of human 
movement responses, it would not be ~iven the same inter-
pretation, as the possibility of r-:ood. human movement re-
sponses in a lonp protocol is much greater and easier than 
that for whole responses. 
The writer be lieves , therefore, that while the use 
of the Group Rorschach as a statistical tool for vocational 
selection and differentiation appears an untenable position, 
there remains the possibility that, used interpretatively, 
the Rorschach might be a supplementary tool to those current-
ly employed. 
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The incidence of d.isse,tisfaction with occupation, of 
failure in one's chosen field, of occupational change after 
years of preparation, and, frequently, experience, as re~ 
ported in the literature, poses a serious problem to work-
ers in Tocat1onal counseling. Traditional tools used ia 
this field--the interview, general ability or intelligence 
tests, special aptitude tests, interest inTentories--while 
contributing greatly to efforts to improve our guidance pro" 
cesses, have been evaluated as insufficient by themselYes. 
Emphasis has been ~iven more recently to personality factors, 
to the emotional m~aning of work, to the emotional needs 
and dr1Tes which may influence TOCational choice, success, 
and sat1$fact1oa. Numerous writers have claimed that pe~ 
sonalitr and emotional factors can be used to distinguiatt 
between people working in various fields. Actual work 
designei to utilize . this alleg~d rel~Hon~hip _h~$ · n~t Prc?:-
cee(led T~rl rapidly, a condi1t.i0Jl allegedl7 due to the fact 
that object1vetechniques ordinarily used in counseling 
procedures for assessing personality have contained certaia 
inherent lt.itations: (1) they commit the •stimulus error• 
of Thurstone; (2) they are an atomistic omnibus type; (J) 
they are uncomprehensive and ~systematic; (4) they can be 
faked by tAe subjec~; _(S) they _do n~t trnely measure what 
they pur~~~ to ~~.~ • . The result of -this sit~tion has 
been a feeling among many workers that a tool like the 
Rorschach, which they claim does not contain these limita-
tions, while cumbersome and time consuming, could neverthe-
less provide, with researdh, such a device for overcoming 
these objections. With the development of group methods of 
Rorschach administration, and with increasing validation , 
the feasibi lity of such a research program was increased . 
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In this connect ion, Cox has suggested that the problem might 
be approached by the following research design: (1) to 
ascertain whether there are significant differences between 
various occupational groups on different Rorschach factors, 
and, (2 ) where such differences exist, a furt her study to 
validate these findings by applying them to a second group . 
The present study followed the plan outl ined by 
Cox. On the basis of the assumptions that (l) personality 
factors are related to occupational preference and persis-
tence, and (2) t he use of the Rorschach as a device for 
attaining some measure of personality differentiation, if 
the test were administered to (a) different occupational 
groups in training , and (b) the same oc cupational groups a t 
different stages of occupational maturity, we would expect 
to find: 
Prediction 1. That upperclass and graduate students 
tra ining in different occupational fields can be distinguished 
on Rorschach factors. 
Prediction 2. That the differences on Rorschach fac-
tors found among the different student groups wit1 also be 
found among professionals in these areas. 
Prediction 3. That the extent of the differences 
between people in different occupational groups is progres~ 
ivelr mor~ constant as we procede from the qne extreae ~~ 
choice (by freshmen} to major or advanced training (of 
upperclass and graduate students) to persistence (by pro-
fess1o1als). That this will be shown by an increasing 
number of factors which differentiate the occupational 
fields at different levels from freshmen to professional 
workers, end by an increase in the level of significance 
found for such factors at successive levels. 
The Method. 
A first sBJDple of two hundred .Jlpperclass and first 
year graduate students among the four •ields of forestry, 
mechanical engineering, psychology, and agr1cul ture, wer~ 
taken in equel nUIIbers from the Universitr of New Hampshire 
and the Unive~ity of )IR!ne. A second sample was taken sim-
ilarlr the next year, with no subject from the first sample_ 
included in the second one. A sall sample of e1ght7 fres~­
men who had declared their intention to major in one of the 
four fields was taken at the University of New Hampshire. 
A small sample of eighty professional workers, all possessing 
at least a bachelor ' s degree in their field and a minimum of 
five rears experience in the field was takea. 
In the first three groups it was shown that there was 
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no significant difference among the four major fields in 
regard to age, scholastic aptitude as measured by the Ameri-
can Council on Education Psychological EDlllination, socio-
econoaic status of the father, or residential area. It was 
not possible to gather this kind of information for the pro-
fessional workers since many preferred not to give one or 
another form of personal information or identification. Al~ 
subjects were male; both veterans and non-veterans were used. 
Procedure: 
Subjects were given the group for• of the Rorschach 
Test as devised by Harrower. A list o~ criteria for scoring 
was presented to Drs. Harrower, Kaback, and Roe, and a revised 
list of scoring criteria drawn up on the basis of their sug-
gestions. Scoring was done without any knowledge on the part 
of the writer as to ·which profession was being represented 
by any test protocol. Scoring was checked by Dr. Peter 
Gaskell. 
E~hteen Rorschach factors and components were treated 
by the method of analrsis of variance; eighteen other Rorschach 
factors and components required treatment by the chi square 
method. 
Results. 
In agreement with prediction one, twelve Rorschach 
factors were found to differentiate consistently and stgnifi- _ 
cant11 among stUdtmts training in _ the four occupational areas . 
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in both samples of upperclass and graduate students •. 0. the 
basis of these twelve factors, thirty-one factor-discrimina-
tions for pairings of occupational groups were found signifi-
cant for both samples of upperclass and graduate students. 
These mainly differenti£ted the psychology stUdents. Psycho!-
~ students were distinguished from forestr.r students b7 
seYen fac t ors, from mechanical engineering students by nine 
factors, and from agriculturel students by eleYen factors. 
In accordance with prediction two, using only those 
factors which had differentiated at the upperclass and gradu-
ate level• ten Rorschach factors were fouad to differentiate 
consistently and significantly at the professional level. 
On the basis of those ten factors, thirty factor-discrimina~ 
tiona for pairings of occupational groups were found signifi-
cant. PsycholQgists were dist~ished from foresters by 
eight factors, from mechanical engineers by six, and from 
agriculturalists by seven factors. 
Prediction three can be approached from the standpoint 
of two different criteria. Using onlf those factors found 
significant for both upperclass and graduate samples, fresh-
men were differentiated by six factors, upperclass and gradu-
ate students by twelve, and professionals by ten. On this 
basis, freshmen showed sixteen factor-discriminations, upper-
class and gram1ate students thirty-one, and professionals 
thirty. The various factor-discriminations tended main11 
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to dif~erentiate psycholqgists, both as students and profess-
iollals, from the other fields. Freshmen in the psychology 
and forestry programs were distinguished by five factors, 
upperclass and gradtiate students by seven, and professionals 
by eight. Between the psychology and mechanical engineer-
1~ fields, freshm~n were differentiated by five, upperclass 
and graduate students by nine, and professionals by six 
factors. Psychology and agriculture freshmen differed on 
. . 
four factors, upperclass and graduate students on eleven, 
and professioaels on seven. 
Using factors found significant at any specific level, 
freshmen were differentiated by nine factors and twenty-five 
factor-discriminations, upperclass and graduate stud~nts by 
twelve factors and thirty-one factor-d1scr1milations1 and 
.. . '• t '. . . 
professionals by fifteen factors and ~~rty-4'ive factor-dis-
criminations. The various factor discriainations tended 
mainlY to differentiate psycholo~ists, both as students and 
professionals, from the other fields. Freslunen in psychol~ 
I§ B.nd forestry differed on" seven factors, upperclass and .... 
. . ~ 
---·· 
gr;w_Ua.te studel\ts t onr: seven, and professionals on eleven. 
:Bet~reen the psychology and mechanical engineering fields, .· 
freshmen were differentiated bY s~ven factors, upperclass . 
and graduate students on nine~ and professionals on seven. 
Psychology and agriculture freshmen were distinguished by 
seven factors, upperclass and graduate students by eleven, 
end professioaals by ten. 
The level of s~ific~e for individual factors was 
inconstant and showed both increases and decreases of s~ 
nificance at successive levels. 
1!1Plicat1ons. 
At the present time further resea*ch and study is 
necessary for the use of the Rorschach to become efficient 
and practical in vocational guiduce. Specifically, it is 
suggested that the present study which has shown that to 
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a smaller or grea.ter extent there ere 11sn1ficant factors 
that dist~ish these groups among occupations peraits a 
meaniD8ful attack oa the problem by means of testing par-
ticular personality dimensions. The findings of significant 
. . 
differences on Rorschach factors prepares the way for the 
investige.tion ot interpretative differences, i.e., for a 
consideration of descriptive personality factors. Indied1 
the possibility of this approach is indicated by the fact 
that a list of characteristics of psycholQgists, as de-
scribed in the literature, was used to check the findings 
of this study. The statistically significant Rorschach 
factors were found to confora interpretatively with this 
description. 
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